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Abstract 
In this thesis an investigation is made into the feasibility of llsing the Feymnall path 
integral formulation to quantize dynamical systems subject to llonholonomic cOllstmiuts. 
For these "nonholonomic systems" the classical path does Hot oh<'y a variational priuci-
pIe in that its action is not stationary with respect to neighbouring paths satbfyhlg tIl<' 
constraints. COllsequf>ntly, the natural approach of includillg all paths which satisfy the 
constraints leads to stationary paths which do not obey the cla..o;;sical equations of motion. 
Quantum mechanics with unconventional classical Illotion is the result. The altcruativ<, 
is conventional classical mechanics with no clear gmlCfalisatioll to quantum mechanics. 
This generalisation is attempted for a simple nonholollomic system. In O1'<1<'f to exallliJ1(' 
propagation over a finite time interval, a model of the constrairwd system is proposed Hud 
investigated within the spirit of path integration. 
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This section includes a list of some features of the presentation which may be of inter-
est to the reader and indicates the sections where they are discllssed in more detail or 
"illustrated" . 
• An account of path integration is given in section 2.4. The reason for using them in 
this investigation is also discussed (e.g. section 2.2). 
• The problem considered here does not appear in t.he lit.erature. The standard method 
of quantizing "constrained" systems is discussed in section 2.2 and appendix n. Dif-
ferent approaches which have been applied to a certain type of holonom:ic constraint 
are discussed in section 4.3. 
• The role of models is discussed in section 11.4. The relationships between the models 
are outlined in the introductions to the relevant chapters (Le. chapters 6-10). The 
discussion of approximation is initiated in section 6.1. 
• Where mathematical derivations contain lots of simple steps it is considered prefer-
able to describe these in words to avoid unnecessary "clutter" (e.g. equation (10.14) 
). Where some of the steps arc not trivi<tl the calculatioll is broken into several stagC's 
(e.g. equations (10.7)- (10.12) ). 
• The types of mechanical principle which are relevant to the investigation is discuHsed 
in section 1.5.1. Those which (l1'e relevant have been included in the main text (e.g. 
section 1.5.2). Others which are Bot directly relevant arc included in appendix A. 
• The significance of paraxial optics is discussed in chapter 3. It is appropriate because 
only nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is considered ill this work. 
• The goal of the research is stated latcr in this introductory chapter. 
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• The conclusions are stated in chapter 11. 
Preliminaries 
The term "nonholonomic system" refers to a dynamical system subject to a dass of COIl-
straint not usually considered in quantum mechanics. However such coust millts do oc('ur 
in classical mechanics and presumably also in the quasi-classical limit in some form. \\'e 
therefore take the most direct approach and attempt to quallt ize classical systems subject 
to nonholonomic constraints. \Ve require the quantized system to have the correct classical 
limit. This prevents the use of standard methods of quanti;'liug a constrained syst.em sHch 
as Dirac's procedure [9]. The main aim is to obtain an expression for the propagator using 
the Feynman Path integral [10], since this offers a direct route from classical to quant.ulll 
mechanics, but SchrOclinger type wave equations are also cOll'sidered. 
Overview 
Chapter 1: An introduction to constrained mechanical systems 
Chapter 2: A discussion of quantization methods 
Chapter 3: An explanation of paraxial optics and its relevance 
Chapter 4: An investigation of the possibility of obtaining a wave equation for nonholo-
nomic systems 
Chapter 5: An introduction to the special nonhoJonomic system upon which attentioll is 
subsequently focused 
Chapter 6: A description of a model for this simple system 
Chapter 7: Calculations using the model 
Chapter 8: A way to enforce the constraints approximately 
Chapter 9: Modifications of the previous approaches 
Chapter 10: A version of the model applicable in the nonhoiollomic limit 
Chapter 11: Discussion and Conclusions 
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Chapters 5-10 deal exdmdvely with a special case system which is, howev(~r, bdkwd 
to contain the essence of the problem. 
With the exception of the first chapter, the presentat.ioIl is in the form of an edit<'d 
account of an investigation into the possibility of quantizing mechanical systems subject 
to nonholonomic constraints. \Vith the possible exception of chapter 4, the chapters follow 
a continuous line of development. 
The goal 
The purpose of this thesis (as mentioned in the abstract) is to investigate the possibility 
of quantizing dynamical systems subject to nonholonomic constraints using the Feynm<1n 
Path integral formulation. The goal is some form of path integral for a simple nonholollOlllic 
system which is sufficiently general to contain the essence of the problem. In Feymnall's 
Path integral formulation of quantum mechanics (discussed in section 2.4), the time 1"'0111-
tion of wave functions is specified by obtaining the propagator (Le. t.he kernP! in the int.pgral 
equation for the wavefunction) in terms of a path integral. Evaluation of the path integral 
provides sufficient information for the time evolution of a wave packet to be obtained. 
It is of fundamental importance t hat any expression obtaiued should have the correct 
dassicallimit. If complete success is achieved, a description will have been obt aiued of t 1\1' 
properties of (a set of) quantum systems whose dassicalliruit is a nOllholouOlllic syst(~lll. 
Structure 
The structure of this report is illustrated in the the "tree" diagram in figure 0.1. The 
"axis" down the page represent.s (roughly) progress t.owards t.he goal of the project as 
stated above (i.e. in the abstract and tlw preceding section), Tho dimctioll of the lirlC's an' 
used to distinguish different approaches to t he problem. It should be llotecl that the '·t n '(~" 
in figure 0.1 represents the structure of t his "report." rat her t hall the complete history of 
the research on which it is based. A tree diagram of the latter would require exteusive 
"pruning" to remove "branches" before it resembled figure 0.1. 
It is difficult to "score" the relative merits of the three main approaclws (branches A. 
B, C in figure 0.1), they are quite closely related, although tlw results thl'y provide haw 




















Constraints limit the motion of a mechanical system, for exampl<~ the beads of an abacus are 
constrained to one-dimensional motion by the supporting wires. Constraiuts are impoR(!(i 
by forces (forces of constraint) but are distinguished from cOllventional forn's in that they 
are known, or most easily stated, in terms of their effect on the motion of the system. 
1.2 Classification of constraints 
Constraints can be classified in many ways. A fundamental distinction is bptweell eqnality 
constraints and those specified by an inequality, for example a particle confined withill a 
container. Equality constraints may be geometric or kinematic. Constraints are descril)(~d 
as geometric if they are expressed by equations involving the position (but not the velocity) 
il(r., t) = 0 (1.1 ) 
(l = 1,2, ... , m where m =number of constraints) 
and as kinematic if the equations contain the velocity 
(1.2) 
Kinematic constraints are integrable if the correspollding system of differential equatiolls 
is integrable. 
Integrable kinematic constraints and geometric constraillts, to which they lllay be l'<~­
duced, are known as holonomic constraints. Nonholonomic eom.,t.raints are l-lonwtimes tak{~ll 
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to be any constraints which are not holonomic (including "inequality constraints" for ex-
ample), but, following Hertz (who is generally credited with introducing the term) will lw 
used here to mean specifically non-integrable kinematic constraints. 
Constraints are further classified according to whether the equations of constraint COll-
tain the time as an explicit variable (rheonomous) or are not explicitly dependent on tiIlle 
(scleronomous) . 
It is believed that all nonholonomic constraints occurring in nature depend only linearly 
on the velocity, or equivalently, they may be written as a set of linear differential constraints 
L (/.lkdqk + altdt = 0 
k 
for generalized coordinates qk, k = 1, ... , n 
such a form of the equations also includes holonomic constraints, i.e. 
~ 8fl afl 
L...,.-dqk + -elt = 0 
k oQk at 
for holonomic constraints fl(9., t) = 0 
and is known as the Pfaffian form of the constraint equations. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
A constraint equation of the form (1.3) is called catastatic when at = 0 otherwise it is 
called acatastatic. 
1.3 Examples of constrained systems 
An example of a dynamical system with a holonomic constraint is a frictionless bead on a 
horizontal circular wire. The two cartesian coordinates which would be required to locate 
the bead in the horizontal plane reduce to a single angle coordinate. This system is trivially 
quantizable - "the rotor" . 
Similarly, a vertical disc of radius l' rolling without slipping along a horizontal line is a 
dynamical system with a holonol1lic tonstraint: the velocity j. awl the angular vdocity (j of 
the disc are linked by ± = 1'0. By integrat.ion, therefore, tho allgle () and the contact positioll 
x of the disc are linked, and one can be discarded. This system is also straightforward to 
quantize. 
In contrast, a similar system with a non-holonomic cOllst.raint is a disc whose radius is 
a (prescribed) function of time rolling without slipping on a horizontal line. Now;r = 1'(/)0 
which cannot be generally integrated to link the x and () coordinates -- both aro ncetkll. 
[The space x, (), t is no longer filled with a stack of sheet.s f(x, 0, t) = const. to which the 
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motion is confined]. This is probably t he simplest type of IlOIl-holollomic system, aud will 
be considered later with regard to quantization. 
Two better known examples of non-holonomic classical systems are a vertical skate OIl 
ice, and a ball rolling on a perfectly rough surface. In the first case thp llonholoIloIllic 
constraint is the requirement that tlw velocity of the skate in tlw direction p<'rpendiculnr 
to the plane of its blade is zero. In the second case the velocity of the point of colltact lllllst 
vanish. The fact that the constraints cannot be integrated to obtain relations between t lIP 
coordinates may be illustrated in the second case by rolling the ball from a cert.ain initial 
position along two different paths so that the two final positions of the point of contact 
coincide. Generally, the final orientation of the ball is found to be different for each path. 
1.4 A geometrical picture 
If a two-freedom dynamical system is represented as a point in three dimensional space-
time then constraints have a simple geometrical interpretat.ion (this is also true for a thrc('-
freedom system with a time independent "catastatic" constraint represented by a poillt ill 
3D space, although such a ca.se is not considered in later chapters within the main text, it 
effectively reduces to the two freedom system describ(~d if an additional cOllstraillt z = 1 
is included). A kinematic constraint defines a field of tallgcllt planes or "planekts" in t 11<, 
three dimen.':.;ional space-time. The constraint is that the tangent to the path (world-lillC') 
of the particle "lies within" the infinitesimally small plane defincd at the particles curf()ut 
position. 
If the constraint is holonomic, then the planclets fit together to form surfaces. TIlliS 
any possible trajectory lies within a surface. So a holol10111ic cOllstraint rest riet s t lw mot iOJ I 
to a 2D subspace of the original 3D space-time. 
By contrast, for a nonholonomic constraint, the plandets do not form a surface. AllY 
two points may be joined by a path, not obeying any eqnations of motion, but at least 
satisfying the constraints. So the whole space is "geometrically accessible" . 
In 3D space the condition for the field of planelnts (assodat('d with It "catastatic'· 
constraint) to be holonomic is that 
N.(S'... x N) = 0 (1.5) 




Figure 1.1: A field of "infinitesimal" tangent planes 
Figure 1.2: "Constraint surfaces" for holonomic constraints 
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(for 3D space-time one simply replaces z by t in the formula) This is a special ca<;e of the 
Frobenius condition [3] 
(1.6) 
for the integrability of a field of hyperplanes 
(1.7) 
where w is a I-form. 
1.5 Mechanics of constrained systems 
1.5.1 Mechanical principles 
A way of classifying the principles of classical mechanics is to split them into two groups 
depending upon whether they can be derived from a principle of stationary action in 
all cases. The proviso "in all ca<;es" means ca'>es with nonholonomic constraints must be' 
included. This is important because in unconstrained mechanics (and also when holonomic 
constraints are present) the distinction can largely be rcmovccl by suitable mauipulatioll 
of the equations. With this proviso the groups are: 
class A: equivalent to a principle of stationary action 
class B: all other accepted comprehensive mechanical principles 
where "action" is taken to mean the integral over time of some well defined quantity (i.e. 
sufficiently general to allow constraints to be induded) and the' usc of "stationary" is tiH~ 
same as in the standard calculus of variations. The reason for making this distinction is 
that the Feynman Path integral formulation is based on a principle of stationary action [10, 
32]. The standard Feynman path integral formulation can only be applied if there is 
a variational principle which gives the correct equations of motion for a classical system 
subject to nonholonomic constraints. Otherwise some sort of generalization of the Feynman 
formulation must be attempted. 
Examples of procedures for obtaining the correct nOllholollOlllic equations of Illotion 
include [2] D'Alembert's principle, Gauss's principle and tIl(' Gibbs-Appell equations (ap-
pendix A). All of these fall into "class il". The question is: ('all a principle found in "cla .. "s 
A" give the correct nonholonornic equations of motion? The answer is no [31, 18, 29]. 
\Vhen the principle of stationary action is applied to a constrained system the result is 
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"vakonomic mechanics". When the constraints are integrable (holonomic) this reduces to 
ordinary holonomic mechanics. 
1.5.2 Vakonomic mechanics 
For holonomic constraints, 91(9., t) = 0, there is a variational principle which gh'cs tIll' 
correct equations of motion: the principle of stationary action is applied to tlw sllbspact' 
of the original space defined by the constraints. This may be achieved usiug lllUlt iplkrs 
in the standard way: the unconstrained Lagrangian £(9.,1, t) is replaced by L(9., 1, t) + 
L~l >'l9l(9., t) (the "modified Lagrangian") and the multipliers >'l are treated as indepen-
dent coordinates. The resulting Euler-Lagrange equations give the equations of motion 
(from variations with respect to ret) ) 
d aL aL '"' am 
-dt-a' +-a = - ~>'l-a 
'9. 9. l 9. 
(1.8) 
and the constraint equations (from variations with respect to >.(t) ) 
(1.9) 
allowing the "elimination" of the multipliers (Le. solving for>. so that>. = >.( q, q, t)) 
If the holonomic constraint equations are written ill the kinematic form 
(1.10) 
then the resulting equations of motion are similar but ).1 is replaced by -~l' This diffcrcllc(' 
can be removed simply by defining new multipliers III = -~l' The muit.ipliers are obtaiw'(l 
by solving algebraic equations. 
Vakonomic "mechanics" consists in applyiug this variat ioual proce<iurC' l'!'ganlll'ss of 
whether the cOllstraints arc holonomic or Ilot, i.e. taking it as au "axiolll" (h('!l('(~ "vak" 
from mechanics of variational a.xiomatic kind [2]). So the "lllodified Lagrangian" is takell 
to be 
Tn 
£(9.,~, t) + L >'dl(~' 9., t) 
l=1 
where the general constraints il(~'9., t) = 0 may be holonomie or Ilonholollolllic. Applying 
the principle of stationary action (this is equivalCllt in space-tilll!' to asking for tIl(' "short-
est" path amongst those satisfying the eom;traints) producps the equatiolls of lllotioll 
d aL a£ ,",' ail '"' [ d Dfl Oil] 
- dt -a' + -a = L >'l-a' - ~ >'1 - -It -a' + -a· 9. 9. I 9. I (. 9. 9. 
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(1.11) 
There are three cases to consider. 
The first case occurs when the constraints are holonomic, with no dependence on ve-
locity, i.e. equations (1.9), so that 
(1.12) 
In this case equations (loll) reduce to equations (1.8), exactly as expected. 
The second case occurs when the constraints are again holollomic (equations (1.9) 
but are now written in the kinematic (differentiated) form (1.10) so that 
In this case 
d ag/ a. 
- dt alJ. + uq9/ 
- 0 
so the equations of motion become 
d 8L 8L ". 89/ 
- dt -;:;-:- + -;:) = L..J Al ~ 
ulJ. u9. I ulJ. 
Again, exactly as described (for constraints (1.10) ). 
The third ca.<;e is when the constraints are nonholonomic --- i.e. 





In this case it is not in general possible to simplify equations (1.11). These equations of 
motion are inconsistent with the accepted equations describing Ilonholonomic mechanical 
systems due to the presence of the terms containing the square brackets. 
The presence of both A and .x in (1.11) means that the equat ions to determine t h(~ 
multipliers are differential equations rat her than algebraic e<Iuations and so constants of 
integration a.'>sociated with the multipliers are now required. Thl'se are arbitrary, choosing 
them suitably allows any final point to be reached from a given initial point. The IlnIll<.' 
(from [2]) "vakonomic mechanics" (vak) will be used for the matlH'lI1atical formalism based 
on equations (1.11) and (1.16), derived by comparing paths which satisfy the constraints 
and requiring the action to be stationary (using the standard calculus of variat.ions tech-
niques). It does not agree with the experimentally observed [23] nonhoionolllic classical 
mechanics - "ordinary mechanics" (ord). It must, therefore, be rejected a.'! unphysical for 
the purposes of classical mechanics. 
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1.5.3 Comparison 
Before comparing vakonomic and ordinary mechanics, it is worth noting a pm;siblc source 
of confusion:. in some treatments the Euler-Lagrange equat.ions are derived for the un-
constrained system and are then modified to correctly take into account. any constraiuts 
present, the resulting equations are 
d aL aL a Ii 
- dt aq + oq = L Ai aq 
- - i -
( 1.17) 
where Ai are refered to as "mult.ipliers". 
Solving these together with the constraint equat.ions (1.16) gives t.he physical motion. It 
is important to realise that such equations giving the correct nonholonomic equations of 
motion cannot be obtained directly from a principle of stationary action (i.e. they fall 
into class D). These correct (ord) equations of motion (equations (1.17) ) do uot iudwk 
derivatives of the "multipliers", in contrast to the vak equations. 
In vak mechanics const.ant.s of integration associat.ed with the multipliers are required 
when the constraints are nonholonomic, in ord mechanics this is not the case. So in orfipr 
to determine the motion in vak mechanics with nonholonomic constraints, one must supply 
more information than is required for conventional (ord) mechanics. In the holollomic cas!' 
this problem docs not arise (sectiou 1.5.4). 
A final point is defined to be "dynamically accessible" from a given iuitial point if 
it may be reached from the initial point by a path satisfying the equations of motion. III 
vakonomic mechanics with nonholonomic constraints there is no reduction of the dimension 
of space which is dynamically accessiblp. from any given initial point, despite tll0. presenco of 
constraints. In ordinary nonholonomic (ord) mechanics the dimension of space dynamically 
accessible from a given initial point is reduced. For exal1lph~, in 3D spacc tilllc wit h 011(' 
constraint this means that t.he initial position (2 coordinates) and vdocity (1 lllllul)('r sillel' 
the constraint must be satisfied) are sufficient to determine thn motion for ord mechanics 
and a curve in the final plane is dynamically accessible (by taking all possibll~ values of 
initial velocity) from a point in the initial plane (this is like a contact t.ransformation [20, 
36]). Specifying the init.ial positioll in vak mechanics still allows any point. in the filllli 
plane t.o be reached, to determine the motion requir(>s two more lllllubers s11ch as the fiunl 
coordinates. 
So vak mechanics is not identical to ord mechanics but amongst the vak paths are it 
subset which have t.he same final points as ord mechanical paths. The qucstion is: if these 
final points are specified in the \'ak formalism, are the result jug vak paths t he same as t lw 
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ordinary mechanical paths? i.e. docs vak mechanics "contain" ord mechanics? The am;wer 
is no (the "routes" differ), it is not possible to remove t.he extra term in the yak equatiollS 
of mot.ion. 
In terms of forces in (potential free) 3D space-time, the difference between the vak and 
ord equations of motion (for a single constraint) is that for the ord case the only forces 
acting are those required to ensure that the system satisfies the constraint. The force 
acts in a direction perpendicular to the relevant planelet. The component of the force 
in this direction is determined by t.aking t.he t.ime derivative of the constraint equatioll, 
this is a valid equation since the constraint must be satisfied for all values of time. The 
ord prescription is to take all other components of the force to be zero. In the vak case 
the force has a component parallel to the planelet, causing the path to curve "within the 
planelet" (as shown in figure 1.3). The vak prescription is for a path of stationary length 
(compared to other paths satisfying the constraints). Consc(l1lCutly, the components of 
the force not determined by the constraint take whatever values are needed to meet this 
requirement. The greater freedom in the vak case allows any final point to be reached froUl 
the given initial point. Even when the paths go between the same points the vak path 
will still "curve within the planelets" and the ord path will not. As noted by Hertz [17J 
(for the zero potential case), the vak path is the shortest ("of stationary length" strictly 
speaking) and the ordinary mechanical path the straightest, COIlsistcIlt with the constraints. 
In general these will not coincide. 
1.5.4 Holonomic case 
As explained in section 1.4 (for 3D space-time) a kinemat.ic holonomic constraint. defines 
a "stack of surfaces" within the space. If the kinematic constraint is integrated and the 
constant of integration is specified to give a single geometric constraint, then a single 
surface is defined. 
It is now desired to consider, in addition, the dynamics. For kinematic hO\OllOlUic 
systems the dynamics is defined by the principle of stationary action within the s11bsP11(,('S 
("surfaces"). Specifying the initial position determines which surface within tlw stack the 
motion takes place on (for a geometric holonomic constraiut consistency is reqnired) awl 
also the initial position on the surface. If the initial velocity is COIlS is tent with motion on 
the surface then one can "do mechanics" on the subspace. 1I0wE'ver, when the constraints 




Figure 1.3: "Magnified planelets" for the "ord" and "vak" casE'S 
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1.5.5 The classical fan 
An idea introduced in section 1.5.3 will be used again later: in 3D spaee-tilll(~ with OIH' 
constraint, the initial position is specified and the initial velocity is allowed to take aU values 
consistent with the constraints (1 parameter). The set of paths in space-time obeying the 
correct equations of motion (Le. the ord equations in the nonholollomic case) with thes(' 
initial conditions will be called the "cla,ssical fan". The final time defines a t = constant 
plane in space-time. The intersection of the classical fan with this plane produces a curve 
(the "intersection curve"). If the constraints are holonomic, thcu the classical fan always 
lies in a space-time surface formed by the constraints, and the "int(~rscction curve" coillchks 
. with a constraint "surface" at the final time (which is a curve in 2D). In two (space) 
dimensions it is always possible to construct a set of curves (in any t = constant plaIll~) 
by joining the infinitesimal line segments representing the constraints. This is special to 
the case of two (space) dimensions and does not mean that it is possible to construct 
constraint surfaces in the 3D space-time (unless the constraiuts are holonomic, of course). 
In the nonholonomic case the "int.ersection curve" will not, ill gelleral, coincide with any 
curve constructed in this way (figure 1.4). 
1.6 Constrained Hamiltonian systems 
There is a method for quantizing "collstrained" systems which follows from the work of 
Dirac [9J. Consequently the question arises as to whether this can be applied to IlOllholo-
nomic systems. There are two parts to the process: the first is to obtain the classical 
Hamiltonian dynamics of the "constrained" system; the secowl is to quantiJl:c this usiug 
the canonical quantization procedure. The first part of this proC(~sS is considered hem. 
In this section the term "constrained" takes a differ<'llt llH'allillg from the one that it has 
in the rest of this chapter. In this sectioIl "constrained" takm; Oil the "tedmical" lll(~anillg 
that it ha..q in the field of "constrained dynamics". In "constrained dynamics" a (N d('gr('e 
of freedom) non-relativistic system with Lagrangian L(qi, (ji, t) is said to be "constrained'! 
if the matrix 
{PL 
l Vik = D(ji O(jk (1.18) 
has zero determinant i.e. IV = det IVik = O. The lagrangian is thcn "singular". If 
IV I 0 it is "regular". Systems with IV = 0 are called "singular Lagrangian systems", 
"constrained Hamiltonian systems" or "degenerate systems". III classical mechanics this 
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Figure 1.4: "Intersection curves" for holonomic and nonholonomic cases 
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nomenclature is potentially confusing, although constraints in the usual sC'llse (holollomic 
and Donholonomic) do make a Lagrangian singular if Lagrange multipliers are collshkn,d 
as dynamical variables. 
The most basic question to be asked is whether the classical Hamiltonian cquatiOIIH 
resulting from applying the techniques of "con.<;trained dynamicH" to a nOllholollomic sys-
tem agree with the accepted classical mechanical eqnations of motion for nOllho\ollomk 
systems. The answer is that they do not: more details are given in appendix D. The 
equations are correct for holonomic constraints but not for nouho}onomic constraints. III 
fact they agree with the equations of vakonomic "mechanics" (appendix D). This is not 
unexpected since in both cases Lagrange multipliers are treaterl as dynamical variables. 
The conclusion is that the Dirac quantization procedure is not :mitable for the quanti-
zation of nonholonomic systems. The requirement that the quanti>md system should have 
the correct classical limit will not be met if the Dirac procedure is used WhCll llouhoio-
nomic constraints are present. This is because quanth:ation is applied to the "wrollg" 
nonholonomic classical system. 
1.7 Summary 
The main objectives of this chapter were: 
1. To provide an introduction to constraints in da.,,>sical mechanics. 
2. To introduce a geometrical picture suitable for some cases of intercst, including a 
special case that will be important in the following chapters (e.g. section 5.2). 
3. To show that the principle of stationary action does not give the correct equat.ions 
of mot.ion of classical mechanics when nonhoiollomie constraiuts arc pn~sent. This is 
important because it is just t his principle which is req\li[(~d for the standard H'YUlllilJl 
path integral quantization. QUC1utization is discussed in later chapters (Le. chapter 2 
and section 5.4). 
4. To indicate that the approach to classical mechanics with const.raints based on Dirac's 





In this chapter methods of quantization are considered. It is explained why the Feynman 
(configuration space) path integral is chosen as the method of quantization. An introduc-
tion to path integrals is included. 
2.2 Canonical quantization 
Canonical quantization is the longest est.ablished method of quanti:dng a dynamical system. 
It provides a set of rules for passing from Hamilton's dynamics to quantum dynamics, by 
making the coordinates and momenta into linear operators. 
The Dirac method for quantizing "constrained" dynamical systc'lllS uses canonical quan-
tization. The first stage of this procedure is to pa.'iS from the Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian 
description of the classical dynamics. This puts the system in a suitable form to apply 
the second stage, which is to pass to quantum dynamics using the canonical quantization 
rules. 
As explained in section 1.6 there are problems with the first stage of the Dirac proce-
dure when nonholonomic const.raints are present. Consequently, it is desirable to amid thc' 
first stage (passage from Lagrangian to Hamiltonian dynamics). This means ai>an<iolliug 
canonical quantization (which is applied to the Hamiltonian dl'scription). The method 
used to quantize systems starting directly from the Lagrangian description is Feymnan's 
path integral quantization procedure. Consequently, this is the method upon which the 
main part of his thesis is based. In fact, a type of "path integral" quant.ization ha.'I b(~en 
used in developments of the Dirac procedure but this involves phm;e space functiollal iu-
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tcgrals (rather than the position space variety). This is an import nut <list illct hm b('{"11 11:-'1 , 
phase-space functional integrals require canonical momenta to 1)(' (well) ddilH'cl. The~ proh-
lems described here are not a consequence of operator ordering ambiguities in canonical 
quantization as such ambiguities also appear in pat h integral quantization as qnestions of 
where to evaluate functions in the Lagrangian [32]. 
It is worth mentioning (as an aside) that even for systcl1Is whose eonstraillts Hre lIot 
nonholonomic, things are not straight-forward because there isn't a tllliqllc rnk for t hI' 
canonical quantization of constrained systems [33]. 
2.3 Path integral quantization 
In order to quantize an unconstrained dynamical system using the Feynlllall pat It int('gral 
formulation, the classical action for all possible path.", between the two end points is reqllil'<'d 
and the action must be stationary OIl the classical dynamical pat h [10j. 
For a system subject to holonomic constraints this preHcription should be applied in 
the subspace of the original space defined by the constraints, although cOl1lplicatiolls arise 
due to curvature of the subspace. 
For a system subject to nonholonomic constraints the analogolls proced1l1'e is t.o inc'lude' 
all paths satisfying the constraints. As described in appendix C, this is the IlIOSt. obvious 
way to proceed, however it is equivalent to the quantization of vnkonomie "11 wchall ics" . 
From previous study of vakonomic mechanics (section 1.5.2) we know what undesirablp 
features to expect when the constraints are nonholonomic. The stationary paths do not 
obey the nonholonomic classical mechanical equations of motioll. The corf(~ct dassie~al 
path does not obey a variational principle in that its action is not st.ationary with rcsppct 
to neighbouring paths satisfying the constraints so it willllot be recovered in t he classical 
limit. This leaves a choice between: 
• Quantum mechanics with unconventional da."lsical (Le. stationary) motion -- tllP 
vak case 
• Classical mechanics (conventional) with no clear gelleralilmtion to quantulll nwchau-
ics - the "ord" case 
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2.4 Path integrals 
2.4.1 Introduction 
It is desired to use the concepts of path integration to explore the quantum mechanic:.; of 
a novel class of systems. Consequently, the path integral formulation is introduced first 
and then shown to be equivalent to standard Schrodinger quantum mechanics, as in the 
original work of Feynman [11], rather than using standard quantum mechanics to justify 
the construction of the path int.egral (e.g. [32]). 
2.4.2 Construction 
In quantum mechanics the fundamental quantities are probability amplitudes, 'Pab. If 
P(a,b) is the probability to go from a state a to a state b, then the relation to the corre-
sponding probability amplitude is given by 
The "composition" rule for probability amplitudes depending on two states is 
'Pab = L 'Pac <Pcb 
c 
where the sum is over all possible states c. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
This relation may be used in the construction of the of a SUIll over all paths. Considering 
the ID case, the initial state is Xa at time ta and the final state is ;rb at time fb. Dchwcn 
ta and tb, a set of values of time (ti for i = 1, ... ,N -1) is taken, with an interval f 
between consecutive values (i.e. € = ti+! - ti and N€ = tb - fa). At each ti a point ;l:i is 
selected. A ("polygonal") path is cOllstructed by cOlluccting all f-Hlch points with straight 
lines (figure 2.1). It is possible to sum over all paths com;truct.eci ill this way by taking a 
multiple integral over all values of ;Z:i for i from 1 to N - 1. This yields an expression for 
the amplitUde ("kernel") for propagation from (Xo, to) = (Xa,ta ) to (:rN,tN) = (.fb,tb), i.e. 
(given that tb > t a ) 
(2.3) 
Making € smaller gives a more repm';cntative sample of the complete set of all possible 
paths between the fixed end points. Also, sections of the classical orbit could be usnd 
between consecutive points [11] instead of straight lincs. 




















Figure 2.1: A polygonal path 
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1. The expression 
K( ) ~ [i€L (XHI - Xi XHI + ;ri tHI + ti)] () ( 2) Xi+l,tHIjXi,ti - A exp 1i E' 2 '2 + £. 
as € -+ 0 (2.4) 
for the (normalised) kernel when tHI - ti = € is an infinitesimal time interval. 
(L(x, x, t) is the Lagrangian) 
2. The rule that amplitudes for events occurring in succession in time multiply. 
The result is 
N-l 
<pN[X(t)] = IT K(XHI,tHIixi,ti) 
i=O 
1 i 
= __ e"SN 
AN-l (2.5) 
where 
s = ~l L (XH 1 - Xi XH 1 + Xi tH 1 + fi ) 
N ~( '2' 2 
i=O € 
(2.0) 
is (a good approximation to) the action for the path. 
Using these results (and noting that N -+ 00 ::} E -+ 0) gives (for tb > ta) 
(2.7) 
2.4.3 The concept 
In certain special cases a particular way of constructing the path may prove dhmclvHll-
tageous: for example the construction described above ami illustrated in figure 2.1 giVl's 
discontinuities in the velocity at the points (Xi, ti). The fact t.hat the acceleration is infi-
nite at these points could cause problems if the Lagrangian (iPpelHied on the acceleration. 
However, in such cases the "substitution" 
(2.8) 
is usually adequate. This is an illustration of the generality of the concept of a SUIll owr 
all paths and suggests the use of a notation suc.h as 
(2.9) 
which is independent of a particular definition. The expression equation (2.9) is valid for 
tb > tao It is conventional to define K(;rb, fbi Xa, ta) to be zero for tb < tao For the l'('lllaining 
case (i.e. tb = ta), the result K(Xb, fb; Xa, fa) -+ 6(Xb - xa) as tb -+ ta+) may be invok(\(l. 
Unless stated otherwise, subsequent rf'sults in this thesis will be for the case "fb > fa" . 
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2.4.4 The Schrodinger equation 
The path integral formulation of quantum mechanics is verifipd by propagating a wave 
function at time t, V,(x, t) , to time t + € using the path integral propagator awl showill~ 
that this evolution is the same as that given by the Schr()<iillgcr equation. This is aeIden'li 
by applying the general (ID) equation (for t2 > it) 
(2.10) 
to the special case with the time t2 differing only by an infinitesimal interval f from tl (so 
tl = t, t2 = t + E). In this case the propagator is given by equation (2.4). For the case of 
a particle in ID subject to a scalar potential the Lagrangian is L = ~m±2 - V(x, t). Till' 
result of making these substitutions in equation (2.10) is ( ... "itb .1'2 = .r) 
(2.11) 
The substitution Xl = x2 +"l used in this equation is suggested by the method of stationary 
2 
phase: the first exponential oscillates very rapidly unless ";:! is small. Consequently lllost 




in addition to 
and 
8v' V'(x, t + f) = V,(x, t) + f-;:) + ... 
ut 




The requirement that both sides of equation (2.11) agree in the limit f -+ 0 ddpnnilll~s J1, 
i.e. 
100 im!]2 A:::: e :lh. dry -00 
= (27rW'f) ~ 
rn 
(2.15) 
Performing further Gaussian int.egrals to obtain terms of order f yi(~lds 
17.'l f -+ 0 (2,W) 
So 'IjJ satisfies 
(2.17) 
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which is the Schrodinger equation, as required. 
The generalization to three dimellsions is straightforward. Also, a magud ic fidll Jllay 
be included provided the vector potent.ial, A (g:) , is evaluated at the midpoiut ~(£i +J:i+tl 
or the quantity ~ [A(J:i) + A(J:i+d] is used [32]. 
2.4.5 The classical limit 
The classical limit "Ii -+ 0" means that Ii is small compared to a typical action. TI}(' 
effect of taking this limit in the path integral (sum over paths) can be illustrat(~d by 
considering a path and then making a small (on the classical scale) chango to it. This 
small change will, in general, produce a large change in the phase, ~, associated with the 
path. The contribution of a path is proportional to eks which oscillates rapidly as the 
path is changed. Consequently, if a path is chosen which makes a positive contribution (to 
the sum over paths) then it is always possible to find another path infinitesimally dose (on 
a classical scale) which makes an equal negative contribution. So, in the classical limit. 
the only paths that will contribute significantly (to the sum over paths) will be those for 
which a small change in path produces no change in S. This is true (to first order) for the 
paths which make S stationary (Le. ~; = 0). These arc just the classical pat.hs. In the 
semi-classical approximation the path integral is proportional to t?kscl (where Scl is the 
action evaluated on the classical path Xel (t) ). If there is more t han one cla."isical pat h t h('11 
a sum of such terms is required. 
2.5 Summary 
The main points made in this chapter were: 
1. Although Dirac's method was not really intended for tho quantizatioll of classical 
mechanical systems, it is generally assumed to be widely applicable. III fad it is llut 
suitable for mechanical systems with nonholonomk constraints. 
2. To quantize a constrained system using Dirac's proc(!<iure requires the successful COIll-
pletion of two st.ages: the first stage is t.o put the constraiucd system in Hamiltonian 
form, ready for quantization. The second stage is t.he quanth:at ion. For a mechanical 
system with nonholollomic constraints, even the re1'mlts of the first stage are unsatis· 
factory. Quantization using Feymnan's path integral S(~elllS llluch more promising. III 
the standard case this provides a direct route from the Lagrangian formulatiou of tho 
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classical mechanics to the quantum mechanics. Another advant.age is t.he intuitive 
picture provided by Feynman's formulation. 
3. The most natural approach to path integral quantization (appendix C) is equivalf'ut 
to the quantization of vakonomic mechanics. So the classical limit willuot. be corred 
when the constraints are nonholonomic (the vak motion will be obtained iust.ead). 
4. A quantum system is required which corresponds to a classical system with nonholo--
nomic constraints. If the classical limit is to be corrt"'ct then the standard approach 
~w 
is ruled out and some generalization of the path integral quantization must be found. 
There is no obvious direct approach to solving the problem, indeed, it is not. dC'ar 






Faced with the problem of quantizing a system which lies outside the scope of standard 
quantization procedures, one approach is to consider what is IlH'allt by "quantization" Hwl 
"taking the c1assicallimit". 
Quantum mechanics is a wave theory. The process of "taking the classical limit" is a 
reduction of a wave theory to a ray theory in the short wavelength limit [16]. In the case of 
quantization, the ray theory (classical mechanics) is known and it is H'qllired to fillel a wavc' 
theory consistent with this. It is well known that classical mechanics is alJalogous to ray 
optics and that quantum mechanics is analogous to wave optics. Consequently, quantiza-
tion is analogous to the extension of geometrical opt.ics to wave optics. If a I'lpecialil'latioll is 
made to (2D) non-relativistic mechanics (where gradients of world-lines in spaco-time are 
a.<;sumed small) then one can go further. Paraxial optics (somdilllel'l called Fre~mel opt.ics) 
and (2D) non-relativistic mechanics are mathematically identical provided identification is 
made betweon appropriate quantities in the two theories and t Iw diffcr<'I1(:(~ hdw('(m IIH' 
metrics of space (for optics) and space-time (for mechanics) is account.ed for. 
If, given a classical mechanical system, it is possible t.o construct a dass of opt.ical 
systems with corresponding ray dynamics, then applying wave opt.ical lllethods t.o tlws(' 
physical systems is equivalent to quantization of the mechanical system [16]. 
More generally, visualisation of a system is often easiest wbpI} it is int,erpret('d in t.erIlIS 
of optics. 
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3.2 The limit 
Paraxial optics is an approximat.ion t.o optics for small gradient.s of rays in t.he same sense 
that non-relativistic mechanics is an approximation to relativistic mechanics for velocities 
v « c (the speed of light in a vacuum). However, generally a slightly different view is takml: 
classical mechanics is a self-consistent description of mechanics and it is only necessary to 
work with relativistic mechanics if relativistic effects are likely to be important. The 
situation is exactly the same for paraxial optics. 
An approximation is made in deriving paraxial optics from optics, uut once the paraxial 
equations are obtained one is entitled to work entirely within the ne\\' sdf-cOllsistcllt thmry. 
For this reason the term paraxial "limit" will be preferred over "paraxial approximat.ion". 
Just as the term "classical limit" is used in mechanics even though!! is finite. 
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3.3 Mechanics and optics 
An instructive comparison between paraxial optics and non-n~lat.ivistic mechanics is pre-
sented in [15]. It is worth summarising its contents here. 
• Paraxial ray optics: 
a ray in a refracting medium of refractive index n = <p + 1 always makes a small angle 
with the z axis and obeys the paraxial ray equation 
d2r 
dz2 = yo .lip (3.1) 
where ~J. = tr. 
or, equivalently, Fermat's principle of stationary optical kngth, 6S = 0, where 
t J [ 1 (d1")2 1 S[t{z)] = 10 1 + 2 d~ + <p{t{z) , z) dz (3.2) 
• Non-relativistic classical mechanics in 2D: 
, 
the world-line of a non-relativistic particle moving in a plane under the influcnce of 
a potential V always makes a small angle with the ct a.xis alld obeys Newton's law 
(3.3) 
or, equivalently, the principle of stationary action, bS = 0, where 
Io
CT 
[ 1 (1 d'I") 2 1 1 S[.r(z)] = -1 + -2 - d- - -2 V(r(f), t) d(ct) 




• Paraxial wave optics: 
the wave field VJ(r,z) for a wave with frequency ck obeys the paraxial waye ('<illation 
(3.5) 
'ljJ(r, z) is generated through Huygen's principle by the kernel 
should be compared with 
• Non-relativistic quantum mechanics in 2D: 
the probability amplitude v'(r, z) for a particle with "Compton wave-number" T1~e 
obeys the Schr6dinger equation 
\l2'ljJ + 2 (rnc)2 (1 _ ~) 'ljJ = -2i (rnc) ! ~~' 
h mc2 n cOt (3.7) 
""(r., t) is generated through Huygen's principle by the kernel 
f r2 ( (me) reT [ 1 (1 dr) 2 1 1) K(2, 1) = il exp -i h io -1 +"2 (; dt - mc2 V(r(t), t) d(ct) door.(f) 
(3.8) 
Through out, it is assumed that, "back-tracking" paths arc excluded from tlw path intC'grals 
(in both optical and mechanical ca.'ics). Also, the kernels obC'y tlw fundamental rdatiollS 
(with 1,2,3 referring to an ordered sequence of events) 
K(l', I") 
-
6( 1', I") (3.9) 
J 1(*(2,1')[(2, 1")d2r.2 
-
6(1",1') (3.10) 
J K(3, 2)K(2, 1)d2r2 
-
J«3,1) (3.11) 
3.4 The wave equation 
It is possible to obtain the paraxial wave equation for "frec spaco" from tho IIclmholtr. 
equation for the propagation of light in a vacuum in 3D space i.e. 
(3.12) 
substituting 
lJ1(x,y,z) == V,(x,y,z)eikz (3.13) 
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gives [ (::2 + :;2 ) ¢ + 2ik ~~ + ~:~ 1 eikz = 0 (3.14) 
for the paraxial case, one takes k~~' » fli 80 that the 3rd term in equation (3.14) is 




The "physical" idea of quantization based on the analogy with optics is available evcll 






The objective in this chapter is to investigate the possibility of olltailling a wayc equation 
for nonholonomic systems. To aid visualisation of the syst.em, paraxial optics is consid(~red: 
instead of explicitly dealing with the 11on-relativistic mechanics of a part ide in 2D (the idea 
is described in chapter 3). The qu(~stion to be considered is wheth(~r it is possible to make 
progress towards a nonholonomic wave equation by considering the holonomic case, \Vritill~ 
the result in a form independent of the surface and then makillg a formal gClwralbat ion to 
the nonholonomic case. The resulting equation can be "checkcd" by interpreting the h'nlls 
present and seeking expected features. 
In section 3.4, the paraxial wave equation for 3D "free space~' was obtairwd. Now the 
corresponding equation for a 2D curved "constraint" surface is required. The first step is 
to write the Laplacian operator on this curved surface ill terms of a differc11tial operat.or 
which is as close as possible in direction to !1z but still "within" the surface. OIlC(~ this ha.", 
been done, the "paraxial substitution" 
( 4.1) 
is made. The next stage is more complicated t.han in section 3.4 due to the preSCllce of tenllS 
including gz (spatial quantity) (e.g. Z~). These should be "small" since in the paraxial 
ca'>e the slope of paths is taken to be small. The "exploration" required to Y<'rify the lllost 
plausible "order of smallness" to a'isociate with such terms is lIot iucl\l(hl. fidaiuiug 
terms to a consistent order gives the paraxial wave equation (t II<! 4'Schrt>ding<'l' equatiou" 
in the mechanical interpretation). 
As a "check" on the result, the continuity equation corresponding to the "Schrixlillger 
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equation" is obtained (in the standard way) and the terms are illtcrpret.cd to check that 
they "make sense". One of the terms in the "Sehrodinger equation" cancels out during 
the derivation of the continuity equation so a different metho(i of "dlCckiug" this term is 
required. A simple special case is considered for this purposc. The \VKD approximatioll 
scheme is used (there is only one space dimension within the "constraint" Hurface), in 
addition to taking the paraxial limit. 
For the general ca.<;e, the WKB approximation is applied t.o thc "Schrodillger equatiou" 
and the resulting equations checked for plausibility by considering their form in special 
cases where the various terms are particularly simple. 
Having investigated the holonomic case, a formal gencralisatioll is made to the wave 
equation of the nonholonomic ca..,e. A simple special C8.'>e (which will be considered again 
later) is used to test the plausibility of the result and an interpretation is attempted. 
4.2 Investigation 
In 3D space the equation governing the propagation of light in a vacuum is the Helmholtz 
equation 
(4.2) 
The paraxial "limit" is obtained by substituting 
W(X, y, z) = 'I/'(x, y, z)eikz (4.3) 
with k!l:!1!. » {)2'1b {)z a;r 
With one holonomic constraint, light propagates in a 2D curved surface within the 3D 
Euclidean space. The Laplacian operator on a curved Hnrface is given by 
__ (lJ_ 18( .. J) 
y'g aqi v0 g Dqj 
where gij9jk = 81 (i = 1,2 j = 1,2 k = 1,2) 
and 9 = detgij (gij is the metric tensor) 
To remove the explicit dependonce 011 the coordinates (ql,q2), new differcntial operat.ors 
(vector fields a, b ) are defined. Requiring the two basis vectors to be orthonormal gives 
2 -- - - - - -V 'l1 = a(a'l1) + b(b\ll) + (-[ab - ba]b)a'l1 + ([ab - M]u)bW (4.4) 
where [ab - ba] = lab - bu,Jaa + lab - bii]bb is the commutator of a awl b 
If it is further required that one of t.hem is in a transvrrse direct iOIl, tangent to curves of 
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constant z on the surface, then their form is determined uniquely in tCfIll8 of the coonlillut(,8 
on the surface, one of which is chos('n to be the z coordinate of t he 3D Euclidean space. 
These specific operators are 
U = 1 f) ) 
..jgoo 00. Z 
v = ~ 0) 9QZ {J) V 9 &z 0 ..jgoo9 aa Z 
where gOtOt) gOtZ are components of the 2 x 2 metric tensor deR(Tibiug the surface 
x = x(o.,z), y = y(a,z), z and its coordinate system. 
Working in the paraxial regime and neglecting terms small compared to 
k-9z(spatial quantity) gives 
(4.5) 
( 4.G) 
which is analogous to a time dependent Schrodinger equation. The corresponding conti-
nuity equation is 
This is analogous to the standard result except for the second term which accounts for (\ 
bulk flow of probability if the z = constant and a = constant directions are not. orthogonal. 
This result is independent of the form of the last term in the wave equation, and therefore 
does not provide a "check" for this term in the "Schrodingcr equation". However, this 
term may be checked for consistency by considering t.he classical limit. We know what to 
expect for the "path length" and substituting this into the equat ion allows a (~ollsistcllCy 
check to be made. If a simple special case is considered then OIle can rcderiye the equat.iolls 
with the benefit of clear geometrical guidance. If the relevant. special case of t hn general 
result agrees with this, then confidence in t.he general result is increased. Choosing an 
inclined plane with normal vector in t.he (0,1, -yz) direct.ion (yz is the derivat.ivH of y with 
respect to z), returning to the Helmholtz equation, making the subfltitutioll W = AcikQ 
and retaining only the highest order terms in k gives 
(4.U) 




when higher order terms in !1z (spatial quantity) are neglect(~d. Since t he expression for 
the "path length" q is known, it is possible to verify that this expression is consistent, to 
within the approximation used, by substituting for q (on the left side) and comparing tIl<' 
result with y;. A similar procedure may be followed for the gencral ca..<;e by sllh;t.itlltillg 
1/J = Aeikq• Considering the real part of the resulting equation, retaining only the highest 
order terms in k and dividing through by A gives 
2 (_) (-)2 1 - (vz)2 
-::- vq + uq = (-)2 vz VZ ( 4.11) 
which is the general case corresponding to equation (4.10). The imaginary part gives 
1 1 1 
-::-vA + (uq)(uA) + -2u(uq)A + 2(- ) filii - 'VujuA = 0 
vz vz 
(4.12) 
In the holonomic case the first two terms combine to give ~~. The third term is a..'lsodatcd 
with the divergence of rays within the surface, it is zero when the surface is a cone. The 
rays are then along generators of the cone. The fourth term is nOll-zero for tho COllO but 
zero for a flat surface so it may be interpreted as a measure of tIl(! "divergcnce" of the 
surface itself. 
In the holonomic case the operators u and v are defined in terms of t.he surface and 
coordinate system. To extend the wave equation to the nonholonomic ca..'le, a more general 
interpretation of these operators is required. Again taking u t.o have no component in the' 
z direction and to be normalized, the additional requirement that its component vector 
be orthogonal to the local value of the normal vector, 11, specifyinp; the planckt field (Le. 
"within the planelet") gives 
_ ny a nx a 
'U=------
T ax T ay (4.13) 
where T = Jni + n~ 
Taking fj to be normalized and orthogonal to fL and its component. vector to be ortliop;Ollal 
to n, gives 
where n = {ni + n~ + ni 
_ nxnz a nxnz a T a 
v=---+---+--
nT ax nT ay noz (4.14) 
The wave equation resulting from using these definitions may be checked usinp; a simple 
nonholonomic special case. 
For the case n. = n.(z) (only) and nz = 0 the plauelcts join to form ~trips of illfillitc 
length but of infinitesimal width in the z direction. These stacks of strips rotate as z 
increases. The last term in the wave equation vanishes. The COllllllutator's tolllPOIWllt. 
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vector is in the.rr direction which contrasts with the holonomic ca.'m where t.he commut.ator 
was always "within the surface". So the u component which occurH in the wave equation 
is zero. Consequently the wave equation takes the simple form. 
2ik ~~ + u(u'lj;) = 0 (4.15) 
where u is like a partial derivative with respect to distance along a "plal1clct strip". This is 
analogous to a Schrodinger equation with a constant potential but ill a rotating coordinate 
frame. The problem is that a nouholonomic constraint should llot reduce the dimension 
of the accessible position space, so '1/.' = 1/.' (x, y, z), but the wave (~q\lation does not seem to 
specify what 'IjJ does in the n direction. This is perhaps not surprising when t he met hod of 
derivation is considered. The original surface is just one of a "stack" of surfaces filling 3D 
space. However simply introducing a variable labelling the surfaces withiu the stack will 
not solve the problem. 
4.3 Summary 
Although a definitive nonholonomic wave equation has not been obtained, iUHight has been 
gained into some potential difficulties in achieving this goal. 
The approach used here is novel, but the problem of obtaining the Schrilding('r ('quatioll 
for a part ide on a surface or a curve appears in the literature, including questions of the 
dimensionality of the wavefunction. The fundamental distinction is between applying the 
constraints before quantization or after quantization. If the COllstraints are applied to th0 
classical system (before quantization) then the dimension of the wavcfunetioll obtained 
after quantization is reduced. If the constraint is applied by imposing a dcq) potential 
well on the quantum system (Le. after quantization), then the WClve£unctioIl depPll<is Oil 
the full space but the part depending on coordinates within til(' surface is oftcn treated 
separately [19, 24]. 
The approach presented in this chapter fits into such a cIassifieatioll in so lllucIl as tllP, 
dimension of the wavefundion is reduced when a holonomic COIlHtraillt is pr('scnt. The 
"confining potential well" approach is often advocated for systems where the constraint 
arises from a real physical system, rather than a mathematical forlllalism. Since the prob-
lem considered here is based on real (although idealised) nwchanieal systems, it might see III 
that a development of the "confining potential well" approach might be 11Iore appropriate. 
However, the fact that nonholonomic constraints are necessarily velocity dependent rulps 
out a direct extension of such a procedure. 
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Chapter 5 
A simple non-holonomic system 
5.1 Introduction 
Faced with a potentially difficult investigation, it is advisable to start with a simplo system. 
If progress is made with this, then a generalisation can be attC'mptnd. This is Iikdy to hc' 
easier than beginning with the most general case. This chapter introduces a simple systelll. 
A study of this system is present.ed in subsequent chapters. 
5.2 The system 
The system is a point ma.<;s in a (horizontal) plane x,y which is subj<'ct to a sillgl(~ llOII-
holonomic constraint f(x, y, x, y, t) = 0 of the simple form nAt).i: + l1y(t)/j = 0 ('asily 
generalizable to nx(t)± + ny(t);1j + 7It(t) = 0 ). A physical realization of this. is the variahl<~ 
radius rolling disc described earlier (in section 1.3). The cOIlstraiIJt bdng in<i<'IH'n<ient of 
x,y and linearly dependent on x,y means that the classical meduUlics, both vakonomic 
and ordinary nonholonomic, can be solved explicitly, as can the qllHnt1ll1l111('('ltHuics ill tIll' 
standard path integral (ie vakonoll1ic quantum) formulation. This allows at t(~111 ion 10 hI' 
focused on attempting to find a formulation for quantum ordiuary mechanics. 
For this special case the planelets join up to form strips of infinitesilllal lellgt h in t.h(\ 
time direction. Also, the results in this chapter take 11 to be ll()nllali~ed, i.e. u; + 1I~ = 1 




but 11 may be written in the form 
(nx, r1y) = (- sin <,b(t) , cos <,b(t)) (5.2) 





In other words, the constraint is only holonomic if nx = constant and ny = constant. 
When time dependence is present (Le. 4> =1= constant) the cow·;traint is nouholollomie. 
5.3 The classical rnechanics 
5.3.1 Vakonomic solution 
The special case for nt = 0 and !l normalized, of the result in appendix D is 
t [ T ]-1 Ar(t) = [f (1 -1111)dS] 1 (1 -l111)du ArT }8=0 1l=0 (5.5) 
where ArT = r(T) - r(O) is the required displacement, 1 is the unit matrix and 1111 is the 
outer product of two 11 vectors. 
If the final displacement is specified (Le. ArT) then the vak solution tells us "how to 
get there" (Le. !::.r{t) ). 
5.3.2 Nonholonomic solution 
The nonholonomic equations of motion are 1:. = -(ll..t.)n. . The constraint n.t. = 0 emmres 
that the velocity is v{ny, -nx). Cow;ervation of energy t.r. = 0 means that its magnitUde 
Ivl is constant. lntegration of this velocity gives 
!::.r{t) = (ll(O) !\t.(O)) lot (ny(s), -nx{s))ds (5.G) 
where the factor outside the integral is the signed initial velocity. 
Considering a particular initial point but all possible values ofv gives a "classical fau" 
of rays (section 1.5.5). At any given time the classical fan defines a straight line which 
is not in general parallel to the "planclct strips". It is hoped that this "clas .. <.;ical fan" will 
become an important feature of a correct quantum solution as t.he dassicallimit is takl'll. 
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5.4 The quantum mechanics 
5.4.1 The vakonomic propagator 
The path integral may be evaluated directly or the classical vakollolllic solution may be 
used to obtain the (vak) "classical" action. The special case for TIt = 0 and !l. llormalised, 
of the result in appendix D is 
K = - eh JT=o "2r +" !!·r dT(f'°r(r)dOO ).(T) ! I T(t),t i rt (m'2 ( .» r(O),O 
2nm (5.7) 
where Al is the matrix U;=o(l -l1l1)dr] 
The vakonomic propagator is not expected to give the correct da..'lsical limit but it 
is worth considering how it does in fact behave. The cla..'lsical limit ("Ti -+ 0") Ill<'alls 
that h is small compared to a typical classical action. In this limit equation (5.7) shows 
that K oscillates rapidly as !:lr is changed. This might. be accq>table behen-iour for a 
"nonholonomic propagator" if the oscillation were least rapid on the cla.'lsical fan. If the 
pha.se = consta.Tlt curves were ellipses which became increasiugly dongat(~d around the 
line of the classical fan as "h -+ 0", for example. The condition !:lr1\1-l6.r = constant 
does define a set of ellipses, so the required anisotropy is present. However, finding the 
eigenvectors of 1\/-1 shows that their axes do not lie along the liue of tIw classical fau. 
The vakonomic propagator was not expected to give the correct classical limit, but this 
example illustrates the type of test any proposed nonholollomie propagator mllst pass to 
be acceptable. 
Having evaluated the pat.h int.egral for K(f2, t2; fl' tt} it is straightforward to obtain 
the corresponding differential equation [10, 32] 
8ljJ tL 2 ({)2 {)2 (]2 ) inn = --2 n;[j 2 - 2n;xnY8 [j + 11; 'J 2 1/1 ut Tn x X Y (J1 (5.8) 
Since II. is normalised and depends only on time, this agrees with the result (4.15) with 
k = ~c. So in this special case, the wave equation obtained by gCll('ralizing the hoionolllie 
result agrees with that derived from the standard path integral (Le. the vakollOluic result), 
This wave equation may represent "quantum mechanics within the planeiet strip" . 
5.4.2 The nonholonomic propagator 
The natural approach to incorporating constraints into .the standard path integral gives 
"vakonomic mechanics" so a new approach is required. The goal is some forlll of "gellcral-
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ized path integral", for the simple nonholonomic system, which gives the correct classical 
mechanics in the classical limit. An approach to this problem using a model Rystem is 
described in the next chapter. 
5.5 Summary 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the simple nonholonomic system which is 
considered in the remaining chapters. Also included are the results which may be obtained 
for this simple system, and some discussion of these. The results given are the classical 
and quantum vakonomic solutions and the classical (correct) nonholonomie solution. The 
"set" is not complete because no result is given for the "quantum nOllliolollomic" solution. 
The search for such a solution is the subject of the following chapters. 
The results presented in this chapter are not likely to occur ill the literature. This 
is partly due to the idealised nature of the system considered: its simplicity provides the 
opportunity to find explicit solutions. Also, the "quantum vakouomic" result presentC'<i 
here is equivalent to solution of the differential equation which would l"f'sult from the 





The quantization of a system suhjcct. to a nonholonomic constraint using the standard 
Feynman path integral formulation gives "quantum vakonomic llwdumics". The eorrect 
classical mechanics is not obtained in the classical limit. The goal is to modify the standard 
path integral formulation so that the constraints are incorporated and the dassicallimit 
is correct. The idea is to include the constraints at the most fundamental level in tIll' 
construction of the path integral. 
The problem of constructing the propagator for a finite tillle interval is hrok('n iuto 
two "sub-problems". The first sub-problem is to find a suitable quantity to represent the 
propagator for an infinitesimal time interval. The second sub-probh~m is to "composc" 
these quantities into an expression for the propagator for a finite tillle interval. This is just 
the same as in the standard case (s(~ction 2.4). A "suitable qUUlltity" is an approximatioIl 
to the propagator for a small timc interval, f, valid to first order iu f. This follows \)('('(\11:-1(' 
the expression for the propagator for (finite) time At (Le. equatiou (2.7) if At = tb - fa) 
effectively contains At factors of this type. If an error of ord('r (2 is mal l(~ iu each, thE' ( 
resulting error will not accumulate beyond the order (2 ( ~t) (i.e. fAt) which vanishes ill 
the relevant limit (Le. f -+ 0). 
The proposed approach is to apply the constraint directly to the propagator for all 
infinitesimal time interval. Of coursc, if "composition" to form the fiuit e t illle illt('l'val 
propagator is to be achieved thcn one must consider errors to check that t.he ('ll1llUlatiVl' 
error will not be too large. However, in the present chapter, the focus is Oil the first 
sub-problem - to find a plausible way to incorporate the eOllstraillt. into the infinitesimal 
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propagator. 
6.2 Introducing the constraint 
The constrained system to be considered is the "simple nonholonomic system" introduced 
in chapter 5. The "picture" of the constraints appropriate to this case was mentioned in 
section 5.2. Now attention is to be focused on an infinitesimal time interval. Over an 
infinitesimal time interval, the "constraint normal vector" n may he taken to be constant. 
This vector defines a direction normal to each "planelet" (Le. "(n,O)" in 3D space-time, 
where "(n,O)" is defined to mean (u.c, ny ,0) ). For the simple system, it is illdependent 
of position, so the planelets all have the same orientation and 'join up" to form strips 
of infinitesimal length in the time direction of 3D space-time. So for this ca.'.;e of an 
infinitesimal time interval, the constraints may be represented by a stack of st.rips (parallel 
to each other) infinitely densely packed within this section of space-time. In fact, to follow 
the standard path integral construction, it is necessary to "go back a step" and conHicicr a 
small time interval €, the infinitesimal case can be obtained later by taking the limit € -+ O. 
With the "infinitesimal" time interval extended to length € =I 0 the stack of "constraint 
strips" is no longer infinitely densely packed - there is a small sf'paration, Q, between each 
adjacent pair of planes in the stack. This means that, when the limit € -+ 0 is taken, there 




any of these could be chosen provided that the requirement that a -+ 0 as € -+ 0 is lllet 
(so that the stack of strips is infinitely dense in the limit). It is posHible that this apparC'nt. 
extra "freedom" in fact has BO effect 011 the limiting ca.'ie. It is alHo possible that. only OIW 
case can give the correct behaviour and that another case is aSHodated with vakonolllic 
type behaviour. 
There remains the task of proposing a "mechanism" by which t he constraints are eu-
forced. The constraint is that there should be no motion in a direction perpendicular to Uw 
"constraint (planelet) strips". This need only be rigidly enforced ill the limit (Le. € -+ 0). 
A way to realise the constraint is to treat the constraint strips as rigid uarriers. l\lovillg to 
the terminology of optics as described in chapter 3, one might, consider t.hat tho rays are 
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guided between pairs of strips acting as ''wave-guides''. In this CRsn it iH dear how waves 
will behave - so a possible "quantization" has been found (chapt.er 3 Hnd [HiD. So, ill t.his 
scheme, the constraints are incorporated as a requirement that tIl() wave-functiou lllUl-it be 
zero on the "constraint strips" (described as "mirror plane strips" in the optical t.erminol-
ogy). Between these strips are lanes of "free space". The stacks of cOHstraillt strips for two 
separate times are illustrated in figure 6.1, although the strips are of illfinit(~ l(lllgth, they 
have been truncated in the diagram. The spacing of the strips within the stack, a, is Hot 
a function of time. 
Before returning (in section 6.3) to the first sub-problem, it is worth considering the S(~c­
ond su~problem, i.e. the question of "composition". For the next time interval ("stage") 
the entire stack of strips ("Venetian blind") is rotated slightly (by an angle ~(), with 
~() '" € as € _ 0 since the rate of rotat.ion is finite). At the interface between stages (Le. a 
t = constant "interface plane" - examples are included in figure 6.1) the "kading L'(igps" 
of the first set of constraint strips intersect with the "trailing edges" of the second set to 
form rhombus shaped (2D) "boxes" or "unit cells" (011 the interface plane). A Feynman 
path may be labelled by a set. of numbers: its coordinates at (,<tch "time-slice". Since 
the presence of constraints yields a grid of rhombuses, it is natural to US(~ It list of t I\(, 
rhombuses through which a path passes to provide such a specificatioll. 
6.3 Single stage propagation 
The single stage propagator will be obtained for a time iuterval (€) of general length. 
Eventually, the limit € - 0 will be taken (as in the standard CH.'le), since a sin/de stag(~ is 
of infinitesimal durat.ion. An udvulltago of working with finite € h, t hat Oll(~ CHll USC! all tIll' 
techniques of path integration to aid derivation of the desired forlllula. 
During a stage the particle is confined between a pair of "planes" (t he mnstraiut strips) 
which have Cn,O) as their normal vector. It is in a potential which is translationally 
invariant in the direction perpell(licular to 11 and gives an infinite square well (wit h wall 
separation a) in the 11 directioll. 
The (2D) propagator for a singlo "stage" lasting for a t,illlC int<'r\'al f may b(' fadoriH!'d 
into the ID propagator for Illotion parallel to 11 and thn iD propagator for lllotion ill the 
(orthogonal) direction between the planes (Le. free space propagation). For the propagator 
for motion parallel to 11 (with initial and final point.s between tlw saul<' pair of planes) t.he 
path integral reduces to a sum over straight cla.-;sical paths for a particle bOllllcing between 
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the walls, since there is free space between the walls. The (t.ype of) path seglUf'uh., to be 
summed over are illustrated in figure 6.2. If the initial and final points are H(~parat<xl by a 
"constraint plane" then the propagat.or is zero. 
When the initial and final points are in the same "lane" (Le. there is no "constraint 
plane" between them), an alternative way to obtain the expression for the ID propagator 
(for motion parallel to n) is to remove the constraining "planes" (boundaries) of the "lanc" 
in which the particle is moving and add "images". Specifically, a charged part ide between 
parallel conducting planes may be considered: the planes are replaced by image chargps, 
and a contribut.ion from each image charge included to give t.he tD single stage propagator 
where ~x = X final - Xinitial 
or 
f. = duration of stage in time 









{3 = Xinitial if the initial and final points within the same "lane", ot lwrwise J{ = D. 
{G.2} 
(G.3) 
Figure 6.3 shows how the first few image charges are constructed frolll a positive charge in 
the central "lane", the pattern in fact extends to infinity in both dir<~dioIlS -- in t.he sallte 
way that an object placed between parallel mirrors has an infinite llllluhor of imHg(~s in both 
directions. The horizontal lincs in the diagram are for construction purposes, they can be 
ignored as far as the "paths of the image charges" are COIlCeflH'd. Applying dCIllcntary 
geometry to t.he diagram is sufficient to determine the di~placCllll'llts, which nrc lWl'lin'(l 
for the "free space" exp (i X constant X (diSPlaK;wTtt)2) t.erms in equation (G.t). 
The sums in equation (G.t) do not give a finite result. Gen(~rEllly, this is true even 
when they are combined. Truncated versions are related to curlicues [6J awl thus have 
complicated parameter dependence. Some insight can be gained by ~~ollsid('ring the Wiglwr 
function for the lD wavefunction composed of positive and negatiw' "ddta combs". Fr('c 
space is a case when its time evolution is given simply by a shear of phase ~pace. 
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6.4 Summary 
This chapter has initiated the investigation of the simple system introduced in chapter 5. In 
particular, a "physical" realisation of the constraints has been suggested, which is consisteut 
with the geomet.rical picture of t.his Himple system. The advantage of bal.;ing a lllodel Oil 
a physical system (a charged partide between parallel conducting pIanos ill this cc\.-;e) is 
that it can be investigated using standard techniques froUl physics. However, it is not 
guaranteed that the model will exhibit the behaviour desired for a llouholollOlllic system. 
If investigation of the model suggests that its behaviour is unsuitable, then it is necessary 
to modify the model or possibly to reject it altogether. This is just standard modelling 
procedure. In this work it is also advisable to consider whether the correct question iH 
being asked of the model. 
From the investigation of a single stage in this chapter, it seems that a re-assessmeut 
is indeed required. 
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Figure -1. 1: Two "infinitesimal" stages with "interface planes" 
Figure 4.2: Classical bouncing paths 
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This chapter introduces a way of performing calculations based on the model in chapt(~r G. 
The focus of the calculations is different but the model is the samo. The "singular" nature of 
the propagator (6.1) suggests considering a transition amplitude [lOJ instead. Specifically, 
problems resulting from propagating from a specified point to another point. shonkl be 
avoided by considering instead the transition from a specified mode to another lllode. 
During a stage the constraint is realised by a wave-guide, so mode analysis can be applied 
(the form of the propagator in the modes scheme is given in app<'wlix F). Figlln~ 7.1 giws 
a schematic representation of some modes on a section through t he stack of COllstraiut 
strips. At the intersections between stages the wavefunctioll overlaps are cOllsidered on the 
rhombus "unit cells". Since "composition" is considered in more d<'tail in this chapter, the 
full 2D formulae will be given: with the ("free space") direction parallel to the "constraillt 
strips" included. 
7.2 The transition amplitude 
Whereas the propagator provides an expression to go "from poillt to point" , the trallsition 
amplitUde is "from mode to mode". The process: 
• start with a given mode at an interface between stages 
• calculate the overlap with the modes in the next stage 
• propagate a distance ~z(> 0) in the direction of the z-axis 
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Figure 5.1: Lowest 3 modes in x-t plane 
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• at the interface calculate the overlap with a specified mode ill the next ~tnge 
is represented by the transition amplitude 
T(n3, kY3; nt, kyJ - (x(n3, kY3) \ '1/'{n 1 , ky1 )) 
= J J x*(r"; n3, ky3 )K(r", zll;r', z')7j'(r'; 7/1, kYI )d2r.'(Pr" (7.1) 
where 
for z" - z' = Az > 0 
(7.2) 
in the paraxial case considered here 
and 
.I'(,"n· k .)= ({f2cosni'7r(x._x .)) (_1_e.ikYiYi) 
'P -, 1, y, 1 Cl IF 
a a v ~Jr 
(7.3) 
(with similar expressions for for X and 1» 
Xci is the value of the Xi coordinate for the centre of a lane (of width a.) 
The Xi coordinate axes are in the direction of the normal wetor of st.age "i" and 
the Yi coordinate axes are perpendicular to the corresponding Xi axes (i.e. parallel to 
the constraint planes of stage "i"). Consequently, t.he coordinate syst.em of each st.age is 
rot.ated by an angle AO relative to that. of the previous stage. The llllIllber of daslH's label 
the interface at which the overlap is evaluated. Upon adding an (~xtra propagation stag(~ 
and interface the transition amplitude becomes 
T(n4, ky4 ; n1, k y1 ) 
= ///x*(r"" n4 7~ )}('r'" Z"'·1.1f zll)K(r" Z"'1" z')·/'(·r'·"l/1 k )(P,.'(P,."([2.,.'" 
-, ,"Y4 -, ,-, -, ,-, 'I -, 'Yl - - -
(7.4) 
For a continuously varying normal vector, both ~z and ~O are infinitesimal, so this pro-
cedure must be repeated an infinite number of times to achieve a fillite displacelllent in 
the z direction. By definition, if the angular frequency of rotation of the stack of strips 
(0) is finite then AO '" OAz as Az -+ O. However, there is also tho lilllitiIlg bc'haviollf 
of a to be considered. If a. '" ~OJl (where p > 0) then the freedom to ch()()~e l' nUm.vs 
a range of systems to be generated, ideally including models for hoi 11 quantum ordinary 
nonholonomic and vakonolllic cases (section 6.2). Since the Wl\\'('fullction is zero 011 the 
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planelet strips it is necessary to divide by a power of a to prevent a 7,cro result ill the limit. 
a -. O. Otherwise this limit might suggest that the wavefunction is r,cro everywhere. 
There is no reason why a particular position in space (configurat.ion) of tlj(~ Htacks of 
strips should be preferred, so an average should be taken over shifts of each st ack in the 
direction of its normal vector. Only shifts in the range 0 to a nc~('d be considered Rince 
each stack is periodic with period a under such shifts. If the hUll'S are labelled by integer 
variables (ji) then a particular rhombus is specified by the values of j in the stages on either 
side of the interface. The integral over the whole interface plane lllay he broken down into 
an integral over a single general rhombus and a sum over all rhombuses. The position ill 
space of a given rhombus is changed by a shift but if the formula for the overlap at an 
interface is written in terms of the lane labels then it is shift independent. Specifically, 
integrating over a rhombus unit eell at the first interface gives 
for n}, n2 odd 
where 
L± (~xl) = Y~l ± ~ esc ~() - ~xl cot ~() 
~x~ = ~ -x'. 
, , CJ 
A = kYl cot ~() - kY2 esc ~() 
n = kY2 cot ~() - kYl esc ~() 
In the derivation of this result (appendix E) unnecessary complication is avoided by t.aking 
shifts to be zero from the beginning. 
7.3 Composition of stages 
The combination of a rhombus overlap integral at an int.erface followed by a sillglo st.age 
of propagation within a lane is, for example 
J( "" k", h; "1, k., ,ill ~ 1("2, kv" j,;"" k." iIl exp (ik~Z _ i~~ [( ":"') 2 + k;,]) 
(7.6) 
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Two such steps are composed using 
J(n3, ky3 ,h; nl, kYl ,jd 
. f: f: Loo =-00 J(n3, ky3 ,j3; n2, k1J2 ,h)J(n2, kY2 ,h,; nt, kYl'jI)dky'l 
)2=-00 n2=-00 112 
(7.7) 
In order to compare this with the original transition amplitude it is llc(:cssary to note that 
the ji variables were introduced to label rhombuses at interfaces, so each is really two 
separate labels. 'Vhen both are summed over, as they are in the middle of a multiple stage 
expression, they may be combined but at the ends one member of the pair is missing. If 
it is taken as implicit that the moaning of a sum over ji is slight.ly different for the "ewl 
sums" then the comparison may be written 
T( 113, k",; 11" k .. ) exp (iMZ _ i~Z [("~") 2 Hi,]) 
00 L J(n3, kY3 ,j3; nl, kYl'iI) (7.8) 
j}=-00i3=-00 
So an approach to composing steps based on evaluating the rhombus overlap integrals first 
allows some progress to be made but leaves summation over 11i and integration over ky; 
still to be done. It is difficult to evaluate analytically the integral OWl' ky; in ('ctllation (7.7). 
Going back to equation (7.1), the integral over kY2 is straightforwnnl to eyaluatp: 
100 (iD..Z 2 . "'») {2;k (ik: (" 1)2) -00 exp - 2k kY2 + 1.kY2 (yz - Yz dkY2 = V 'i'& exp 2D..z Y2 - Yz (7.0) 
However, doing such integrals first makes the rhombus overlap integrals difficult to evaluate 
exactly. For a single interface the expression for the overlap is similar to that givell ill 
equation (7.5) but the exponent is now 
ik [(" ')2 (' )2] 2D..z Y2 - Y2 + Yl - Yl 
The dependence on kYl and kY2 having been "Fourier transfofllH'd" into dt'pell<imlCc on 
YI and yq. If limiting cases are considered, then some progress is pos:..;ible. Specifically, if 
a f'V D..()P as A() -+ 0 with p > 2, then using, and D.. a.., the variables of integmtioll (as 
defined in appendix E) and t.aking th(' limit D..() -+ 0 allows the expollelltial to b(~ brought 
outside the integrals, which theu separate to give a product. Each iut('gralld is a cosiIJ(" 
The result for 2 stages, 1 interface is: 
J(n2' y~,h; nl, YI,h) 
_ FE(a2) (2sin!1127r) (2Sin!nl7r) (ik [(" ')2 (.1 )2]) 
- () exp 2 A Y2 - Yc2 + Yc2 - YI 




F = ([ffi)' (I~n ~)' 
E = exp [;k(2~Z) - i!Z (~) \nl + nl)] 
It is believed that this limit is likely to correspond to the vakonomic ca.<;e. 
Conversely, if ~(J --+ 0 as !).() --+ 0, then using 'Y and!), as variables of integration and. 
taking the limit !),O --+ 0 allows the integral over 'Y to be evaluatf'd to a (lowest order) 
stationary phase approximation. The integrand of the remaining integral (over!).) is t 1l<'11 
a product of two cosines. 
The result for 2 stages, 1 interface is: 
(7.11) 
where F and E are the same as in equation (7.10) and bn1n2 is a KrOlwcker cldta function. 
It is believed that this limit is likely to correspond to the ordinary llonholonomic casco 
Extending the calculations to 3 st.ages (2 interfaces) suggest.s that the N-stage (N-l 





in both expressions 
and 
Yet) c I (I) A() (l) A() Xc(l+l) esc ~ - Xc I eot ~ 
y~l-l)l = x~l-l),cot~() - x~l-l),cse~() 









The expression (7.12) has the sum of the squares of the infinitesimal tlisplacpmcnts ill 
the exponent. This is like the path length, which is what would be expected in a Vak01l0111ic 
expression. The "opposite" limiting case (7.13) (~9 -+ 0) is expected to be nOllholollomic 
. It has the square of the sum of the infinitesimal displacements in its expol1<'1lt. Tlwre 
are intermediate cases in addition to these extremes. 
Although the expressions have been written for the general n-stage case, it is Bot certain 
that they will give the correct limit for a finite propagation. Tenus have l>(~ell IH'glPded 
which are small for a single stage but which might combine to lwcomo Sigllificllut in sHch 
a limit. It is therefore desirable to perform some numerical calculations usillg a gelleral 
formula, with the hope of checking these special cases in the appropriate limits. 
For the calculations, the continuous variable is discretised and a "lllat,rix" 1)(\,,-.;od upon 
formula (7.5) used to perform multiple stage evolution of an initial wHv('fuIlctioll (Typically 
a gaussian in ky and specified nand j). Quantities snch as t lw ov('riap wit It a fillnl 
wavefunction or the distribution of probability bctwccnlanes (j) can t hCll be CHklllatt\(i. All 
important check on the computations is that probability is COlls!'l'\'('(l when all "cilalllwb" 
are considered. The computer resources required to perform tIl(' calculatiolls increase 
rapidly wit.h the ranges of the indices of the matrix, so (fairly drastic) trllllcat ion of the 
sums is inevitable. This meaus t.hat probability is "lost" into tho lH'glect.cd "chauueh;". 
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To model the continuously rot.ating case the value of A() shonkl be dlosC'n to bo slllall. 
However, taking A(} = ~ offers the possibility that only a "unit cd}" of a sIllall llumber 
of squares (Le. rhombuses with () = ~) need be considered if tho initial wavcfunct.ion iH 
chosen suitably. After two st.ages the constraint planes return to th(~ir initial orientation, so 
this is the natural interval to consider in the z-direction. Reducing the SUIll over t.he "lane 
index" (j) allows t.he range of t.he others to be increased, for the same "computational 
load". Also, the symmetry ofthe A() = ~ case means t.hat it. is possibl(~ to COllstruct initial 
wavefunctions which should be invariant under propagat.ion. Somc of these cont ain ollly low 
modes. These simple eigenvectors of the finite matrix have eigenvalues of modulus unity 
even when the "truncated" matrix is considered. Numerical calculation of the eigf'IlVcctors 
confirms the presence of these and also shows further, more complicat.ed, eigcmvect.ors wit.h 
eigenvalues of modulus approximately unity. 
This (A() = ~) example shows that, even in an artificially silllpln situation, the re-
strictions on the number of modes required to make the calculat.ions practical arc a severe 
limitation. Consequently a meaningful numerical comparison with the limiting case results 
is excessively ambitious. A new method which is calculationally more straightforward is 
required. An approach to this problem is presented in the next chapter. 
7.4 Summary 
The idea of the approach in this chapter is to start with a mode of dw "wave guide", 
propagate it through the model constrained system, and theu calculate tho (transition) 
amplitude to end up "scattered" into a given final mode. The last step is achieved by 
taking the "overlap integral" with the specified final mode. In fact, one can l)('gin with 
a general (periodic period 20) functiou and carry out the process Oil each of its Fomier 
components (the Fourier coefficients can be found by perforllliug "overlap integrals"). 
The single stage case is considered first. This takes a simple form, once evaluated, 
because there is no opportunity for "scattering" into other Illod(~s, so the result is lIero 
unless the specified final mode is the same as the initial modC'. It is at t he interface 
between two stages that "scattering" takes place (provided there is a 11011-I:('ro allgl(~ of 
rotation between them). 
Building on the result for the single stage, the two stage case is given, to illclkat<~ tlw 
principle behind "composition" of stages. The expressions are now more complicated. The 
"overlap integral" on the interface plane between two stages rotated relative to each other, 
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is now required. This may be written as a sum of integrals over the individual rhombus 
cells. The edges of the cells are defined by the constraint strips in the two stages meetillg 
at the interface. 
The only purpose of the stacks of strips is to enforce the constraint, so it is the average 
over all suitable stacks that should really be used. Introducing "shifts" allows such an 
"average over shifts" to be performed when convenient. 
In order to make the composition of stages more systematic, it is dm;irable to define a 
quantity "J" (equation (7.6) ). The simplest form (of "J") is just the smallest repeating 
unit in a many stage propagation. For composition of stages, it is desirable to evaluate 
analytically as many of the sums and integrals as possible. If the filial formula is to be useci 
for numerical work, then evaluating the integrals (i.e. the "rhombus integral" and the inte-
gral over kyi ) analytically would be particularly beneficial, as "discretization" errors would 
be avoided. It turns out that the option of performing both types of integrals exadly is not 
available. The method pursued is to do the integral over kYi exactly and then approximate 
the "rhombus integral" in the conjectured vakonomic and nonholonomic limiting cases. 
Since this is the "systematic quantity", "J" (equation (7.6) ), it is straightforward to make 
a formal generalisation to an arbitrary number of stages. To go furt her and demonstrate 
that the errors do indeed remain small under "composition" is quite an involV<'d process. 
Even if this were completed, some sort of check on the result would still ue required. It 
seems sensible to verify that a suitable method of checking the result is available first. A 
numerical (computational) investigation using a fundamental form of the equation SO('lllS 
to be a possibility, until onc attempts to obtain re~iUlts of quality sufficient for verification 
purposes. 
If a different approach gave results consistent with those obtaillC'd in this chapter, then 






This chapter introduces a new model and provides an investigation of it.s behaviour. In the 
general case the constraint is only applied approximately. HowcVl'l', scope for violation of 
the constraints is restricted when the limit conjectured to correspond to the llouholollomic 
case is taken. It is worth considering this model because it is t.he llouholollomic ca:-;(~ which 
is of particular interest. It is hoped that an advantage of this modd will be that the "COIll-
position" of stages and formulation of a path integral will be more straightforward t.han 
for the "mirror planes" model introduced and studied in chapt('I' U (and also iuveHt.igated 
in chapter 7). 
8.2 Preliminaries 
A "pha."le screen", composed of (parallel) strips of pha."lc plate which introduce a phaHc 
shift of 7r (i.e. a sign change) alternating with strips whkh give no pha:.;c shift (figmc 8.1), 
modifies an incident wavefunction so that directly after passing through the serem it is 
zero along the boundaries between the two types of strip. If the strips arc of equal widt.h 
(and infinite length) and the incident wavefunction is uniform (collstaut. across the scre<'u) 
then this pattern of zeros persists indofinitely. This is not tnl0. for a gClH'ral illdd('lIt 
wavefunction but will contiuue t.o hold to a good approximatioll for ~z « ka2 • The 
paraxial approximation is used: ~z is the distance along t he "axial diwct ion" ("axis of 
propagation"). The width of the strips is a and k is the magnitUde of the wave-vector for 
the incident plane-wave. If hvo identical pha."le screens of this type are pla(,pd m\xt to each 
other with their strips aligned, then the net effect is zero. However, if they are s<'paratcd 
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Figure 6.1: Phase plate strips in x-y plane 
--:).Z 
Figure 6.2: Section through a single stage, showing phase screen pair 
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by a small (compared to ka2 ) distance in the direction of propagat.ion (figure 8.2), then, for 
a -- 0, the resulting system (appendix G) may be compared to a single stage oCtIle "mirror 
planes" model (chapter 5) in the "nonholonomic" (~Z -- 0) limit. The mirror planes ensure 
that the wavefullction is zero throughout the stage whereas the phase screens enforce the 
constraint at the ends of the stage only. Between the phase screens is "free space", but 
the restriction on the length of the stage means that the wavefunction has no chance t.o 
violate the constraints significantly. 
The comparison between "modes" (Le. an implementation of the "mirror-planes" model 
relevant for this comparison) and "phase screens" is made more quantitative in appendix H. 
An incident wavefunction sinm;oidally varying in the transverse din'ction (Le. transverse 
to the direction of propagation) will be "scattered" by passage through a stage into similar 
wavefunctions of a range of frequencies. The long wavelengths (~ » 1) are of most interest., 
as it is hoped that the general large scale features will be the same. The short wavelengths 
are "noise" in the sense that they are likely to reflect the particular way in which the 
constraint is applied. So, in appendix H, the overlap integral for initial and final "long 
sinusoids" is calculated for both modes and phase screenS. The result is that agreement is 
best for long wave-lengths, just as one would hope. 
8.3 A simple case 
For phase screens it is natural to consider what happens to a uniform plauc-wnve when it 
is incident Upon a single stage. After propagation through the stage, t.he overlap iut.<>gral 
with another constant amplitude wavdunction is calculated. For "modes" this is not such 
an obvious thing to consider, but in this simple case both l'mmlts are the sanw, i.e. 
The function 
1 (4)2 ikllz Loo 1 _;.A.(~)2 
- - e -e 2k a 
2 1f n2 no~dl 
f(Z) = f ";eiZn2 
n 
n<>g,d1 
appearing in this expression is a fractal function since its derivatiV<', 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
is a divergent sum [6] (whilst the original sum converges). The renl and imaginary part.s 
of the function (Le. ~(f) and c,s(f)) are periodic with period 21f (t.he fUllction is periodic, 
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period 27T, since each term in the sum is periodic, period 27T). To det.ermillo the period of 
the modulus If(Z)1 it is required to find the smallest () such that 
Equivalently the condition is 
where ¢ may be chosen in the range 0 ~ if> < 1. 
This will be true if 




This condition is expected to be necessary as well as sufficient. If t is defined by t = 20rr 
then the graphical interpretation of the condition (8.5) is that (on a graph of y agaim;t t 
figure 8.3) there must be a value of t such that plotting y = {nh} (where {x} denotes the 
fractional part of x) yields intersections with the line y = if> (for some if> to be chosen in 
the interval [0,1) ) for all odd n, i.e. there is a multiple intersect.ion at the poiut (t, ¢). 
Plotting just the n = 1 and n = 3 cases (figure 8.3) shows that this iutersection CClUIlot be 
at a smaller value of t than the intersection between the lines y = t and y = !)t - 1, i.e. 
t = 1. Evaluating f(Zo + i) shows that If(Z)1 is indeed periodic with period i 
_ f: 1 e i (Zo+*)(2m+l)2 
m=U (2m + 1)2 
= e i* f: ( 1 eiZo(2m+l)2)e2rri(m(~tl») 
m=O (2111,+ 1)2 
- e
i* fCZo) (8.6) 
. m(m+l) • • ( . h 1 b ) smce 2 IS an mteger elt er m or 111, + must e even 
so 
/I (Zo +~) 1= If(Zo)1 
as required. 
The maximum value of If(Z)1 may be obtained by substituting Z = 0, i.e. 






Figure 8.3: Graph of y against t 
The result «(2) = ~2 for the Riemann zeta function of 2, gives 1(0) = '8:'. Using this result 
to evaluate the overlap integral at Z = 0 gives 1 as expected. 
Evaluating f(Z) at Z = ~, i.e. half the period of the modulus of the function, gives 
(1r) iJ! ~ (_l)k f "8 = e 8 k~OO (4k + 1)2 (8.9) 
so If(i)1 ~ 0.87 
The graph 8.4 (the solid line is ?R(f)) shows that this does not in fact give the minimum 
value for If(Z)I, but that the true minimum value is close to this. The conclusion is 
that, for a plane-wave entering a single stage, most of the energy remains in the constant 
component. Only about 30% of the total is ever in the other components. 
8.4 Composition of stages 
8.4.1 Introd uction 
The propagator for phase screens is (for Z2 > zd 
(8.10) 
/-L=k (optics) (8.11) 
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Figure 6A: ~(f), ~(f), If I against Z 
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or 
me 
1£= -h (mechanics) (~.12) 
The "phase function" <1>(1:, z) acts only at the interfaces (labelled by n) between stages (of 
length ~z) i.e. 
<1>(1:, z) = 2: cl>n(r)6(z - n~z) (8.13) 
n 
where the function cI>(r) is obtained by adding the phases of b'o adjacent pha.<;e screens 
with the second rotated slight ly relatiyc to the first. This giyes a grid of rhOlubus('s with 
values "modulo 211"" of eitlwr 0 or 11". Rhombuses with an edge in common have different 
values. 
Each stage (separated parallel phase screen pair) is invariant under translation parallel 
to the strips forming the phase screens but not under "shifts" in the orthogonal direction. If 
the shift associated with the ith stage is (l'i then the propagator depends upon all such shifts, 
Le. 0i for all i. This is undesirable since the values of the shifts are arbitrary. It is natural 
to average over all the shifts but the averaged propagator (K)o may reduce to something 
"trivial". The quantity K*(r~,z2;r~,zdK(r~,z2;r~,zd (abbreviated toK*(2'; 1')K(2"; I") 
) should be less dependent upon the values of the shifts. Its average (](*(2'; 1')K(2"; 1"»)0 
will be more physically meaningful. The intensity (from a "point source") is obtained when 
the initial points coincide (I" = I') and the final points are the same as well (2" = 2'). 
Evaluation of the path integrals will be simplified if averaging is carried out first. 
8.4.2 A veraging over shifts 
The propagator is proportional to 
h I!. (Z2-Z1)-1 (. h h "I I" f 1· were v = 2 N , Xj = rj.I!.j I.e. eac stage as a oca set 0 coon mat.es, Xj 
being the notation lL,>ed to r{'present. the coordinate in the n direction for "stage j") and 
[] means "integer part of' (largest integer not greater than) 
So averaging over shifts involves evaluating expressions of the form 
. [ZA-Q] . [Zn-Q] 1 12a (e t1r Q et1r Q ) = -2 !sign(XA - o;a)!sign(:rB - o;a)da 
a 0=0 
(8.14) 
since the quant ity to be averaged is periodic and !sign (Xj a) = exp (hr [~]) 
If fsign (x; a) is represented by its Fourier series as in appendix G. Then performing t.he 
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Figure 8.5: Graph of (ei(¢A+¢B») against ~X 
integration gives 
(8.15) 




It is straightforward to verify that the Fourier series representation of this function is indeed 
given by equation (8.15). Averaging over shifts has removed dependence on the average 
position !(XA + XB), leaving only dependence on the difference XA - XB. The graph is 
shown in figure 8.5. 
Taking the limit ~2 -+ 00 should allow the factors (ei(<PA+<PB») to be approximated by 
1 - 21~XI inside the path integral (since, under these circumstances, it is anticipated that 
~X = ~x is small, Le. ~X «1). The explanation for this assertion is that, inside 
1 
the path integral, the path segments are expected to satisfy I~xl f'V f2 as f -+ 0 [10]. 
Consequently a2 -+ 00 mean. ... that ~.r -+ 0 as f. -+ 0 since ~x = ~~/ fa2. In the limit 
t a a yt V 7 
~2 -+ 00 (which is expected to ensure that the system is in the nonholonomic regime). The 
constraint is applied to a good approximation, as required (section 8.2). 
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Making the further approximation 1- ~IDoxl ~ e-~ILlxl irlt,ide the path illtqJ;rnl (lI:-;illP; 
the same just.ification), leads to a simple expression for the av('rap;(~(l propagator in the 
1· 't a 2 • Iml E -+ 00, I.e. 
(8.17) 
where Dox has been replaced by J;dz in the "continuum limit" 
(i: = t..J1 in this section, which makes it similar to a "qua:.,i-coonlinatc vdodty" - HPC-
tion A.3) 
For (K* K) the expressions arc similar except that there are now four "phase fadors" (two 
from each path) instead of two. So the single stage "sign average" is 
(8.18) 
It is possible to write these a..'l Fourier series again but (after cwpraging n'lllO\'(,S OllC') 
there are still three independent variables, so the answer will be complic.at('ci, e.g. if 
x' = !(XA + xB), x" = ~(.rA + x'B), Dox' = xB - xA' Dox" = ;rJJ - a;A then averaging 
removes depenclence on ! (J;' + J;II) giving a function of Do:r = ;].''' - J:', Do;r' and DoJ;". It 
is therefore preferable to consider the limiting ca.<;e from the beginning. In fad, once this 
specialisation has been made, the "avf'raged sign" for a single stage call be writ tell (illsi<i(' 
the path integral) in a form Himilar t.o that used for (K). It is necessary to repln('!) IDoJ'1 by 
the "total nOll-overlapping l<>ngth", T, which is a function of Do.i.., Do.I:' and Do;r,". Projf'ctillg 
the path segments of a single st.age onto the direction defined by thn normal ,,('(tor 11 giws 
two intervals. The paths are said to "overlap" if th(~sc intervals coillddn over part. or nil 
of their length. There are three cases to consider: zero overlap; partial overlap; COlllpldC' 
overlap. This is summarized in table 8.1. A graph of T/IDox'l agllillst DoJ·/IDo.r'l for fix(~l 
Dox' and Dox" = ! IDox'l is shown ill figure 8.6. Neglecting the IlOll;l,pro-o\'('rlap cast'S I\S 11 
first approach to evaluating (J(* K) llleans taking the single stage "sign average" to be 






00 0.5 l.S 
Figure 8.6: Graph of T IID.x'l against D.i/ID.x'1 for D.x" = ~ lD.x'l 
Overlap Non-overlapping length 
zero JLlx'J + JLlx"J 
partial 21~il 
complete IID.x'I-ID.x"ll 
Table 8.1: T as a function of "overlap" 
This is as expected, since the paths were assumed never to interact (Le. to be independent). 
In view of this relation, it is interesting to investigate the averaged propagator. Fir~t, it is 
worth checking that probability is conserved under propagation by (f{* K). 
8.4.3 Conservation of probability 
For a single stage (of length ZB - ZA > 0) 
(8.21) 
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setting r'JJ = r'n and integrating over this final position gives i: [«(rB' ZB; r~, ZA)[(*(rB, ZBi r~, zA)d2rfJ 
(1/)2 (. ,,2 , 2 ) - ;: exp W(rA - rA ) 
x exp (i1r [X~ : a] + i7r [XA : a]) 
X I: exp (2il/(rA - r~).rB) d2r8 
F(1•ff r' a)82(r' - r" ) 
- -A'-A' -A-A (8.22) 
(where {j2 is the standard 2D delta function and the function F is ddined by this <'<Iuation.) 
Using this in the expression for t.he final probability gives 
1: 'INrB' ZB)'l/'*(rn, zn)d2rB 
-1:1: [«rn,Z8i'f'A,ZA)'l/'(r'A,ZA)(Pr'A 
x 1: [(*(rn,ZBjrA,ZA)1/J*(r~'ZA)d2r~d2rB 
-i: i: F(LA,LA' a)82(rA - r'A)'l/'(L'A, ZA)'l/!*(rA' zA)d2r'Ad2L~ 
-1: 'lj!(rA' ZA)'r(LA, ZA)d2rA (8.23) 
since F(rA,rA,a) = 1 
So probability is conserved for a single stage. This process may be iterated to show that 
probability is conserved for finit.e propagation. 
8.4.4 The averaged propagator 
Although the path integral for the averaged propagator (equatioll (8.li» SI'('IllS fairly 
simple, it is difficult to evaluate. There is, however, an alternati\'c approach which ill\'o\n's 
obtaining a differential equation. In the standard case [10, 32] tlw Schrixiingl'r equat ion 
is deduced by using the propagator to propagate a wavefunctioll for a infiuitc'simal tillle 
interval. A similar approach call be applied in this case but, due to awragillg, the qUl\utity 
"'I/J" in the calculation should not be int.erpreted as a wavefunct ion in the conventiollal 
sense, With this proviso (and using time, t, rather than z) 




In the standard case the leading order term is of order bt, leading to a differcllt.ial equation, 
in this ca..<;e it is of order bt! (there is st.ill a term of order tit). The t.erm of lll'< ler M ~ is 
a consequence of the modulus sign in t.he expression for (K). It HlIggeHts t hattl' is !lOIl-
differentiable (a fractal function). The factor has a ncgative real part slIggeHting that 1/' 
will decrease with time. 
If the presence of the modulus is the most important feature, t hml the "ID" (i.e. ID if 
the z-direction is not counted) version (which is holonomic since at least. 2 space dillH'nsiolls 
are required for nonholonomy) should display a similar general behaviour i.e. considering 
the expression for changing from the fixed end point pat.h int.egral to the free end point 
version 
l X2 ,Z2 J%2(il!:;;;2_1Ixl)dz 1z2 / OO J%2(!l!x2 _ 1 Ixl+ibx)dz - 'b~ • (8.2o) e OJ 2 a dOOx(z) = e %1 2 a C 7 XdbdOOx(z) Xl>Z1 %1 -00 
(where JL is defined after equation (8.10) but ± now represents ~~, the d!'rivative of a position 
coordinate, rather than the component of the velocity in the nOIl-const.ant n-direction) 
The path integral on the right haud side of equation (8.20) may he factorized to give a 
product of N ordinary integrals (N -+ 00) of the type 
1= rv. [00 e(ivv2-:lvl+ibV)dy V "iii Jy=-oo 
where lJ = 2( ¥) and Z2/VZl -+ a to obtain the path integral 
Evaluating this integral by splitting the range of integration gives 
where 
and 






Expanding this in small quantities when lJ -+ 00 and taking t.lH' Nth power for finite 
propagation, the dominant factor is 
which tends to zero as N -+ 00 (1/ '" N as N -+ (0). To evaluat.e the path int.egral it woul(l 
be necessary to perform an infinite integration over b. The expansion WiIlllot b(\ valid ov('r 
the whole of the range of integration, but the result will hold qualit.atively }>l'ovhletl the 
contribution to the integral from large values of b is a small fraction of t.he total. 
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8.5 Numerical investigation of (K) 
A numerical approach provides an opportunity to investigate sillglo and mult iplo stage 
propagation using the exact (periodic) expression for the single st age average. The lD 
single-stage averaged propagator ("(K)I") depends on the diffen'llcc b('{w(~c'n the iuitial 
and final coordinates (~x) only. There is no time dependence bo('aHS(~ 11.(t) dops lIot apP('lll' 
in the formula. So the composition of three stages takes the form 
making the substitutions ~i = Xi - Xi-I, i = 1,2,3, this becomes 
(8.31) 
where * means "convolution" (Le. f * 9 == J~oo f(v - u)g(u) du which is only equivalent. to 
the definit.ion of convolution with limits of integration 0 and v whell all fuuctiolls illvolv(~d 
are zero for negat.ive values of t.heir argument.s) 
The Fourier t.ransform of this is F3 where F is the Fourier transform of f. The N stagc' 
version of this result allows the path integral to be built up by l'P})('ate<i convolution or 
by taking the Nth power of the Fourier transform, F, and then lIsing an illvprse Fourh'r 
transform OIl the result (similar to equation (8.27) and equation (8.2G) ). 
For a single stage propagator with the Fourier series representation of the phase av('rag<~ 
(equation (8.15)) it is possible to compose two stages analytkally usillg both mdhods, for 
a large number of stages a numcrical approach is required. Tho F()ll1'h~r trallsfol'1ll Ill<'tlio(l 
is most suitable for this. For a single stage the Fourier transform is 
(8.32) 
Of most interest are IG(k)1 and IG(k)IN (for N stages). The lllo(lu\IIS of G(k) is ('V('ll awl 
periodic in k Its graph shows a seri(~s of peaks (figure 8.7). Tlws(~ sharpen illto spikC's 
(figures 8.8, 8.9) as higher powers of IG(k)1 arc taken. However, the spik()s 1H'C'd IIOt. ha\'(' 
a single peak. \Vhether they do or not depends upon the form of IG(~')I, which ill tUI"ll 
depends rather sensitively on the value of the parameter (e.g. A = 4~ (~)2 if a scalpel 
variable K = ~ k is used). Graphs of IG(k)1 for several values of the paraIllet.f'r are shown 
in figures 8.10-8.15. This moans that further averaging is dpsirahlP. This is introduced ill 
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Figure 6.8: Graph of IG(k)lN against k for N = 20 with A = 1 
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Figure 6.13: Graph of IG(k)1 against k with A = ~o 
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Figure 6.14: Graph of IG(k)l against k with A = 1.2 
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Figure 6.15: Graph of IG(k)l against k with A = 1.4 
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8.6 The classical regime 
Phase screens is developed as a way of applying the constraint to the standard pat h illtegral. 
In fact, the standard free space action can be modified to include the "phase fuuction" 
<1>(1:, z) (defined by equation (8.13) ). This is just a change in interpretation lUui it is 1I0t 
really a natural change to make unless the "continuum limit" .llz -+ 0 has bp('1l t ak('Il. :-i0 
that equation (8.13) becomes 
cI>cCr,z) = lim L:<PnCr)8(z - n.llz) 
./lz-.O n 
(~.3j) 
The fact that 4>n(r.) depends upon a and a -+ 0 as .llz ~ 0 is part of the [('/\.-;011 why this 
is difficult to evaluate in detail, however, it is fairly clear what. the g(~m~ral picture sholll!l 
be. Consequently it should be possible to use this reinterpretatioll to get. SOllW hl<'1l of tIll' 
behaviour of t.he classical system. So, starting with the modifi<,d adion 
(where mechanics is specifically considered, so i:.. means ~ rather than * ) 
and considering 88' = 0 gives 




The discontinuities in the phase function "potent.ial" mean that. a particle will l)(~ Hubj(,(·t 
to a 8 function force if it "hits" the edge of a rhombus. 
Moving across the grid of rhombuses, the sign (direction) of Hw force swaps for a111'1'-
nate boundary lines. A similar pattern occurs when moving o\'('r the grid ill t lw ot lu'!' 
(independent) direction (in 2D space). So a particle will have its Illot.ion "out. of" 1\ r1I1)IlI-
bus reversed. However, this potential is only applied at the ends of the stag('s. Tlu'!'p ilia,\' 
still (even after taking the limit b.z -+ 0) be scope for a part ide to move Illol'e fn'ely t lIall 
in the mirror planes model (chapter 6). Exactly how the motion is restrict!'(l will dq)('l1d 
upon the way that a -+ 0 as b.z -+ 0 (section 6.2). 
It is only the discontinuous nature of the boundary between the phase-changing awl 
non phase-changing parts of the phase screens which allows thl'ir influellce to (~xtt'lld til 
the classical regime. If these discontinuities were "srnootlwd" then tho ('{[I'd of t lw pltast' 
screens on the classical (i.e. ray) paths would be Im;t as "h -+ 0" . 
It is not clear, just from these general considerations, whether phasn S{T('('IlS Ill('!'t 
the requirement of enforcing the constraint correctly in the cla,ssical limit awl (i<,tllihl 
calculations are not straightforward (section 8.4). 
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8.7 Summary 
The pha.')e screens model is introduced. It is noted that t he relation bd\\'('('11 "plm:-;p 
screens" calculations and the "modes" method of calculation for the "lllirror plal\(':';" Il\odl') 
is considered in appendix H. The result is that agreement improvps as tlw ··transH'rS('" 
wave-length (Le. the wave-length for the !2 direction - shown in figure 8.1 ) of tlw \\'ll\'(,-
functions becomes long compared to a. In the "mirror planps" model, a is t he spacing 
between adjacent "mirror planes". In the phase screens model the correspollding diIw'nsioll 
is the width (Le. in the 11 direction) of the pha.<;e changing strips making lip a phas!' S(')'('<'II. 
The agreement between "phase screens" and "modes" is exact for "infillitdy IOllg wan--
lengths" (the constant amplitude wavefunctions case). This simple ca.<.;e is consid('l'pd ('X-
plicitly (Le. rather than as the limit of the more general ca.')e in appendix II). The owrlap 
integral is found to be a fractal function of the length of the stage, Az. This llIay I II' a 
signal of problems with the Az -- 0 limit which must be takC'n in order to pass 1.0 t /ie 
continuum. 
It is possible to write down an expression for a path integral. In fact, alt hough tI.l' 
phase screens are constructed separately, it is possible to formally indndn t ht'lll ill 1111' 
Lagrangian as a "potential". However, this interpretation should b(~ t.reated wit h ('a1'<' Hs 
the "potential" will depend upon velocity and will have other non-stalldal'<l f('atlln's. This 
does show that phase screens fit naturally into the structure of path integrat ion. 
Although the pha.'>e screens can be included in t.he path integral as it is b!'illg "('(111-
structed" (section 8.4.2), a suitable interpretation for the "coutinuulIl limit", ( -. 0, (III' 
alternatively Az -- 0) is elusive. In the hope of improving the chance of findillg II "('Oll-
tinuum form" for the influence the phase screens have in the pat h integral, "t he 1I\'(~rag(' 
over shifts" is carried out: each phase screen pair is shifted through a "p('riodic dist-HIl('(''' 
(Le. 2a) in the 11 direction (i.(~. vertically in figure 8.2). This is carried Ollt. "illsidl~" (i.(', 
before) the path integral, so each path segment (also shown in figme 8.2) is ('ollsidl'l'!'d to 
be fixed in space. 
The result for a single phase screen pair is given but it is stillllot straightf!ll'\\'Hl'd to 
interpret this for the "continuum limit" (Le. f -. 0). Fortunately, taking the limit bl'li('\'('d 
to correspond to the nonholonomic case allows approximations t.o be made. Tlw:-m lead to 
a simple expression for the averaged propagator, (I<) (and also for the averaged wrsillll of 
K* K, i.e. (K* K»), in the "nonholonomic case". It is desirable to illyest igate t lu' b('ha\'iollJ' 
of the averaged propagator in order to check its suitability. If its l)('liayiollf is sllitahl!' tlu'll 
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it will be necessary to check the effect of the approximation in d('tail, oth('l'wis(~ it will hI' 
more profit.able to go b~k and modify the model. From the inverstigatiolls (S(~cti()llS 8.4..t 
and 8.5), the indications are that (K) decreases in size a.', the (time) int.<'rval 0\'('1' which 
propagation takes place becomes finite. The calculations are based Oil the explicit fortll 
obtained for the "nonholonomic limit". In fact, there arc general cOllshkl'at jOltS whit-h 
suggest that the result is not restricted to this ca..<;c. If (K) is evaluated by ("Hrryill,!.!; 0111 
the path integral first, then the contribution from each path is a cOll1pl('x 1I111111)('r wit Ii 
modulus=1. The path integral is a "sum" of such contributions with different. "phas('s" 
(arguments). The result depends upon the values of the shifts which are theIl Hverag<,d 0\'('1". 
If the average over shifts is carried out first, then the paths with no segmentH indinl'tl in thl' 
n direction give a contribution with modulus unity. Most other paths gin~ ("olltl'ibll1ioll:-i 
with modulus smaller than unity - the more steeply the path se,!.!;mC'lIts are illdiIwd ill t 111' 
11 direction (but with allowance for periodicity), and the more segments are :;0 illdilll'd. 
the smaller the modulus of the contribution, So, if the path integral is now prrfOrHH'<i, it 
is a sum of contributions with different phases and different moduli. From this poillt of 
view, it is quite plausible that (K) might decrease in size in general. At t his point it is 
prudent to consider whether the mea..<;ure used for the path integration might 11<'<'<1 to I H' 
modified. The fact that probability is conserved (whether averaging is carrkd out or lIot 





The periodicity of the structures constructed to apply the constraint caus(~s probl<'llis in 
the mirror planes (section 6.3) and the phase screens (section 8.5) Illo<lds. 111 this dll\pll'r 
randomness is introduced into both models. In section 9.2 modifications me ma<ip 10 till' 
phase screens model of chapter 8. In section 9.3 analogous changes an~ introducpd into 1 ht' 
mirror planes model of chapter 6. 
9.2 Phase screens 
9.2.1 Introduction 
Considering phase screens with equally fipnced strips of equal width and t h<'n av<'ra/.?;iJlg 
over shifts perpendicular to the strips, causes problems (section 8.5) duc to the periodicity 
of the screens. To avoid such problems, another type of averaging lllay be illlrotillc(,ll. Tltt' 
phase strips and the gaps between them are taken to be of rall<iolll width (figul'(' U.1) alld 
averaging is over all possible screens. In fact, the lines marking the e<lgps of thl' pltaSt' 
strips are of most interest. If these are extended in the direct.ion Iwrp('lItliclllar to t Itl' 
phase screens (Le. in the z direction) to form "planes", t hOll the 1I1lluber of sllch plalH's II 
path segment passes through gives, when multiplied by 7r, a phase chang<' with Ilw SIIIIII' 
effect as that due to the phase screen pair. These (segments of) plall<'s will 1m rdt~lTed to 
as "phase counting planes" . 
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Figure 7.1: Phase plate strips in x-y plane 
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-~>~z 
Figure 7.2: Section through a single stage, showing the phase screen pair and the "phase 
counting planes" (dashed lines) 
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9.2.2 Preliminaries 
Com;idering a single stage and taking the J:-axis in the dircction of tIl<' "l1l1l'1l1nl \'('('101''' 
(Le. perpendicular to both the phase strips and the z-axis), tIll) ("phase coulltillg") plalll's 
project onto lines in the x-z plane (figure 9,2). To calculat.e the sillgl(~ stage "sigll m'(~ragp" 
(Le. the sign change aquired on a path segment between "A" and '"n"~ averaged ov(~r I II!' 
ensemble of all possible pha..;;e screens) 
(U.I) 
it is necessary to know the probability that a path segment starting with .t = .1',1 alld fill-
ishing with x = XB pa.sses through an odd number of t.hese lines (producing a sign challg('). 
The lines are randomly distribut.ed with mean spacing a. A Poissoll dist,rilml ion [7] wil It 
an average of llines per unit interval of x is appropriate, so thc probability [>(1/) I hal 
there are n lines in an interval of length I~·rl = Ixn - xAI is 




P(n) = , 
n. 
P(n is odd) 
P(n is even) 
(+1) x P(n is ellen) + (-1) x P(n is oeld) 






So whereas for the periodic model the exponential form was an approxilllatioll, it is <Ill 
exact result for the random pha.<;e screens modd. Similarly, the result for t hI' Il\'('rll),!;"d 
sign for K· K is now exact, i.e. 
(!).(i) 
where T is the "total non-overlapping length" (T> 0). 
Since a line in the region where two path segments "overlap" produces a 7r pha:-;e dian),!;!' 
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for both paths (which has no net effect), this region may be treated in the same way liS II 
region where there are no paths. 
9.2.3 Investigation of (K) 
Having an exact result means that there are no neglected terms, which ill tum allows 
a slightly more detailed investigation to be attempted. From t.he previolls dwph'r it is 
expected that (K) will be 0 for finite propagation when (OAt'TB) = e-2a• It is of iutt'l'l'st 
to build (K) for a finite z-interval (or time interval) by composition of infinitesilllal st('ps 





The Fourier transform of the exponential is: 
I(k,p) = 1+ + L (9.9) 
where k is the "Fourier variable" (in this section) and 
(9.10) 
The complex conjugate If: can be written in terms of an integral of the type consitit-l'l'd 
in [5] i.e. 
(9.11 ) 
with 
lwo 2 J = . ePW dw w=-tOO (9.12) 
where 
'11'0 = Vi - - =f -( i k) p 2p (U.l:J) 
This is useful because p is proportional to N and is therefore a large paramd.('r wlit'll 
many steps are composed. Specifically, this is true when consi<i(!ring a fillite iutt'rvctl ill 
the z-direction which is divided into a large number, N, of subintervals. For a giY('1l fillitt' 
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interval of z, the length of a subinterval (which is written as c€ in tlw ddiuiti()u (G.:~) fill' I') 
is inversely proportional to N (N -+ 00 being the "continuum limit" of illfinitC':-;illlnl :-;tl'l> 
size). So v and hence p (equation (9.8) ) are proportional to N. Usiug tho result fol' tIll' 
leading terms in the asymptotic expansion from [5] 
1 
J t'V (2pwo)-1 exp(pw5) + is(u.'o,p) (%) 2 as p -+ 00 (0.14) 
where S(wo,p) is the Stokes multiplier [5] 
gives, for the limiting form of the Fourier transform: 
as p -+ 00 (0.15) 
for Ikl ~ 2 
In fact this result does not hold for Ikl < vp (hence the Ikl < 2 case is not giwu) 
For Ikl < vp the standard result 1: e- t2 dt = v: -e-z2 (z + ~z3 + .. .) (9.lG) 
may be used in the expression 
(9.17) 
where z = fIp (1 =f~) 
to obtain the behaviour of I± in the p -+ 00 limit. Substituting this into equatiou (9.D) 11111\ 
expanding the exponentials in power series (permissible since the parallwt<'l' P » 1) allows 
a factor (1 - C fIp) to be extracted, as in section 8.4.4 (where C is a positive (,Ollst II lit 
independent of the "Fourier variable", k). Composition of N stages is nchk\'('d by tHkillg 
the Nth power (of Kr) and then the inverse Fourier transform. So the ('olltrihutiou [Ill' 
Ikl < vp tends to zero as N becomes large, as before. Specifically, Oil(' eXI)('('ts 
(1 - :!N) N t'Ve- lJYN as N -+ 00 
(for a quantity B which is not a function of N and satisfies ~(n) > 0) 
whereas in the usual case one has the standard result 
(1 - ~) N ~ e-B as N ~ 00 
(D.IS) 
(9.19) 
For Ikl > ..fP the final term in the expression (D.15) for I will be dOlllinallt, so till' 
function of k to be integrated is 
iN (U:)2 -1) Nlkl . J(k) = e P 2 e- p e-tkY (!J.20) 
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where Y is proportional to the total displacemellt for N stages, :.1; filial - :.1.·inilial 
The function f(k) is independent of Nand p because ~ is a (positiw) COllstHut (n say). 
The expres.."iion to be evaluated is 
Joo j-v'P Joo f(k)dk + f(k)dk = U+(k) + f_(k» elk Jp -00 Jp (!.l.21) 
where 
(9.22) 
(and R = ~) 
calculation (Le. developing an asymptotic series by repeated il1t('gratioll by parts ill till' 
standard way [4]) shows that 
Joo f±(k)dk r.J _l_e-Rv'P v'P RIP as p --+ 00 (9.23) 
so these contributions are indeed negligible as p --+ 00. Having verifi('d that. in g<'ll('ral (/\") 
is zero for propagation over a finit.e time interval, it is desirable t.o eheck that probability 
is conserved under "propagation" by (K* K). 
9.2.4 Conservation of probability 
This calculation differs from that performed for periodic phase serpens (sed.ioll 8.4.3) b(~ 
cause it is now necessary to int.roduce averaging. This requires the result (for Z /l > Z A) 
(1jJ* (r.'n, Z B }l/J(r.'!J, Z B») 
- [00 [00 (K* (r.'n, ZB; r.~, ZA)1(r'JJ, Z/J; r~, ZA»)'l/}*(r.~, zAh/'(r~, ZA) (['2 L~ (/'2 L~\ J-oo J-oo 
(!.l.21 ) 
which holds because the choice of initial wavcfunction is not affected byaveragiug. SPIt illg 
r'JJ = r'n and integrating over this final position: 1: (1jJ* (r.B I ZB)1jJ(rB, zB»)d2r.B 
-1: 1: 1: (1(* (r.B, Zl3; r.~, zA)K(rB, zB;r~, zA)h/*(r~, ZA)V{t~, zA)d'2r~\d'2 L~~(P L/I 
(!.l.25 ) 
The "averaged sign" for 1(* K in the special case r~ = r~ is required. TIH~ g(,IlI'ral f(~sl\lt 
is e-~T. When r'B = r'n the total non-overlapping length T is I:r~ - :l;~I. Tho d<'l)('ll<h~l\("(' 
on rB is the same as before (section 8.4.3), so the integral over LU is the Sllnw, giving 
[00 (K(rB, ZB;r~, zA)1(*(rB, ZB;r~, zA»)d2rB = Fr(r~,r~)62(r~ - r~) J-oo 
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(9.20) 
The function F used in the periodic ca..<;e (defined by equation (8.22) ) is f<'plac('d by a IlI'W 
function Fr in the random case which has 
( [Xfl - Q] [Xl _ Q]) exp i1f A a + i1f A a 
replaced by 
exp (-~Il:~ - xAI) 
However, the only property (of Fr) required for the conservation of probability is that 
and this is indeed true, so that 
(9.27) 
Again, this process may be iterated to show that probability is (:onserve(l for fillite tillll' 
intervals. 
9.2.5 Types of path 
It is instructive to consider the types of path (pairs) which are likely to make 1111 important 
contribution to (1<*1<). The presence of the factors exp (-~T) means that. snch pat hs lin' 
those for which the non-overlapping length T is sIllall compar('d to ii, (t li<' Ilwau widt II (If 
a pha..~e strip) for the majority of the stages from which the path is ,COlllPOSI'(1. Tllt'I'(' an' 
three types of stage for which T is zero, they arc: 
Type 1 Coincident path segn10nts (of any slope) 
Type 2 Crossing pat.h segments with slopes of equal magnitude 
Type 3 Parallel zero slope path segments 
These are shown in figure 9.3. In order to apply the constraint sllccessfully, it is ('Xp(·d(·d 
that paths with low slope, Le. I~:I « 1 (for all stages) should be "preferred" ('olllpan'd to 
tho!-ic of large slope (I~:I » 1). Consequently, it is reasonable that pat h pairs (,Ollst l'II('I!·d 
predominantly from "type 3" segments should contribute strongly to (K· 1\). Ho\\,('\'('\,, 
the slope of the path segments in "type I" and "type 2" stages can be of any siz(~. TIl<' fact 
that these types of stage are likely to contribut.e strongly to (I';* K) is an Hl'h-fnct of tilt' 
phase screens model. Consequently, it seems advisable to retul'll to t lH~ "mirror platH'l';" 
method of applying the constraint. 
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tj'Pc, 1 
Figure 9.3: Special cases for a single ID stage 
9.2.6 Summary 
In chapter 8 some results are obtained for a version of the Phase screens model by making 
heuristic approximations. In this section (i.e. section 9.2) similar expressions are obtained 
as exact results for a modified version of the same model. This increases confidence in the 
results. From a different point of view, it suggests that the modification made to the model 
is a beneficial one. 
In this section, use has been made of the "phase counting planes" construction. Thb 
is merely a change of emphasis which is beneficial for the type of calculation performed 
in this section. The same idea could have been used in chapter 8 but was omitted as an 
unnecessary distraction from the "physical" aspects of the model. 
The behaviour of (K) and (K* K) is the same as in chapter 8. Although the general 
behaviour of (K* K) is correct, consideration of the details reveals undesirable ft~atur('s of 
the phase screens model. These undesirable features are a conseqUfmce of the way the 
constraint is (approximately) enforced in the pha..<;e screens model. It seems scmiiblt, to 
apply the "beneficial modification" of this section (i.e. the introduction of "randomness") 
to the "mirror planes" model, which, as an exact way of enforcing the constraint.s, shouldn't 
suffer from the undesirable features noticed in the phase screens ca..,;e. 
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9.3 Mirror planes 
9.3.1 Introduction 
Returning to the original ("direct") approach to the "mirror planes" modd (Le. eqlla-
tion (6.1) ), it is hoped that replacing the regularly spaced stack of strips ("lllirror }>lalll's") 
with a randomly spaced version will alleviate some of the problems prcvioll.-;ly (,llcollllft'n'd 
(in section 6.3). 
9.3.2 Preliminaries 
It is expected that the behaviour of the expression for the (single stage) oI1n-<iilll(,llsioJlal 
propagator (equation (6.1) ) can be improved if it is averaged over th(~ "shifts" )J awl the' 
separation between mirror planes ("lane width"). Averaging ov('1' {3 alOlw is not. SlIffiC'jpllt 
because the first sum is independent of the position of the planes--- provid('d that then' /ln' 
no planes between the specified initial and final points (in which case J( = 0). Averagilll!; 
over "shifts" (only) was introduced in section 8.4 for the Phase scn:cns motl!'!. It is d(~sin'<l 
to go further and include "randomness" -- as carried out for Phase SC1'O('1I8 ill S(,(·t ion D.2. 
The introduction of "randomness" will give a "weighted" average over "lanc width". 
9.3.3 Single stage propagation 
To formulate an expression for the averagf'd single stage propagator, it is Jl<'('('ssary til 
consider the consequences of having a randomly flpaced stack of constraint. strips (n>[<'I'1'('(1 
to as "planes" here). 
If "planes" are distributed at random, then the probability distributiou for tit!' sq)"-
ration, a, of the "planes" (wit.h average pair spacing a) is proportional t.o exp (-~). T1H' 
initial position of the particle is a point (the "initial point") which lim; in t hn gap 1>(>t\\'('(,11 1\ 
pair of planes. This pair of planes is then (rigidly) shifted relative to the partid(' ill s1I('h II 
way that all shifts consistent with the "illitial point" remaining inside tho lall(' are Hppli('d 
(Le. a total distance of a between extreme shifts). If the specified final poillt li('s outsi<ll' 
the lane defined by the pair of planes then J( is zpro, otherwise it, may be caklllat('d \lsillg 
image charges. This means that there is no contrilmtion WhOll the (lD) s<'paratioll 1I('(\\"('t'11 
the initial and final points is greater than the "lane width", i.e. IA:rl > a. Applying this 
prescription for the calculation of the averaged single stage Olw-dimOllsiollHI propagator, 
100 lai3-J. 1 (KJ) = dap(a) -K(Ax,/3,a)dt1 a=l~xl {3={31 a (9.2S) 
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where 
1 a p(a) = ::e- ii 
a 
p( a )da is the probability of finding two adjacent planes a distance a apart WlWll the HV(,rHj!,;<' 
spacing is li and the planes are randomly distributed [14J. The probabilit.y distribution fill' 
the shifts j3 is uniform. The "shift" j3 is defined to be the (initial) distallc:e from tlw partidl' 
to the mirror plane "below" it., Le. the nearest pla.ne in the direction of :r <i1'lTCasillg. TIll' 
cases Ax ~ 0 and Ax < 0 must be considered separately: 
• for Ax ~ 0 : {31 = 0, {32 = a - IAxl 
• for Ax < 0 : j31 = IAxl, f32 = a 
So substituting for K( Ax, j3, a) from equation (6.1) gives 
(Kl (Ax; ii, v)) 
_ ~~ 100 dae-~ f: [a -IA.II eill(~x+2an? _! rf3'2 eill(~X+2'H2<t1l)'2d/Jl 
V :rri a a=l~xl n=-oo a a J ;3=/31 
(9.29) 
I t is possible to use the formula 
00 faa = l(a-'~xl) L eill(y+2f3+2an)2 d{3 = L e ill( -y+21J+2aN)2 dB 
n=-oo /3=I~xl N=-= H=O 
(9.:30) 
where N = -(n + 1) 
to rewrite equation (9.29) for Ax < 0 (Le. set y - Ax) so that there is 110 ('xplidt 
dependence on the sign of Ax, i.e. 
where 
N = n, n = n for Ax ~ 0, 
N = -(n + 1), n = -n for Ax < O. 
The distinction between the two cases is not important for tlw infillito Sllllllllat iOBS but is 
noted here because the way corresponding terms are "paired" if the SUlUS are colllbiw'd 
may be significant for numerical evaluat.ion of a t.runcated version. 
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Introducing dimensionless parameters and dimensionless variables of integration A = !!, 
n 
4> = a-r~xl (and writing the average of Kl a.."l Kl when dimensionless quantities ar<~ IIs('d) 
equation (9.31) becomes 
~ /P;1= dAe-A (1- ~) 
a V;:;' A=llll A 
X [nI:oo e;p(1 '" 1+ 2An)' - N f:oo J.~o e;p(I"'1 +2.( A -1"'1l+2AN)' d¢ 1 (9.32) 
where p = va2 , I~I = I~xl 
Another version ofthe result (9.32) may be obtained by using (a special case of) tIll' PoisSOJl 
summation formula [28] (also appendix F) 
i.e. 
(9.33) 
to rewrite the sum 
i.e. 
The notation "Kp" is introduced to distinguish the "Poisson tram;fornwd" \,prsioll of t )/1' 
result from the "original". \Vhcn the formula is written in this "KP" fort11, t Ito i11tl'grnl 
over 4> may be evaluated explicitly in terms of elementary functiolls, i.e. 
(9.35) 
where q = 27T1n (1 - ~) 
Similar approaches are useful for the evaluation of sums in problems from solid st atp 
physics. 
For the "Poisson transformed" expression (Le. for Kp) there is one term ill each SIIIlI 
which has zero exponent, these terms should be matched (this corrcspon<i<'ll(,c is ('HolIgh 
to determine all pairings). In fact, these terms are the same and hCllce cHlled Ollt Whe'll 
the sums are combined (Le. g(O) = 1 so the m = 0 term in equation (9.34) vanisht's). 
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9.3.4 A simple case 
When ~ = 0 the result (9.32) simplifies to 
K1 (0) = ~ ~ roo dA e-A [ f e4'ipn2 A2 _ f r1 (,4'ip(tP+ N )2 A;\/<I>] 
a V 7fi JA=O n=-oo N=_ooJcp=o (9.3G) 
where K1 (0) denotes [(1 evaluated at A = O. 
This statement may be justified by considering the limit of [(1 as IAI tends to Zl'l'O throup;h 
positive values. For the n = 0 term this involves verifying that 
lim ~ rP.eiP'A,21°O e- A (1 - IAI) dA = ~ /P. 
IAI-+o+ a V 7fi A=IAI A a V ri 





dA = IAIEl (IAI) 
JA=IAI 
and the standard result [1, 21J 
lo
x 1- e-u 
El{X) = -,-lnx+ dlt 
o U 
(where, is Euler's constant) 
for the Exponential integral El (x) shows that 
since xlnx -+ 0 as x -+ 0+. 





For the other terms in the sum over n, the only difference is t.he PIW;('lW(! of IUl "oscillat-
ing factor" exp(ip{4IAIAn+4A2n2» in the iutC'grnl over A. This factor hm; uHit lIIodulus 
so it is expected that 
00 (e-- A ) (eiP(l.11+2Anfl) 
lim IAI r A dA = 0 
IAI-+o+ J A:;I.11 (9..11 ) 
holds for n f. 0 as well as n = O. 
Similarily, for the terms in the sum over N, tho introductioll of if> int.o tIll' ('XPOIWllt IIf 
the "oscillating factor" is not expected t.o calise problems. Iwinl'd, ilOilO of t li"sn n'sult s is 
surprising if the intcgrands arc sketched over the integral of illt<'gmtioll. 
Perhaps the simplest way to obtain the I~I = 0 ca.-.;e oCtlw POiSSOll transfUl'I1H'd fOl'lllllla. 
Kp , is to apply the Poisson transformation t.o t he I~I = 0 cxpl'Pssioll (9.3G), the l't'slIlt is 
- 1 00 100 1 A j ('''''):.1 Kp(O) = ::- L dA -e- -4,; It 
a m=l A:::O A 
(!)A2) 
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where Kp(O) denotes Kp evaluated at L\ = 0 
However, it is also possible to deduce that taking the limit IL\I -+ 0+ ill th(! g('w'rn! 
expression (9.34) gives the same result.. The part.s of the terms ill the ~HllllS of the f01'1n 
dAe - -e A 4/A 100 -A (IL\I) 1 - j1rm (1~1+24>(A-I~I)+.lr.!!!.) A=ILlI A A 
(where 4> may be zero) 
will be smaller in magnitude than E2(1L\1) due to the oscillating (unit modulus) ('XPOlll'llt in! 
factor and hence will tend to zero as IL\I -. 0+. This is plausibh) sillce th(! smnlkr (ill 
magnitude) the values of A, the more rapid the oscillation and applying illt('gratioll by 
parts to 
gives 
and hence (using equation (9.40) ) 
i.e. the "marginal" case. 
9.3.5 Asymptotics 
100 e-zt -- ----2-- lit 1 t 
__ Z (>0 e -2'11. filt 
}z it 






The asymptotic expansions to be considered arc those for p -. 00 allIl {' -+ O. TIlt' 
parameter p is va2 (v is defined by equation (6.2) or equatioll (6.3) ) so tlll'st' lilllits Hr<' 
related to those considered earlier (in sectioB 6.2 and section 7.2) awl disCllss('d ill tt'I'I1lS 
of vakonomic and nonholonomic regimes. 
Beginning with the special case A = 0 aUtI taking the limit p -+ 00 ill tho ('xpn's-
sion (9.36) for [(1 (the limit p -+ 0 for this form of t.he infiuitC'silllal propagator is Hot 
instructive) gives, 
a r;i [(1 = 1 +0 (1IlP) asp -+ 00 V; Vi> (gAG) 
(where use has been made of the "order symbol" 0 [35]) 
The leading term comes from t.he n = 0 term of tho first SHill (t lw "Z('rD hOllu('e t('l'III"). 
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For this term the integration over A is particularly straightfin'ward, 
i.e. 
[00 dAe- A = 1 
JA=O 
(9.47) 
The other terms in the first sum are of order .}p as p - 00. This is shown by the lIl'iylll pf of it-
expansion of the relevant integral, i.e. 
e- A+4zpn A dA = - -. e 16pn2 + 0 _ 100 . 2 2 1 {iJ,i i ( 1 ) A=O 4 pn2 pn2 asp-co (9.48 ) 
To avoid divergence of the individual sums in equation (9.3G) t hey arc COlllbillt'<i illto II 
single summation. It should be noted that. if the integral in equation (9.4~) is writt('11 ill 
terms of a standard error function, then its argument depends upon b which i('wls to 
zero as p - 00. 
The terms of the second sum in equation (9.36), excluding N = 0 and N = -1, arc also of 
order .)p as p - co, each term taking the form 
roo dA e-A [1 e4ip(if>+N)2 A2(ld' __ [1 d'" [ .;:;i 11' (~l )2 + () ( 1 )] 
JA=O Jif>=O -I' Jif>=O 'I' 4 Jp(N + </>)2("P '" p(N + ¢)2 
as p - 00 (g.t!») 
The N = 0 and N = -1 terms require s(~parate consideration since N + </> = 0 for N = 0, 
4> = 0 and N = -1, </> = 1. It is convenient to write theso t.('l'IllS in a slip;htly (liff{'l'!\llt 
form, obtained by substituting A = ~ and B = ~ in equatioll (B.3!), ancl sl'ttillg ~ = o. 
The resulting expression is, for the N = 0 term 
(9.uO) 
In fact, the N = -1 term can also be written in this form if n is [(\pla('('(l hy I1' lISillJ.!, 




n = - do: -e -7,: c'hu du 1 100 1 "lQ .'2 
...;p Q= 1 0: u=o 
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In expression (9.53) rapid oscillation of the integrand means that it is a reHs()llabll~ Itpprux-
imation to replace the upper limit of integration hy 00, for the integral o\"(,r II. So 
(9.5~) 
So, using the standard [1, 21J expansion (obtained from (9.3!J) by ('Xpawlillg the illtl'/!,l'1Il 
as a power series) for the exponential integral El(X) 
n = v7ii (! lnp _.l +! + O(p-~)) asp -+ 00 
4 2vIP vIP p 
where 1 is Euler's constant. 
Considering now expression (9.52) 
_ J... fl dO:'.!.e-~ ro' cos(4u2)da 
vIP }o=o a }u=o 
= 2- fl da.!.e - J;; fa sine 4u2)du 









so n is the dominant contribution as p -+ 00, which gives t1i1! l"('qllir('(l result (9.4G). 
In order to take the limit p -+ 0, the "t.ransformed" version of t hn illlillitl'sillllll propngil-
tor, Rp , is required, i.e. (for tho ~ = 0 case) expression (9.42). Tlll're is a largn pllrallll'tl'l' 
,\ = (11";;)2 (so). -+ 00 as p -+ 0). Standard saddle point 11lPthods [2(;J 1llll,V bp Ilpplit'd. A 
substitution A = eB may be made to clarify the situation. It is ('xppctl'd that, of t lll~ t 111'1'1' 
saddle points, only the one nearest the path of intcgrat.ion will ('olltribute, 11l~1l(,{, 
_ 1 00 




So, as well as decreasing as p tends to zero, the terms of the series decrease n.'" '111.2 ilHT('1\SP:-i 
in size. 
9.3.6 Further asymptotics 
Having considered the Ll = 0 case in both the limits p -+ 00 and p -+ 0 it is desirablo to 
investigate the general case by considering how things differ when Ll is Ilon-~ero. 
For Ll =f 0 the functional forms of the expressions arc more complicated. How(wer, for 
p -+ 00, Ll =f 0 means that N + ¢ = 0 is no longer a problem. SHch cast's lIO IOllp;<'r ll('l'd 
to be treated separately. It is expected that the "zero bounce" term again domiuate's awl 
that the magnitudes of the other terms relative to this now tend to zero like )p or Ca."!('!' 
as p -+ 00, i.e. 
a fri Kl = eipl~12 tx) e-A (1 -~) dA + 0 (~) a.s p -+ 00 Y P JA=I~I A v'P (9.()2) 
upon evaluating the integral this becomes 
the first term is the random phase screens result which is recovered ill t.he limit I~I -+ 0+. 
For the limit p -+ 0, making the substitution A = :iP in the formula (9.3.t) for [.;,. 
produces an expression in which Ll appears ouly in the combination v'PILlI. COIISl'qll('lltly, 
the ~ dependence is expected to become less prominent as p -+ 0 since its "sca\t' 1I'lIgt II" 
• 1 
IS ..;p' 
To interpret the limiting expressions it is rwcpssary to usn the fact. that tll(~ panull('t('r p 
is proportional to ~;. As p tends to infinity (which requires bz -+ 0 since it is d('sin'd tlillt 
li -+ 0), the mean spacing of the mirror planes st.rips (i.e. (1) becol11(,s large colllpar('d to 
the "length" of a single stage (8z) in the z-direct.ion ("wide huH'S"). Similarly, as p t<'lIIis to 
zero, the average spacing between "mirror planes" becomes cOlllpamtively slllall ("llarro\\, 
lanes"). The result that the "zero bounce" path dominates as p -+ 00 is I'('lIsollllbh' :-;ill(,(' 
in this case the "bouncing path sf'gmcuts" have, 011 average, grlldh'llt.s IJ111<'h larg('r ill :-;iz(' 
than I~:I (the magnitude of the gradient of the direct path). 
For path segments of given gradient (Le. I~:l = constant), p -+ 00 (with ii -+ 0) I\U'/IIIS 
that ~ -+ 0 (i.e. (I~:I /~~) -+ 0 which is I~;rl -+ 0+) and in this limit t lw random p1l:lsl' 
screens result is recovered. It is more releva.nt for quantum llw('hanics that. t Ids l'<'sult 
holds for path segments with I~xl '" 6z~ as 6z -+ O. In this cn."'o I~;~I '" 1 HS liz -+ () 
liz 
so I~;I / Vii - 0 as p - 00 and hence I~I -+ 0+ as p -+ 00 which 1l}('Hl1S t hat the phas(' 
liz 
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screens result is again recovered. These results are for the "pat.h sC'gmclll g" form of till' 
single stage propagator. For the transformed version i?p, iu the spedal case A = 0, t hI' 
result (9.42) is similar to a sum over modes, with a type of averaging over t he lane widt lis. 
When p -+ 0 it is clear that the largest contribution to the sum conl('S fWIll Ilu' l()\\'('st 
modes: these correspond to paths with large numbers of botlllces iu the "dil"(~ct." \"(~l'siIlJl 
of the propagator. This is expected when a -+ 0 (i.e. p -+ 0 since p f'"J ~: and liz IIP\'!'!' 
becomes large) since having narrow lanes is likely to result in paths wit h many bounces. 
9.3.7 Computation 
It is desirable to evaluate the infinitesimal propagator numerically. If the calculal ions ('1111 
be performed for sufficiently large and small values of p then t.he aSYll1}lt otic predict ions 
may be tested. The "direct" version, i?h has a complicat.ed fuuctional form. Rat h<'r t hall 
considering the whole of the expression for i?}, only part of it (JI) is cOllsi(kred a..., a first 
approach. The formula for J} is obtained by replacing the factor (1 - ~) by 1. Thl' 
reason for this choice is that this part is very much easier t.o calculate Illllll<'!'icnlly, sin('(~ it 
may be written in terms of the standard funct.ion 
2 
w(z) = e-z erfc{ -iz) 
erfc(z) = .5rr 100 e-t'ldt (!U;,1 ) 
for which there is a NAG library routine (for complex z). Slwdfically, 
Jl = ~ [ ~e-I~I+iPI~12 + f: (g{l,n) + g{-l,n) - 2 [~ g(l- 24>,{n -1) + c/»dc/»] 
a V ri n=l J</J-o 
(U.G;' ) 
where 
g(C N) = _1_e-I~I+iP(C+2N)21~12w (Vi [(C + 2N)JPN + _i -]) 
, m 4foN (9.(iG) 
This should mean that each t.erm in the sum is "quick" t.o caklllah'. Also t ll<~ ('OlIWI'p;l'II('(' 
of t.he sum in J 1 is not expected to be significantly differeut., for 1l1l1lH'ricnl pmpos('s, fro II I 
that for the full expression. It is the ratio of t.he term to the part inl sHm t hat is i III port 11111 
for truncation purposes. So calculating jw;t t.he silllplm;t part. of j\1 should h(1 11111<'11 q1lkkl l l' 
than considering the full expression. If this is computatiollally illt.ellsive t 11('11 it is likl'l,v 
that calculation of i?1 is not wort.hwhile. 
Also, the formulae are the same when A = a so t.he result.s should h(' l1unl<'rieally ('01'1'(>('1 
for this special ca.<;e. The form of J1 for large p js c-I~I+ipl~12 which is dilf'p)'('llt frolll t hilt 
02 
for [(1 but the feature that the "zero bounce" term dominates is tho SIUW'. Tllis i:-; :-;llo\\'11 
by storing the number of terms before truncation ill tho COlllPllt ation of t II<' SHill f«)1' a 
specified precision, Some sample results for t.he modulus of [\"1 aro HhOWll ill figllJ'C' !U. 
In fact, when p is not large the number of terms required increaHes cOllsi<lerably. For 
p < 10-2 this method is not practical. The "tranHformed" V<'rsiol1 .II' (Le. <'<IuatioJl (9.:l1) 
with the factor (1 - ~) replaced by 1) is more suitable for Hll1all valtws of p hilt this 110 
longer has the advantage of being easy to calculate compared to tho ('olT('spoll<lillg filII 
expression Kp. However, it is desirable to check the valucH calculated using t he <'x}ll'<~ssil)lI 
J1' This is indeed possible over a range of values of p from 10-2 to 10. The probklll wit II 
the calculation of Jp is the nature of the integr~\tion required. The int<'grailli oH('ilIat!'s 
(at non-constant frequency) and its envelope changes in magllit.lltlc withill t.he illtl'l'vnl of 
integration. The way that this occurs makes it difficult t.o oLtaiu reliable n~sllits whell p is 
small « 10-2) for a range of values of~. However, it is posHible to confirm that. t he I~I 
dependence does become less apparent as p deerea.'ies. 
The case A = 0 is simpler. It is possible to compute values of /\.",,(A = 0) usillg 
a modified form of equation (9.42), for valtH's of p a .. " slllall as 10-7• It is l\('('(~ssnry to 
scale the values by a large factor during the calculation in c)l'(kr to avohl computatiollnl 
problems with small numbers. The logarit.hm of the result is calculated awl tlll' factor 
removed by subtraction. These results can thC'n be comparell wit h the IIS)'llIptot ic \'11111('1'> 
obtained using equation (9.61), Le. figure 9.5. The graph shows gooli ngl'l'('llIl'ut 1>t't\\'('I'1I 
the numerical and a,.'>ymptotic results for small values of p. The agrcc'IllI'llt illlpl'OVI's 1\ ..... p 
decreases (as would be expected for an a,."ymptot.ic formula) until log p = - Hi. For slIIalll,1' 
values of p the numerical result becomes unreliable. 
Apart from the comparisons wit.h asympt.otic results, tlte ('omrmtatiollal ill\'('st igat iOIl 
shows that the averaging necessary to produce a well bdlaV<'d fUllctioll Illllk('s till! 1 D prop" 
agator challenging to calculate. It seclllS that. nUlllerical (,llIll»osit ion of t.ll<' 2D }lropaga t or 
is not a practical proposition. 
9.3.8 Summary 
Reviewing progress in this part of the chaph'l' (Le. the introductioll of rallliollllll'SS illto tIll' 
mirror planes model), it is noted t.hat aUent ion has bCCIl l'('st rid "d to n 01 II '-di 1I\1'II:-ih HIlIl 
single st.age propagator. It is st.raightJorwanl to extend this to a 20 single stng(' propagator 
since the motion in t.he direction parallel to the lIlirror plalll~ st rips is UIICOllst rnilll'd 111111 
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of asymptotic (Ka) and computed ([{c) results for lJ\"p(Do = 0)1 as 
a function of p 
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Apart from removing sensitive dependence on initial condit.ions, averaging over n rnll~ 
dom distribution of lane widt.hs improves the convergence of the ~nllllH. TIll' lllaguit wh-
of the contribution from paths with large gradients is decreased. This is dl'siralJlp Sill("l' 
large "gradients" correspond to the component of the velocity ill tho 11. dirn:tiou (i.e. t 1)(· 
"constraint direction") being large (Le. the constraint being violated to a largo ('xtmt). 
Unfortunately, the formulae become considerably more complicated when averaging is iJl~ 
eluded. 
The composition of stages to give a finite propagator is not. achieved. Tlw IIllll1yt ical 
formulae are too complicated for this to be feasible for the gelleral case. COllS('quellt ly. 
limiting cases are considered (section 9.3.5) in the hope that these will be silllpip ellollgh to 
perform composition at least for some special cases. Unfortunately, t.he mmlting expws-
sions are still complicated except when the displacement for the (infinitesimal) st.ag(~ (i.('. 
Ax) is taken to be zero. Whilst the Ax = 0 case docs provido all idea. of tho hdmviour tu 
expect, composition would require an expression with the full Ax depen<il'll("c. 
As far as the numerical investigation is com:erned, it s(~elllS t.hat it. is not n'l\lly prad kat 
to calculate the full propagator (i.e. evell for a single stage). Although, as a dH'ck of (sdf) 
consistency, the numerical results do lend support to the asymptotic calculatiolls. 
9.4 Summary 
This chapter provides an investigation of the effect of "randollllwsS" OIl lllodds illtw(itwl'cI 
previously. The first part of the chapter (section 9.2) follows on fwm dHlpt('l" 8 by lIlodifyill!!, 
the phase screens model. The second part of the chapt.('r (section 9.3) mo<lifi('s the mirror 
planes model (of chapter 6). 
The investigations in this chapter suggest. that using a rall<iolll, fatllpl' thall 1\ l'('p;lIlill', 
distribution of "lane widths" (a "lane" is the space bdwP('1l lUI ndjaC'(,lIt pail' of lllilTOJ' 
planes or the corresponding region in the pha.-;o screens mo(ld) is n sl'llsihh' approach jll 
principle - although it can make the formulae more complicated in SOIll(~ cast's. 
A definite connection can be made betwmm the two parts of th(, ('haptl'f. Th('n~ is 1\ 
limit in which the "random phase screens" and tim "random l1lirror pla.u('s" 1"('sl1ll.s for t hI' 
averaged single stage propagator coincide (section 9.3.6). Sp('('ificnlly, it is fOIlIl(1 thllt liS 
A -+ 0 the mirror planes (single stage) f(~Hult tC'lltis t.o the corf('spoll<iillg phn:-il' S('1"('('IIS 
result (which is calculated for general p). For tlw types of pat h S('glllt'ut likdy t () h(~ /If 
interest, taking the limit p -+ 00 (expected to be t.he nonho}oll()llIic lilllit) is l'illllidt'1I1 III 
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ensure that ~ -+ 0 (section 9,3,6). So for the "random" versiolls of "mirror pI alles" alHl 
"phase screens" there is explicit agreement under the conditions given in dmpt!'r 8 as tIl«' 
requirements for the original (i.e. "non random") version of "phase screens" to (,lIfo1'<'1' 
the constraints to a good approximation. This demonstrates that (as ('xp{~ded) t h{~ SHII\(' 
criteria are relevant for the random version. The fact that "phase scre{'lIs" dol's 1I0t (ill 
the general case) enforce the constraints exactly can be illustrated hy wnsi<il'ring a "I«'st" 
section of Feynman path (i.e. with a phase as::;ociated with it) : if such a path sedioll 
crosses a lane boundary it simply "picks up" an extra phase of 1f. For "phase screens", til«' 
single stage propagator from a given initial point to a final point in a diffcnmt lann is Hot 
zero as it would be in an (exact) implementation of the mirror planes modd. 
In previous chapters (section 6.2 for example) it was ant.icipat('d that tllp parallll'tpr 
c~ (or ~) would be important. This was based solely on consideration of the st ruet U1'es 
introduced to enforce the constraint. In this chapter, the parameter p has aris('u natlll'nlly: 
it contains quantities associated not just with the constraints but also with t lw "kiIH,t jc" 
part of the problem. If the other factors in p are considered COllst ant, thell P '" ~~, If 
the "regime" is to be characterised according to whether the parameter t<~lllis to iufillity 
or tends to zero, then there are some ca..'iCS which will be dassifind (liffp!'('llt 1,Y dpp{'w Ii II)!, 
upon whether lz' or ~: is used as the parameter. Specifically, if li ,....., lizT) 1\ • ., liz -+ 0 (\\,11«'1'«' 
P > 0) then the "extreme ca.<;es" i.e. p < ~ and p > 1 are unaffected by t he choin~ of 
parameter but for "intermediate" cases ! < p < 1 there will be a diffen'll<'t', Tlw n'I\SOll 
for this is that using p as the parameter takes int.o account the characterist ics of t lw pnl h 
as well as the constraint struct.ure. In fact p is really t.he prodnct of t.wo paralllPll'rs LI'. I Ill' 
"geometric" parameter 6~ (which describps the "collstraiut structure") nwl 1\ pal'lllllP\Pl' 
determining the classical (i.e. "ray like" in optics) or q nant lllll (i.e, "wave Ii k(''') un t lin' of 
the path segments. Provided the "cla..'isical limit" is not being t.nkl'lI, for ('xnlll pI", t IIPIl it 
is appropriate to use ~: as an "overall" parameter (i.e, for t he "illtl~ractioll" of tht~ pal h 
segments with the constraint structure) 
Choosing optics to investigate the nature of p, it is expecl('d t.hat. diffractioll (L(', WI\\'(') 
effects will be important when the wavelengt.h is of the smile onkr n . , (or lal'w'r thnll) 
t.he t.ypical length scale. Taking u. to be the "typical lellgth Hcall\" Hllggl'sts \lsillg ~ I\S a 
parameter to distinguish between the wave and ray limits (i.e. ~ -+ 00 for tho ray limit). 
Inspection of the formula 
kli2 
p=-26z (U,Gi) 
reveals that p does indeed appear to be the product of a "wave/ray" paraJlld('r ('r~i) alld 
a "geometric" parameter (lz') i.e. 
p = (h~a) (ba~) (U,(j~) 
where k = 2{ 
If p is indeed a parameter distinguishing between the "ord " rf'gimc and the "vak " rl'~hJl('. 
then taking the ray (classical) limit (ka -+ (0) seems to "favour" the ordill(\\'y IlOllholo-
nomic (i.e. p -+ (0) case (and indeed no vakonomic classical mechanical syst(~llIS ha\'!' 
been observed experimentally). Similarly, the wa\'e (quantulll) limit S('('lllS to "f(\\'01I1''' 
the vakonomic case (it is relatively straightforward to implement a "vakollolllic qualltul\I 
mechanics" in appendix C), From considering examples of nonholollomic constraints ill 
classical mechanics it seems likely that there will indeed be a "coIlstraint kllgth scale". 
Perhaps the simple model syst.em st.udied here has the saule qualitath'p \>(,haYiu\ll' as 
real mechanical systems. In order to find out if this is true, it is Iwcessary to obtain SUIII!' 
sort of propagator for a finite time interval in a t.ractable form, The 11<'Xt cliapter 1>1'('80l1ts 
a new approach to this problem. 
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Chapter 10 
N onholonomic propagation 
10.1 Introduction 
The approach to the investigation of propagation over a finite time interval (i.e. "finite 
propagation") used in previous chapters has generally been to separate the problem illto 
two parts: the consideration of infinitesimal stages (i.e. the time int(,l"val of the stng(' is 
infinitesimally small); the combinat.ion of infinitesimal stages to give It finite tilll<' illt<'\'\"al. 
Often attention has been confined to the first part of the process, i.e. explorat iou of HII 
infinitesimal stage. In this chapter, t.he aim is to t.ake a more direct approach to the probklll 
of obtaining the "finite propagation" versiolls of q1lantit.ies of interest (which nvoh Is t h(' 
difficulties associated with explicitly combining all infinit.e n1lmber of infinitesimal st n/-!;('s). 
It will still be beneficial t.o imagine t.he continuous case as a limit of mallY illfillit ('sillln] 
stages, but the transition to a finite jut.erval of the continuolls case will he Illad(' at till' 
conceptual level and formulae will be written directly for fiuite propagat.ion, As ('xplailll'd 
in the following section (Le. section 10.2) it is the "nonho)ollomie limit" which is /IlllSt 
amenable to this treatment. 
10.2 Preliminaries 
The idea of the mirror planes model as a met hod of enforcillg t lw C'xad COllHt I'll it It S (rn t 111'1' 
than an approximate version) was int.roduced ill chapt.er 6. This prO\'id(~s the st.nrt ill~ poillt 
from which the model to be used in this chapter is develope<l. 
As the "nonholonomic limit" ~: _ 00 (the "llonhoionolllic limit" is dis(,IISs('(l ill S('('-
tion 9.4 ) is approached, the length of a single st.age in tho z-dir<'d.ion (i.('. liz) b('('OIlIl'S 
small compared to the (average) "lane width" (Le. ii), it is ('Il."y to iIllagill(~ t Iw lIIirror 
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planes (of chapter 6 and section 9.3 ) becoming like "wires". COll\,(~l"sd'y, liS til(' "vakll-
nomic limit" is approached, 6z becomes large compared to ii (although both /lz awl ii kllli 
to zero) and it is more tempting to think of "strips" in this case. If attentioll is m.;trictpd 
to the "nonholonomic limit" (which is of particular interest) and the "image phuH's" (L('. 
reflections of the mirror planes in each other) arc included, each stage produ('(~s a set oJ 
wir·cs. These are like diffraction gratings. A way of modelling the <lltalitath'p dfl'd of a 
diffraction grating (Le. spreading light. perpendicular to the "gratillg lilH'S") is to haw a 
"phase screen" with a refractive index which is very rapidly varying ill the <iiwdioll 1)(11'-
pendicular to the grating rules (the :rr direction) and not varying in the direction pa1'alkl 
to them (the 1! direction). Previous difficulties cam;cd by perio( lid ty suggest t ha t the },('-
fractive index should be (rapidly) randomly varying. A varying refractive illliPX product's 
an "acceleration" (curvature of the path), so this configuration gives acc<,/erat.ioll ill til<' 
n direction (where n is the constraint normal vector) but nOlle ill the 1i din,<,tiou (i.t'. 
perpendicular to :rr), just a.', in classical (ordinary) nonholonomie mechanics. 
This use of phase screens (to be implemented in section 10.3) differs from t.ho way 
that they were applied in previous chapters. Previously there wpre a pair of pha.",o sen'('lls 
associated with each stage: one at the beginning and one at tho end of tlw st.ago (this 
approach will also be used in seet.ion 10.4). In the new approach there is ollly a sill),!;lt, 
pha..<;e screen associated with each stage. Also, the rdracth'e iwkx is BO\\' It ("outiuIIOII:';. 
smoot.h funetion of transverse (Le. perpendicular to t.he z-direct ion) posit iOIl (sp('cificnll.v 
in the:rr direction) whereas previously there were "jumps": the pha:-;e challPP was dth('l" 0 
or n. 
10.3 Random refractive index 
Qualitatively, the idea of using a random n'fradive index S('('lllS prolllisillg. Iu or<!t'1' til 
begin a more quantitative investigation, it is necessa.ry to lllakr. SOllie ('hoict's ahout t ht' 
properties of the refract.ive index (n). In fact, it is cOIlv<'uimt. to work ill t('rIlIS of tilt' 
refractivity, <p, which is related to t.he refractive index by 
<p=n-I ( 10.1) 
Taking <p to be a zero-moan Gaussian randoIll function [13J of (t flllls\"('rsp) posit ion is H 
suitable choice since its st.atistics arc then fully ddille(l Oll('(~ its covarj,\l\<'(' fUlIctiou is 
specified: it would be difficult to jm;tify the individua.l specification of higlwl' lll(llll<'utS lit 
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this level of modelling. There is no rea .. <;on to think that t.p Hhnuld depend upon absolllt(', 
rather than relative, ("transverse") positions, so it is expedicut to t.ake <p t.o be statistically 
stationary. A "Markov model" is commonly adopt.ed since it simplifies the lllathl'lllllti<'s 
considerably, it is natural to employ one here: it corresponds to the assumption that i\1l~' 
two phase screens ("diffraction gratings") are statistically ill<lcpcudent., which iutro<iIl<'PS 
a delta function (Le. 8(Z2 - zd ) into the covariance function. 
With these assumptions, the covariance function may be written 
(t.p(r', z)t.p(r", z + Llz)) = v{z) [>({, z)6(Llz) (10.2) 
where 
dz = Z2 - Zl 
{ = r" - r' 
( ) _ I~CXl(t.p(r,z)t.p(r+e,z+u))dlt [> {,z - v(z) (10,3) 
is a dimensionless autocorrelation function 
and 
v(z) = f: (t.p(r, z)t.p(r, z + u))du (10.4) 
is a factor which ensures dimensional consistency 
Equation (10.2) is to be interpreted as t.he "continuous aun1oguo" of 
(lO.5 ) 
where 8ij , the Kronecker delta, is 1 when i = j a.nd zero otherwise 
and the indices i and j label the phase sen'clls within the "composition". (The" COlllPO-
sition" for a finite time interva.l has an infinite number of pha.-.;e serpens wit It 1111 illfillit ('Iv 
small separation between adjacent pha.<;e screens.) 
In fact, in the current model, the autocorrelat.ion fund ion!! only dl'}>l'llIls lIJ>OJl (Jill' 




p({,z) = c - --a (lO.G) 
It is not instructive to consider (K). Tllis is a COllS('qll!'llce of the vmy ill w}deh till' 
phase depends upon the random mediulll.. For a ~cro mean Gaw.;.-.;ian rall<lolll lIIl'dilllll. 
the effect of the medium (on K) after averaging is trivial. It is thus prderabh~ to collsili,'l' 
J(]C (the "propagator for intensity" in the optical aualogy) since this la('ks t lie pllil,'i(' 
dependence present in K. The average of I\IC over realisations of t.he I'Hll<lolll l\l('llilllll 
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== 2 (r"(z) + r.'(z)) 
== r"(z) - r'(z) 
Typical values of <p are taken to be small compared to 1 
and use has been made of the result !(i:")2 - ~(i:')2 = i:.~ 
(10.7) 
(10.8) 
It is desired that the functional in the r( z) path integral is highly p<'ak('d 011 t 11(1 
classical ord nonholonomic path (Le. the path satisfying f == -(i!..i:.)ll wh('}'(, II is til!' 
constraint normal vector). It is particularly important that this is true ill tlw my lilltit 
"I.: - 00" (corresponding to the classical limit "Ii, - 0" of mechanics). In which lilllit. t h!' 
peak should become very "sharp" (like a 8 fUIlctional Oil the classical onl llOllholoIlolllil-
path). Considering the possibility of performing the {(z) path iutegral ill <'qulltioll (10.7) 
shows that this requirement is not satisfied: a suitable velocity (i.e. i:) d('l)('wh'llt 11'1'111 is 
absent. In particular, it is possible to evaluate t.he path int<'grals ill ('<lImt ion (lO.i) IIsilll!; 
the assumption of small { : which is likely to be valid \\'h<'ll k nUl 1>0 ('ollsid(,I'('<! to 1)(\ 
"large" (Le. the wavelength is very much slllaller than characterist ic. leIlgt.h !-wal('s ill t h(' 
problem). 
i.e. (following [15]) 
(K(r1, Lj r.~, O)K*(r.~, L; til> 0)) 
== f~L,L l[l"L eik 1;~ t..{dz (e'ik 1;:' ~.~<p(:dz),z)dZ)cf)()r( z) d')()~( z) 
J~,o to,O (lO.H) 
(where ~ is !1r a 2D vector operator in the plane pcrpcwlicular to tlw z-din'dion) 
which follows from the last expression in equation (10.7) by taking factors illd('lWII<\('llt of 
<p outside the average and also using the a,"tmmption of "small f . 
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The next step requires the standard result 
(10.10) 
for F proportional to a Gaussian probability distribution. In fact, only the special ca.<.;e of 
the result for a distribution with zero mean is required at this stage. Also, the fact that 
the left side of equation (10.2) is independent of r is used. 
The result is 
(10.11) 
This can be evaluated by integrating by parts in the first exponent so that the path int('gral 
over r(z) gives a "delta functional" on {. Hence the path integral over 5:(z) ('an be pvalllntpd 
to give 
(K(r1, Lj clL O)K*(ri" Lj~, 0)) 
- C:S exp [ikCrL - ra). (iL ~ in) - ~k' t [in (1- i) + 5L if 1'(z)V'v(j), z)dz 1 
(10.12) 
10.4 Random vector potential 
It seems that the limitations of the model d(~scribed in the previous section (10.3) Illight 
be removed if velocity dependence could be introduced into the actiOll. Ul'iillg Il (rawlolll) 
vector potential rather than a scalar potential will introdu('e a velocity d(\p(\l\d0Ilt 1<'1'111 
into the action. Justification for this comes from a gCllcralisal ion of t.Iw phase 1'i<T(\(\IlS 
model (chapter 8). So each infinitesimal stage is again considered to have It pair of phmil' 
changing screens associated with it (one at the beginning of the stage /lwl OJl(~ at tlu~ <'I\d). 
The "phase screen pair" to be considered in t.his section diff(\rs from those ('ollsid(\l'('(l ill 
earlier chapters (chapter 8 and section 9.2). Specifically, the configuration to bo (:()lIshit-n'tl 
in this section consists of an arbitrary, sllloothly varying, phase ('hallging SCJ'(\(\l1 follo\\'('!i 
by a "complementary" screen (figure 10.1). The second scn~(\n is comph\lI)(\lltnry to tilt' 
first in the sense that, in the !1 direction, zero gradient paths (Le. lloll-siopillJ,!; Oil 1\ grnph 
of component of displacement in the 11: directioll against z) have a pha.<.;(\ dmllJ,!;<' of 271'. 
which may be referred to as "zero" phase change. 
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Previous versions of "phase screens" employed averaging oyer "shifts" for each infini-
tesimal stage (with the relative position of the members of the p!ul...,e screen pair "locked"). 
In the current model a similar effect can be achieved by averaging over realisatious of tit(' 
arbitrary phase screens, provided that the pair is always "complementary". A COllS!'ql\('II<'<' 
of averaging is that the magnitude of (K K*) for a given infinitesimal path S('gllH'llt is 
largest if the phase change a.ssociated with the path segment is "zero" (or 271"). The mag-
nitude of (K K*) for "sloping" path segment.s decreases as the slope of the path segnl<'ut 
is increased. 
It seems that A.t. could provide the basis for a specification of the phase change for 
this model, if a suitable "vector potential", A, can be found. It is not difficult to ch()()s(' 
A such that the requirement for A.t to be zero fur "non-sloping" paths is satisfi<'d, for 
example. However, there are other conditions to be satisfied. In particular, investigatioll 
shows that it is not possible to use a vector potential with non-7:ero mean to give all 
expression consistent with the classical (ordinary) nonholonomic equations of motion. As 
an alternative, a vector potential with zero Illean and random magnitude ill t he 1!-diJ"(~d iOIl 
is chosen. The covariance is specified by 
where 
Ai are the components of the vector potential 
ni are the components of the constraint normal vector 11 
i = 1,2 , j = 1,2 
f is a function decaying from 1 (when its argument is 0) to 0 (at illfillity) 
(lO.lj) 
and tv is the product of a factor which ensures dimcnsional consistcncy and a larg(~ dillll'lI-
sionless number (it is desired that the fluctuations arc large sillce it is expected that t llis 
will be required in order to enforce the constraint). 
So 
(K(r1, L;r~, O)K*(rL' L;ri, 0)) 
r" L ' L 
_ l:L. l~L' eik JoL Ht"2_t,2)dz (e ik JoL (J(r.").t"-J(r.').t')dz) (Fr.' (z) d<X:>r."(z) 
ro.D ro.D 
= l!L.L riL.L eik JoL t.~dz e- k; OJ J: [2(t.!!)2( l-/(!!.~) )+~(~'!l:)2(1+ I(!l:'~) )]dz (F~(z) cl''Xlr.( z) 
ro.D Js.o.o -
(HUt) 
which is obtained by: using result (10.10) in t.he spedal case wlwll the 1lI1'1I1l is :I.<'l'O (i.e', 
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Figure 10.1: Section through a single stage for "generalized phase screens model" 
(A) = Q; writing the squared quantity this introduces into the exponent i.e. 
as a double integral; expanding the brackets inside the double integral to give four terms; 
evaluating the "ensemble average" by substituting for the components of the tensors using 
equation (10.13); reducing the double integral to a single integral using the delta functions 
introduced in the previous step; transforming to mean and difference coordinates r. and { 
defined in equation (1O.8); simplifying the resulting expression by collecting terms together. 
It still remains to evaluate the path integrals in equation (1O.14). lnvestigation of this 
step has not ruled out completely the possibility that a useful result might be obtained. 
However, it seems to be difficult to obtain a result which satisfies the criteria for sllccess 
relating to ord nonholonomic mechanical paths becoming important in the classical limit. 
10.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the scope of the investigation was reduced by excl uding considl'ratio(l of the 
"vakonomic limit". The objective was to set up a model which a11o\\"('d the din'ct calculation 
of quantities associated with finite propagation. It was fOUlld that the n~quil'eIlH'Ilt that in 
the classical limit the results should be consistent with the ord lloniloiollomic (i.e. da.'isical) 
equations of motion could be used at quite an early stage in t.lw calclIla.tiolls to id('lltify 
unpromising approaches. Hence the approach Lased all refractive index wn.'i abantit>lH'tl. It 
wasn't necessary to perform the calculation described by equations (10.!.)) -(10.12) althollgh 
it was included for completeness. An approach based 011 a vect.or potential (s(,ltion 1OA) 




11.1 The approach 
In this thesis an approach has been made to the quant.bmtion of mechanical systems subjc'd 
to nonholonomic constraints. Mostly a special case, with a single nonholollolllic constraint 
in 3D space-time, has been considered. The rcason being that this is probably the' Silllpl('st 
system which retains the essential features of the problem. 
The foremost requirement has been that the classical limit should be corr<~d. This 
means that the established methods of "constrained dynamics" [33J are uot Hpplicab!P. 
Although it is artificial to consider classical mechanical systcms as "collstrain(~d dynalllical" 
systems, it is possible to do so hy introducing Lagrange multipliers as extra variahl<~s [3:3]. 
However, in the case of nonholonomic constraints this lends to a formulat.ioll c<juivalellt til 
vakonomic mechanics. Consequently, quantization based Oll "constrained dynalllics" will 
have an unphysical (vakonomic) classicallilllit. 
The main focus has been on path integral formulations, although wave ('quat ions \\'(1[<' 
also considered to demonstrate that the problems involved are flludarnclltal Hwl not an 
artefact of the method of quantization. Most of the problems fall into two rdated grollps. 
The first set of problems are concerneu wit.h constraining a quantum ll}('('hallica! syst Pill. 
Such problems will occur irrespective of the type of constraillt. This is eX('lllplifi,'d hy till' 
calculations for a single infinitesimal stage. For the silllple syst.c'lll consi<iel'<'d Iww it, is t 1'111' 
that until the time dependence (or z dependence in the optical analogy) is illduchl thc'l'P 
is no distinction between holonomic and nonltolollomic sY8tellls. \VI10Jl ow' dinWllSi(}1HlI 
propagators are composed this is also a holonomic case. At least two (8pace) dilll<'IlSions <II'<' 
required for nonholonomy. Difficulties a.'isociated with the propagator having ullphyskal 
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dependence on its parameters can be removed from the lllodel by iutroduciug Hppropriall' 
averaging. Unfortunately, t.his tends t.o make computatiolls very iuvolved, ('\"('11 for I II!' 
simplest of cases. The way the phase of the infinit('silllal propagator depends UPOIl pm;it iOll 
is expected to be responsible for the averaged propagator tending to zero as the propagatioll 
interval becomes finite. Intensity may be considered to avoid t.his problem but, again, t iJis 
makes calculations more difficult {Le. (K* K) cOIupared to (K}). 
The second group of problems are specific to nOllholollOlllic (as oppose<l to holullOlllk) 
constraints. For example, the way that infinitesimal stages are composed to produce "11011-
holonomic propagation". The use, within the model, of a parameter which gives nOllholo-
nomic and vakonomic as limiting cases seems promising. This lllay refled a s('parat iOll 
between the "constraint scale" and the "quantum scale". However, here again, it has 
proven difficult to produce tangible results. 
11.2 Future directions 
In chapter 10 the nonholonomic case is considered specifically (and the tillle cl<'J)PJldt~llcl' 
of the constraints is included explicitly). Anisotropy is introducetl through the statistical 
properties of a continuous random medium or magnetk fidd (specifically its associatt'd 
vector potential). This would be worth further iuVt'stigation to find out. if I he' Hllisot !'(lP,\' 
introduced in this way will in fact favour the "classical fan" (section 1.5.5) as l't'<jllin'(l. 
Although attention has been restricted to a siUlple special case, it is bdit~n,<l that t hI' 
approach is general enough to allow tho extension of allY results obtained using it .. Anot.itl'!' 
approach would be to explicitly spedali7.c to a particular system, if, for eXHmplt\ it, \\'11..'" 
believed that a given system might be realized experimentally. Alt('rImtiv<'iy, H parI icllla!' 
type of constraint may be considered, ind('('d, this approach has ht!('11 tnkl'n for "QuanlulII 
rolling" [25]. 
11.3 Quantum rolling 
11.3.1 Introduction 
This section provides a summary of the ideas behind" qllanl lllil rolling". Tilt' ol>jl'd iw ill 
tho work "Quantum rolling" [25] is to study :->OIllO t'xlUllpks uf dis('fl'tt' syst('JIlS slIhjl'd til l\ 
map representing a single step of a "rolling" process. The lllal rix of trnllsitioll "l\lllplit.ut!<'s" 
between states is obtained. The syst.em st.udied which is of lIlOSt. int ('f('st from the ('I11'1'(\lIt 
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perspective is a cube "rolling" on an infinite plane (or square grid). Each step of till' 
"rolling" process involves a "flip" of t.he cube -- pivoting about. one of its edges ill contact 
with the plane. If the cube is subjected to a series of "flip:-;" which retllrns it to its st art iug 
position, then its orientation will not in general be the sallle as the initial orientatiull. 
This system is non-integrable. A ball rolling without slipping all a plane, as described ill 
section 1.3 shows this effect as well. An example of an integrable syst.em is a tf'trahearOll 
"rolling" on a triangular grid (its orientation can be expressed as a function of its position). 
11.3.2 Possible extensions 
It is tempting to try and find a series of polyhedra with high symllletry awl illcreasillg 
numbers of sides, which roll in a non-integrable way. As the number of sides increases th'y 
become more like a rolling sphere -- at least in the sellse that the area of a typical si(l!' 
forms a smaller fraction of the tot.al surface area. As an example, consider an km;ahedroll 
(20 triangular sides) rolling on a triangular grid. That this is a non-integrable system may 
be shown by rolling around any point (Le. the shortest possible circuit). The lllllllh(~r 
of sides of a polygon can always be increased by slicing off the vertices. If this is ch)Jl(' 
to the icosahedron then a truncated icosahedron is fOl'1lwd with 20 hexagonal awl 12 
pentagonal faces. This will "roll" on a hexagonal grid anel taking a path rOlmd ~llly givl'JI 
hexagon on the grid will show that the system is non-int('gralJle. This systclIl is likl' 
buckminsterfullerene rolling on a graphite plane -" alt.ho1lgh it b nut dear wllet IJ('r ~mdl /I 
rolling motion would take place in the real physical system. Things could beeouw rat 111'1' 
complicated if a pentagonal face camo into cont.act with t lw plalle durillg roIliBg-. Tlli:-; 
does not seem to be a promising way to take a limit. 
11.3.3 Physical considerations 
Considering instead the classical sphere rolling on a rough plaut', the Ilollholollomi<" ('Oll-
straint is the no-slip condition. This depends upon microscopic irn'gulariti<-s Oll t IWI"all'fl\('(\ 
of the sphere and the plane "int.er-Iocking" to prev(,llt r<'iative lIlotioll. Alt hough tllt's(' ir-
regularities are small on the "classical scaln", they are large 011 the "quant Ulll scaln". It 
seems that it may not bo possible t.o take this classical llollholollOlllk cOllstraillt. t.o tit" 
quant.um level without. changing its meaning. It is possihl(~ t hat. similar prohll'llls IIIl1y ill 
fact occur for all classical nonholonomic systPlllS. 
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11.4 Models 
In the quest to quantize "nonholonomic systems" it has been found that the most din'ct 
mathematical approaches to the problem of applying the constraints (c.g. appendix C) do 
not give expressions with the correct cIassicallimit. 
A "modelling approach" is taken to the search for a mechanism for enforcing the ('011-
straints. A model system is set up with features which will hopefully enforce the cOlIst.raillt s 
(to a greater or lesser extent). This model is then invest.igat(~d to find out if its properti(~s 
are suitable. The model is modified as a result of this invest.igation and the investigatioll 
stage repeated (alternatively it may be rejected as unsuitable). Iteration of this proc('ss 
gives the opportunity to deduce the important features of the way nOllholonomie cOllstraints 
should be enforced. 
11.5 Results 
Investigation of "the quantization of nonholonomic systems" has led to a rnulll)('r of possiblt' 
lines of attack by which the problem might be solved being dos(~d. Insight has been gailH'd 
into the nature of the problem which turns Ollt to be lllore subtle than lllight first. I II' 
imagined. 
11.6 Summary 
Despite the current interest in the classica.l mechanics of Ilouhoionolllic syst(~IllS, qw~st.iolls 
of quantization (for ordinary mechanicalnollholonnmic syst,('J1Is) have be<'n lnrgdy ig!lllJ'( 'i 1. 
The path integral based approach to the qllaIlti~atioll of nonh( lionolllic systl'lllS illVt'st igat ('d 




A.I d' Alembert's principle 
A mechanical system subject to constraints can be described by Newton's law of mot.ioll 
!(mr) = Ee + Ec (A.I) 
where 
Ee is the "external" force, 
Ec is the "force of constraint" 
and the corresponding Illult.iple particle equation is obtained by introducing an iwil'x i 
throughout and summing over i . 
The "forces of constraint" are gf'nerally unknown a priori, as the constraints are statc~tl ill 
terms of constraint equations such as 
f( /' r t) = 0 
-,-, (A.2) 
Consequently, it is desirable t.o find a fOrIuulatioIl of nlC'ehanics which do('s Hot l'<'CJuiJ'(' 
explicit knowledge of the constraint forc('s. D'Alelllberts principle, which is n g('Jl(~ralizat iOll 
of the principle of virtual work from statics to dynamics, ac:hi<\\'es this goal. A "vir! IInl 
displacement" is made by changing the coufiguration of t Iw systelll by an illfilli t('sillla! 
aIllount 8r. at the instant t. I:or a system ill equilibrilllll t lw "virtua.l work" do)\(\ ill sHch 
a displacement is guaranteed to b(~ zero by the prillc:ipl<~ of virt.ual work, so (for 111 = 
crmstant) 
(Ee + Eoe - mt).f,r. = 0 (A.a) 
If tho virtual displac('nHmts arc restricted to t.hOStl sath-fying t hCl constraints, I1l1'n till' 
virt.ual work done by the ft)f(~cS of constraint. (Le. Pc.tir.) will vanish. For kill<\lIIatk 
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constraints 
nCr, t).i + nt(r, t) = a 
the condition on the virtual displacemcnts is 
with 8t = a since the virtual displaccment is made at a given tillle t. 
So if 
nCr, t) .8r = a 
then equation (A.3) becomes 





This equation is in the form most commonly used to express d'AIC'lllbert's priIlciple. Ho\\,-
ever, since 
£c.br= a (A.S) 
for br arbitrary except for the requirement that condition (A.G) is satisfied, the e<{lIatiol\ 
of motion can be written as 
(A.!)) 
where A is undetermined. 
Equation (A.9) can be considered to be a direct conse(l'l<'Ilc(~ of d'Alcmbert's prindph 
This equation and the const.raint equations taken together call be us('(l to (ldenniIH' 
the motion without explicit reference to the forces of cOllstraint 
A.2 Gauss's principle of least constraint 
At a certain time, t, a system has a prescribed configllratioll and vdodty. The obj(,('t iV<' 
is to find equations to determine the acceleration. 
For a motion with acceleration r., differentiating the ('quat ion of consimili! 
n..i + nt = a (A.10) 
provides a condition on r., i.e. 
n·r. + vA:. + ilt = 0 (A.ll ) 
Considering another possible motion with the same configuratioll and til(! sallie velocity lit 
time t, but with acceleration r. + ~r., t.ho (XlllatioIl com'spOlHling to (A.Il) is 
n..(r. + ~r.) + ivi:. + ilt = () (A.12) 
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Equations (A.H) and (A.12) together give 
(A.l:3) 
Taking the components of equation (A.9) ("d'Alembert's principle") in the directioll of tiE 
and using equation (A.13) gives 
(Ee - mr}.tif = 0 (A.ll) 
Since the configuration and velocity are considered as constants, this may he Wl'itlt\u 
(Ee - rnt:).6 (Ee - rnf) = 0 (A.15) 
In equation (A.15) attention has been restricted from the finite changes in equation (A.14) 
to the special case of infinitesimal variations. 
Equation (A.15) means that 
bZ= 0 (A.Hi) 
for 
(A.17) 
where Z is considered as a function of r . 
Gauss called the quantity Z the "constraint" of the motion aud expressed (\(pmtioll (A. W) 
as the "principle of least constraint,": t.he actual mot.iou oecuring in natm(' is slIdl t llil t 
under the given kinematic conditions (i.e. equation (A.lO) in t his cas(~} tlw ;'(,Ollst mint"' 
becomes as small as possible. 
The posit.ion and velocity components are constauts (they were sl>Pcifi(\ll initially) so Z 
is a quadratic function (with constant coefficients) of t1w ac('('ll'rat iOll COmpOll(\lltS. 
Hertz's geometrical interpretation ("principle of straight(\st pat h") of Gallss's pri Ill'i 1 lIt' 
of least constraint for the special case of no extemul forcl's is giv(\ll in sect ion 1.5.:3. 
A.3 Quasi-coordinates 
There is an explicit functional relationship bctwe(\ll gel\('ralil:l'd coordinat.('s (lji) HIlII phys-
ical coordinates. It is convenient, especially when dealing wit It nouholollOlllic syst PillS, t () 
llSC a more general type of coordinates, Ii. Such a quant.ity ') is ddin('d hy iull'gl'at illg tIll' 
differential 




along the trajectory of the system from the point (20' to) to an arbitrary point. (fl, t). If t hI' 
differential (A.18) is an exact differential, then the quantity, will be a fuuction of 2 I1l1d 
t only: it will not depend on the path taken to reach this poiut. In this case') ('()I\lti J,I' 
used as a coordinate for the system. If the differential (A.1S) is not. an exact. <iiffl'rellt inl 
then this will not be possible: the quantity., will depend upon the path (a." well as 2. awl 
t). A quantity, " obtained by integrating a different.ial along a trajectory in this way is 
called a quasi-coordinate and the quant.ity l' is called a quasi-coordinate velocity. Clearly 
the coordinate system used should be able to specify the configuration of the systeJll. It is 
for this reason that a sufficient number of the original coordillates are usually rdaiIH'<1 ill 
practical examples. 
A.4 The Gibbs-Appell equations 
The Gibbs-Appell equations are closely related to Gauss's principle. They are usually 
stated in terms of quasi-coordinates. The flexibility provi<led by quasi-coordillatps means 
that the Gibbs-Appell equations are prefered over the explicit. usn of Gauss's priuciplo for 
the solution of all but the simplest of problems (although recently a 1l1l'th()(1 for applying 
Gauss's principle without the explicit use of quasi-coordinates has been expOllll(hl [34]). 
To show the relationship between the Gibbs-Appell equations and Gauss's prilldpl<'. 
it is desirable to express Gauss's "constraint", Z, ill t<'rms of qU1:lsi-coonlinatt's. Tho first 
step is to write Z in index notation (since quasi-coordinatl's arc to be used) i.e. 
Z 1 ~ (.. Fj)2 = - LJ1Hj Xj --
2 j :=1 Wj 
where N is the dimension of coordinat.e space 
and mj = m'rlj is possible for simple systems. 
(A.1 0) 
The accelerations Xj in equation (A.1n) llOW lw<~d t.o be collsi<kred a.s a. functioll of t.he 1i. 
This can be achieved by using the equation 
j=l, ... ,N 
.. ~ .. ~d("tji. dnj 
Xj = LJ fiji')i + LJ --,i + -
i:=l i=1 lit tit 
where k = N -1 (l is the number of constraints) 
Equation (A.20) is obtained from the relation bet\\'C'ell t.he velocity systems 
k 





j= 1, ... ,N 
by differentiation with respect to time. In fact, the qua.'ii-coortiinates are usually iutro<ill('('d 
using equations of the form (A.18) or the "velocity version" of t.his. It is thm ll(~cC(~ssary 
to solve for t.he Xj in order to obtain equations (A.21). Tho reason for this is that SUlllt' 
of the quasi-coordinate velocities are usually defined to be c()wit.raillts. So, for exalllph~, it 
constraint such as 
nxx + nyY + nt = 0 (A.22) 
could be included by defining a quasi-coordinate velocity as 
(A.2:J) 
Applying the result (A.20) to equation (A.19) gives 
(A.24) 
where G = ! L:.f=l m/i:; is considered &<; a function of1'. 
In fact Z' differs from Z, but only by terms Hot contaillillg accelerations (which are unilll-
portant). 
It is neccessary to change from the physical cOmpOllellts of t he force (i.(~. Fj ) lIPJ>('llrillg 
in equation (A.24) t.o t.he generalized components of t.he force (fi) correspouding to t Itt' 
quasi-coordinates. These arc defined by tllP. equation for t.he virt.ual work 
k 
t5lV = L fi t5i i (A.25) 
i::l 
Considering also the equation for virt.ual work in terlllS of t lw physical COlllPOlll'llts of 1 hi' 
force, i.e. 
N 
6lV = L: Fj6xj 
j:::::l 
and substituting for the 6xj using the equation 
k 
t5Xj = 2: 0ji{)ii 
t=1 
j=l, ... ,N 
(A.2()) 
(A.27) 
which is the relation between virtual displacC'ment S ('OlTPSpoJlllillg to th(' l'<'la t JOIl (A.2I) 
between velocities. 
The result is 
(A.2t{) 
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Comparing this with the defining equation (A.25) gives 
N 
r i = ~ OjiFj 
j=l 
which allows equation (A.24) to be written 
k 




So Gauss's principle is equivalent to the requirement that G - Lf=l r;1i is a miuilllum for 
the actual motion. The first order conditions for a stationary value arc sufficient, i.e. 
i=1, ... ,k (A.31) 
These are the Gibbs-Appell equations. It is dear that tf'rms in G which do not contain a 
'1'i can be omitted, as far as the equations of motion are concerned. 
A.5 Example 
If a simple example is considered, then it is possible to compare the form of the Gibhs-
Appell equations with the standard result. Considering, for example, a singln partidl' 
(mi = m'Vi) in 3D space, subject to the single constraiut 
nAt)x + ny(t)y = 0 
with 11.2 +11.2 -1 :c y -
and no external forces, suggests defining the qua."li-coordinatc velocities 
'h = nx;i: + nyY 
'h - nyx - nx;tj 
'h - i 
although these choices for 1'2 and 13 are arbitrary. 
The next stage is to write 
G 1 ( .. 2 .. 2 .. 2) = '217/, X + y + z 
in terms of -h , ;5-2 and 1'3. Then the Gibbs-Ap!wll equations give 
1'2 = 0 









and we have 
(A.3!.l) 
since the derivative of the constraint with respect to time is zero (the const.raint hohls for 
all values of time). 






(v and k are constants) 
so the kinetic energy = !mi:2 = ~m'V2. 
A.6 Discussion 
y:r.. = v 




= (nx , ny, 0) 
= (ny, -nx,O) 







As discussed in the main text (section 1.5.1), a principle of stationary actioll is )'('(l'IiJ't'd 
for the path integral quantization which is the main topic of this thesis. COII:-;.~ql\l·\It1.Y. 
other mechanical principles (such as Gauss's principle and tlw Gibbs-Appdl ('(lImt illllS) 
are of no direct significance. They are inclllded ouly for completelless awl are pii\('('d ill 
an appendix to keep unnecccssary diversions out of the main text.. Fllrth('r detnils can b .. 
found in [30, 8, 22, 12]). 
Discussion of the principles of classical meehanit's is oft ('II c0ll1plicat('(1 hy t Il<~ fad t ha t 
the same name may mean different things to differeut pl'Oph'. A good I'xillll}>i(~ of t his is 
I'Hamilton's principle" this is sometimes t.aken to be t.h<~ sallW a~ t.he prilldph~ of st nt illIlOll'.'· 
action, but sometimes it is used in a "generali~C'd" S('llSe ([IS, 2!')] for exampi.,). This has 
caused confusion in the past.. It is for this reaSOll t hat. the \lS(~ of t.11<~ terlll "IIallliltoll's 
principle" has been avoided in the main text. The main foclIs of t his work is llw('liallics wit Ii 
constraints and the most important. lllC'tho<is have 1)('('\1 iJldll<I('d: <l'AlcIIlhl'rt.'s pdJldp\t" 
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Gauss's principle and the Gibbs-Appell equations in this appendix; Dirac's lI\('t hod ill 
section 1.6 (and appendix D); variational principles (in the cOllventioual s(~w;e i.e. lIHiug tIlt, 
calculus of variations) are represented by the prillciple of statiouary action ill sndioll 1.5.2. 
The basic result is unsurprising: a given principle gives tho correct equations of lllotinn if it 
can be "derived" from (shown to be equivalent to) the fundament.al principle of I1Jechallin; 
(d'Alembert's principle). In the case of the principle of stationary action this is not possibh' 
if the constraints are nonholonomic. 
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Appendix B 
Constrained Hamiltonian systems 
B.I Introduction 
The purpose of this appendix is to show that applying Dirac's procedure for pasHing frolll 
the Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian descript.ion of chlsHical (constrained) dynamicH dm's lIot 
yield the correct equations of motion Whpll the co]}straiuts are lIonholollomic. E\'i(h~llce is 
presented to support the suggestion that the "Dirac" equat ions of motioB arc COllsist ('lit 
with vakonomic "mechanics". In the holonomic case the equatiolls do correctly d(~s('ri1)(' 
the observed motion, in the nonholollo1llie case they do not. 
B.2 Equations of motion 
The system to be considered is a particle in three space dimensiolls slIhj('('t, to the ('ollstraillt 
kN(Il) = 0 (D.1) 
where 11 = (:r,y, z) and N 2 = 1 
This is more general than the special CHS0. consider('(l ill dmptC'rs 5 11. The l'('I\.SOIl fol' 
considering this generalization is that it incllldps non-trivial holollolllie caSt'S (1110 hO}Ollolllil' 
case of the simple system cOllsidew(l ill chapten; 1) "11 hal 1 It ('Ollst allt Ilorlllul wet (II' !1.). 
The Lagrangian is 
L Tn·i· \N .j - -1: :1'" - 1\ "1' 
- 2' I'· (B.2) 
where the xi (i = 1,2,3) are the compOIH'llts of !l (awl Sllllllllatioll owr id"111 kal illdi('l's 
is implied) 
this is a "singular" Lagrangian only if the IllUitipli('l' A is coIlHhkf(~d to l)(~ an 1\(lditiollnl 
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coordinate. Making this assumption in order to apply Dirac's procedure and o\)taillillg t1)(' 
generalized momenta gives 
since P>.(= Xl) is a primary constraint. 
Following the standard procedure [27] , the t.otal Hamiltonian is . 
where u is a multiplier. 
The time evolution for Xl is obtained from 
dXl 
dt 
using the definition of the Poisson bracket of the system 
aA an Dn aA aA an Dn aA 
{A, n} = axi an - (hi an + a).. DP>. - a).. uP>. 
The consistency condition Xl ~ 0 gives rise to the secondary constraint 
X2 - Ni(n + )..Ni) 
= Nipi +).. 
This process terminates upon obtaining 
The constraints Xl and X2 are second-class since 
but it is possible to use the weak equat.ions 
Xl ~ 0 











as strong equations provided that the Poisson bracket is r('pla('e(l by the Dirae hrH('k<'l. 
2 
[A,n] = {A,n} - 2: {A,\r}C-r.shll,n} (B.13) 
r,s=l 
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where Crs is the inverse of the matrix 
(3.11) 
then the Hamiltonian equation (3.5) may be written aB 
1 .. " 
H = -nWJ - Nt NJ)P' 2n1 J (0.15) 
leading to Hamiltonian equations of motion 
Xi 
= 
(hij _ NiNj)Pj (D,IG) 
Pi = 





In the holonomic case the constraint may be integrated i.e. NiXi = j(xl, :r2, x:l) . 
So considering a particular surface 1(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ) (Hpedficd by t.he initial conditioIls), thl' 
identity 
may be written 
821 821 
-8xi 8xj oxjoxi 
8Nj aNi 
oxi = o;rj 




So this equation and equation (3.16) are the equatiolls of lllotion in the ho}ollolllic (·lI.se, 
they reduce [27] to 
(13.21) 
which is the standard equation of motion for a hO}0110111ic I'YRtc'm [27]. So tho Dime pr()-
cedure gives the correct classical equations of mot.ion wht'll the cOllstraillts nr(~ hololllllllk. 
The question is, what do the equations of motion that. t.ho Dirac procedllw giws for 11011-
holonomic constraints represent, i.e. 
R = (1 - N N)P(R) = 0 
P = (N.P)V(N.P) 




Lagrange multipliers are used as extra coodinates in t.he Dirac procedure. The sm)l(~ is 
true in vakonomic "mechanics". This suggests that t.he equations (13.22) and (13.2~l) lIlay 
be relat.ed to the vakonomic equat.ions of motion. The met hod in [21 for passillg frolll L 
to H in vakonomic mechanics may be used to investigate this conjecture. Thus, to pllt 
equations (1.11) and (13.1) in Hamiltonian form, introduce the canonicallllOIlH'lIta 
aL a . 
-. +.x-. (N.R) DR DR--
= mR+.xN (13.24) 
Considering both R and .x to be "solved for" in terms of [> and R , the Hamiltonian is 
obt.ained using 
H = R.P-L 
-
f-(P - .xN)2 + .xN.(P - .xN) 
111. 
p2 .x2 (I3.25) = ---2m 2m 
Equation (B.24) and the constraint, equation (13.1), give 
.x = P.N (13.2(j ) 
So the equations of motion are 
DII 
R = 8[> 
= 
~ (p -.x u.x) 
Tn - iJ[> 





= J...{P.N)V{P.N) 111. (B.2S) 
which are the same as equat.ions (13.W) an(l (D.17). This np.;n't'lll(,llt bd\\'(~('n till' (~qlla­
tions of motion resulting from t.he Dirac llIet.hod and those' from tlw Hallliltonian fortll of 
vakonomic mechanics supports the conj<'ctnreclliuk b('t\W(,1l the two npproadH's 
To make the connection more explicit the vakouomic nquat.inns will he soiw(l ill tIll' 
original Lagrangian form and the solution shown to h(~ tlw sallie as thnt. o\)tnilll'<\ by 
integrating Dirac's Hamiltonian ('qllations of motion. This pro(,edure will be <:I\ni('d (lut 
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for a simple special case with N = N(z) only and N z = O,Le. N = (ll(z) , 0). Silllilaril.v. 
R is written R = (r, z). In this notation t he Dirac equat iOllS of motioll (O.W) HIlII (B.t i) 
become 
1 





i!. 1 - -(n.p)V1(n.p) rn - -
- 0 
1 a pz - - (n·p) a (n.p) 
m - z -
Integrating equation (B.31) gives 
where ~ is a constant vector. 
Substituting (0.33) and (0.30) into (D.32) gives 
.. .dz 
or 
z = z-liz 
1 ) (dn ) 
= 2 (n.~ 1- ·!:.d 
Tn (Z 
1 di2 1 1 d 2 
-- = ---(rLCt) 2 dz m2 2dz -
and substituting (8.33) into (B.29) gives 










Integrating equations (0.35) and (B.36) provides the solutioll of tlw eqllatiolls of lllot jOll. 
For comparison, the Lagrangian form of the vakollomk equatiolls 
d . . 
dt (mR + >'N) - >. V1(N.R) = 0 
N.ll = 0 
for this special case may be written 
(~~ (mt + >.n) - 0 
.. \ (dTI .) 0 rnz - 1\ -.7' -dz -







Integrating (B.39) gives 
Tnt. + An = £v (D.42) 
where £11 is a constant vector. 
Taking the 11 component of equation (0.42) and using the constraillt condit iOll (0.41) giy('s 
substituting this into equation (B.42) gives 
. 1 





Taking the :; component of equation (0.42) gives 
dn . dn 
rn d~·r. = fv' d~ 
where use has been made of 
ll'~~ = 0 
(since 112 = 1) 
substituting equations (0.43) and (0.45) into equation (0.40) gives 
di 1 (dn) 








Integrating equations (0.44) and (0.48) provi<i('s the solution of the vakollolllic <'qllat iOlls 
of motion. 
Comparing equations (3.44) and (ll.48) with equations (3.35) and (I3.3G) shows that 
they are identical if fv = fd. This will irHh-cd be the ca.'-iC :-;illCO 
l!. = mt. + All (B.4!)) 
from the definition of the canonical mOl1l(mtulll. Thus there is ngreellll~llt. hdw('('11 tIll' 
solutions of the equations of motion for Dirac's method and vakollolllie "IIWdlllllks" fol' 
this special case where an explicit solution is attaillable. 
The simple system considered here is similar to the Oll(~ eOllsidered ill t.hn hulk of f 1,(, 
thesis except that the z coordinat.e has not b(~('Jl i<il'I1tifin<i wit It tilll(~, t. This collI(1 h(' 
achieved, without employing the more complicat('d explicitly tirl\(~ dl'}Wl}l\(mt tIlI'ory, by 
including a constraint such as z = 1 . 
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Appendix C 
A first approach to quantization 
A natural approach to the problem of quantizing a syst.em subject to nonholouomic Ctlll-
straints using Feynman's pat.h integral formulation, would b(~ to take tIl<' lUl('OIlS! rnilll'( 1 
path integral and then impose the constraint upon it using a "delta functional" i.e. 
(C.I) 
if the constraint is fer., r, t) = 0 (and tb > t a ). 
The "delta functional" b[fl is an infinite product of delta fUlIctions - 011e for <'Hch "tillH'-
slice". If the integral representation 
b(x) = - eixYdy I 100 211" -00 (C.2) 
is used for these delta functions, then it is found t.hat the analogous represeutat ion for t 11<' 
"delta functional" involves a functional int,('gral, i.e. 
(C.3) 
Using this form in the expression for t.he propagat.or, 1\, gi\'('s (for tb > fa) 
(CA) 
From the standard result for the classical limit (section 2.4.5), the paths whkh Illake tht' 
action stationary become dominant. In fact, this prescriptioll for oht.ainiIlg tl\(\ dassi(,111 
motion is easy to follow: once it is realise<} t.hat the exprc's:-;iOll (C.4) for tlu' proPllgator is 
exactly what would be obtained if one imposed the COIlstraillt on the da."isklll syst('l11 IIsillg 
Lagrange multipliers and considered these lllultipliers tl:-; additional coordinate's. This j:.; 
exactly what one does in vakonolllic "mechanics" before applyiIlg the prillci pl<~ of st.at iOlllll'Y 
action. In other words the classical limit is vakoHOIuic "II lechall ic:-;" . 
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Appendix D 
Vakonomic solutions for a position 
independent constraint 
D.I Introduction 
This appendix contains analytical results for the 2D (space) vakollomic syst.elll in the 
case when the components of the normal vector to the plalldds (in 3D space-time) art' 
independent of position r. ,i.e. II = '!2.(t) , nt = nt(t) whero rand '!2. are 2D v(~dors. WIH'll 
nt =I- 0 the planelets are inclined to the t din'Ction . 
. D.2 Classical 
The constraint, n.t + nt = 0, is applied using a mUltiplier ;\ 
t 
6 J (r;le + >'(n.t + 11. t )) ciT = 0 
o 
from variations with respect to z:( T) 
~(mi' + An) = 0 lit - -
(D.1) 
(D.2) 
whilst variations with respect to ;\(T) give tho constraiut (!quatioll. Integratillg (D.2) gi\'l's 
mi:. + >''!2. = £ (D.3) 
where £ is a constant (vector) 
Taking the component of this equation in the 11 directioll alld ~illhst it llt.ing fol' ll.t. frolll ,II«' 
constraint equation gives 




where n = Illl 
substituting this expression for ,x( T) into (D.3) and integrating provides ~[( t) in terms of 
[ 
1 jt ( 'II. Tt) 1 jt 11-, ~r:(t) = Tn 0 1 - ~2 £iT f - 0 n~!ldT (D.G) 
If the displacement is known at some time, the final displacement ArT = r{T) - [(0) for 
example, then this equation determines ~ 
~ = [~.J (1- ~,~) dTr (~L" + I ~~!!dT) 
so that Ar.(t) is now determined in terms of ArT 
To obtain the "classical action" 
t 
S J Tn'2 l cl = 2'Lcl ('T 
o 
consider e. Substituting for one of the t. from (D.3) gives 
substituting for A and for n.f:. from the constraint 
.2 (n.r+ 1HlIt)nt . 





JTtt ~ro = n2'!lciT 
o 
and Al is the matrix 
D.3 Quantum 









to obtain the propagator J((Lt. tjLO, 0), an integral is iutroduced to challge tl\(~ fix('<l ('lId 
point path integral into one with free end points. 
(D.13) 
the t( T) path integral is performed first 
(D.11) 
and then the A( T) path integral. 
( 2) 2 J( = e 2m - --;r - - ;;2- 21i ;,"2 d2Q I _..ill. J b2 - (!?,!!') dr-ib. (Ar+J !!J.. n dr) +:i- J ~ dr (0.15) 
where n = Inl 
and finally the ordinary integral 
21l'm im ' _ irn 712 
( 
t ) 
J( = iliJdet(AI) exp 21i (At + Atof 1\/ l(At + Aro) + 21i ! n~ ciT (D.W) 
with the same definitions of ~LO and 1\/ as in the prccee<iillg sf'ction. Since the exp0l\('ut 
of the original path integral is a quadratic form, the exponcnt in the rcsult for 1\ ('all \1(' 
checked by verifying that it is * Sel. 
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Appendix E 
Evaluation of the integral over a 
rhombus unit cell 
~ L+(ax') 
1= J J cos (~7r flu') cos (7: flx') exp(i(kvv' - kyy'))dy'd(fl.l) (E.1) 
ax'=-~ y'=L_(ax') 
where L± (flx') = y~ ± ~ esc flO - flx' cot AO 
~x'=x'-x~ 
AU' - U' - U' L.l - C 







and defining , and A by: 
-
3;' cos 0 + y' sin 0 
-
y' cos 0 - x' sin () 
-
x~ cos 0 + y~ sin 0 
-
, () ,. (} 
Yc cos - Xc 8111 





X' - ;I;~ 
a 







A = ky cot () - J.~u esc () 
B = kv cot () - ky esc () 
). = ky(x~ cot () - 'lt~ csc ()) + kv( 'lt~ eat 0 - x~ esc 0) 
after substituting for y~ in terms of u~ and x~. 
So the double integral separates 
Using the result 
1 
/
2 ( ) ikxd sina(k+711)) (Sill~(k-711)) 
cos 711x e x= k + --7k---·+711 ·-m 
x=-t 
gives 




sin !(Aa + mr) + sin !(Aa - rm)) (Sin 1(Ba + N7r) + sin 1(Ba. - N7r)) 
Aa+n7r Aa-rm Ba+N7r Ba.-N7r 
for n,N both odd this is 
x' . u' 
where il = =t, J2 = .:;::. 
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Appendix F 
The link between sum over images 
and modes for a single stage in ID 
To compare the ID sum over images expression for the propagator wit hal D modes 
expression it is probably simplest to set the origin midway bet.WP(Hl the pair of plallt~H (at 
the beginning of the calculation). 
The expression for the propagator based on a SlllU over imag(~s is 
J( = ~ ( f eill(~x+2a,n? - f: (!ill(~,r.+2Jl+2aN)2) V;i n=-oo N=-oo 
where Ax = X final - Xinitial 
V = 2hf (mechanics) 
or v = 2~c (optics) 
f. = duration of stage in time 
m = mass of particle 
a is the "lane width" 
(F.l) 
f3 is the initial distance to the plane "below" the part.id(~, i.(~. the ncar{'st plane ill t hI' 
direction of x decreasing. 
So, with the current choice of origin for x, }3 = Xilli/iul + ~. This 11H'1\11S that ~.I' + '2i~ = 
xf + Xi +a. 
Applying the Poisson HummatioIl formula to ::-nmls like t h()s(~ nppmlI'illg ill F.l 
(F.2) 
so, with Q = 2a 









which is invariant under the interchange of xI and Xi. For brevity mode's cakulMiolls 
are generally carried out using the first half of this result only, i.e. ollly t he part wit I. 
cosines and m = odd integc1' is considered explicitly (the presence of the secollli part bdnp; 
"understood") . 
The fact that the Tn = 0 term in the "stUn over modes" is zero accords wit h expe('t H-
tions since this term represents the "constant mode" which does not satisfy the COllst raint 
requirement to be zero on the "constraint planes". 
The version of the Poisson summation formula [28J (which lillks a SUIll of It fUlld iOIl 
with the sum of its Fourier transform) required to obtain equation (F.2) is lllol'<' W'Il('ral 
than the version given in the main text (equation (9.33) ) i.e. 
00 00 00 
" 1 "J .(~) L.J J(an) =;:; L.J J(.x)cl Cl .r.d.r: 
n=-oo 1n=-00_00 
(F.G) 
This reduces to equation (9.33) when n = 1. Thero arc variolls ways to oht nill t!lo 1'('-
suIt (F.6): for example, a possible starting point. is to ('onsi<kl' the tOllvolllt,illll of It fund it)1I 
with a "delta comb". 
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Appendix G 
Implementation of "phase screens" 
(for a single stage) 
Before comparing "phase screens" with "modes" (appendix H), it is usdul to illtrochl(,(' 
a modified method of implementing "phase sercem;" (method D). It is necessary to sho\\, 
that this is equivalent to the "direct" approach (method A) which may be sUlllluarised as: 
At - take an incident "long sine" wave 
A2 - "alternate" it 
A3 - evaluate the diffraction (Le. integrate over soure('s) 
A5 - "unalternate" 
Step Al refers to a wavefunction with transverse (il'peu<i<'llce Sill ,;\:1 {;1; + (\ 1) ,PI» I 
Step A2 is pa.'lsage through the phase screen at the beginuillg of t he stage. 
"Alternate" means multiply by the (odd) square-wave fHi!l1l (.1', (/) wit h FOlll'ic'r s('ril's 
4 ",,00 1· (m7l" ) 
:;; L.. odd W'sm -x 
.. m=l. a 
Step A3 is propagation t.hrough the "free space" betwe<'ll the phn:-;(~ SCW(~IlS. 
Step A5 is passage through the pha.'>e screen at the ('1\(1 of tho st.age. 
"Unalternate" means multiply by fSi,Q7lr, a). 
Method B is: 
BI - take an incident long sine (same fl." Ai) 
B2 - "alternate" it (same as A2) 
B3 - express the resulting function as a Fourier l'lC'ries 
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B4 - propagate the Fourier components 
B5 - "unalternate" (same as A5) 
The final steps are the same in both cases so need Hot be considered for a comparisoll. 
Since method B uses a Fourier series it is advantageous to introduce a step similar to I3;~ 
into method A, i.e. 
A4 - express the resulting function 3.<; a Fourier series 
To compare the methods it is sufficient to compare the "propagated Fourier components" 
of step B4 (Dc, Ds) with the Fourier components of step A4 (Ae, Ali)' 
where 





Be 2 . 2n cos 271"n 
{ } = - ; fsign(Y) sm (-(y + oJ)) { . } (-Y) Ds PIa PIa 5111 Pill 
y=-Ipla 
) f¥i7l"iZ .-p- (1!u!.)2 ely --e 2k Pia k 
(G.2) 
In fact the Fourier sum for the fsign functio1l can be "factored out" from th('s(~ ('xpr('ssioIlS 
and the comparison made between 
{:: } = CIa sin (n~n y ) sin (k, (y + all) { ~~:: } A'lny (IY) e- ;; (k",)' (G.3) (G.4) 
where kl = k PIa 




- ,J=oo 1.]'1',. 1(1,),11' 
Il=-lpI a+lpl a 
- ,J=oo J'" 1('" + I p,o)d", 
w=-ll'la 
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where w = It -[PIa 
with 
gives 
where use has been made of 
sin C:7r (w + [PIa)) sin (kl(w + [PIa + ad) 
- (sin (T1~7rW) cos (mlPI 1T)) (sin C~I:(a+O'I)) cos (27rl)) 
(G.5) 
- sin (:7r w) sin(kl(w+nJ)) (G.O) 
since I, m,PI are all integers and Pl is taken to be even. 
Using the Poisson summation formula on the sum over I gives 
L e*(w-x+lp1a)2 = _1_ L 27rlz e -'U' PP;- c -I PjQ(w-x) 00 , 00 fifo' ;z (2N1r)2 '(2N1r ) 




~Pla {:: }(w, n,N) - f {:: }(k1nx)e-ik,N(W-X) ,Ix 
x=-!Pla 
- p~a e-ik,N" [{ ~:}SillC «N + II)K) + { !:}'illC «N -U)K) 1 
(G,D) 





So {~:} = {~:}, as required for methods A and n to be equivalent. For sake of complcteI1f!ss, 
the integral can be evaluated to give 
. (rHrr ) . (( )){COs}( )d sm -w sm kl to + 01 . ~:l nw IV 
a SII1 
- p~a [Sine HI -~mpl + n)) {:: }(klctd 
+ sinc H 1- ~mpl -n)) { _~~ }(!'lctll 
+ sinc (rr( 1 + %mPI + 11)) {= :~:: }(~'lnd 




Comparison of "phase screens" 
and "modes" 
H.t Modes 
Consider the long sine wave 
where kI = k pIa 
PI » 1 , PI is an even integer 
Define T(x;a) to be a "Top-hat function" height I, width (I, 
i.e. T(Yi a) = 1 for IYI < ~, T(y; a) = 0 for lui > ~ 
So the function g(xjj,a) == T(x - (j + ~)a;n)sin(kl(.T + ltd) is the "chlluk" of tho sil\(' 
between x = ja and x = (j + l)n, it is zero outside this interval. 
Take this function and shift it by jn to move its nOI1-z<'ro part iuto the first. "lmH'" (i.e', 
substitute x = y + ja) 
Define a new function to he identical to this fOf Y > 0 awl 0(1<1 i.e. f( -V) = - /(u) 
Find the Fourier series for this function on t.he intefval [-n, a] i.('. 








Propagate the modes by multiplying each by exp (_~~ (n~1T)2) 
Multiply by T(x - (j + !)o.; a.) to remove everything outside the interval x E Un, (j + 1)(/] 
Then sum over j to include contributions from all "chunks" of the original sine wave, i.e. 
!p(x) '" J~ T (x - (i+ D a; n) E B.(j, p" <>,) sin n:x cxp ( - ~~ ('~)') (JL5) 
Consider the overlap with another long sine-wave 
where ki = k Pla 
La 
IOL = 2~o. J sin (k2(X + (l2)) Jp(x) dx 
x=-l-a 
P2 » 1, P2 is an even integer 
Defining "y = - :k (;) 2 
La 
IOL = 1 J sin (k2(X + (2)) 2La 
x=-La 
X [.t T(X- (j+~)n;n) ~nnU,]Jl,odsiU n:Xeh7t2] d.l: 
J--ex; n-l 
- ~ E T (x - (j +~) n;a) 
4L j=-L 2 
x ~ [~ (7')'Sin(k2('~+"2))Sin n:x(l.tj Dn (j,Pl,ll'1)ei l'n2 
n-l x=ja 
the substitution u = x - jn shows that 
U+l)a 




Dn(j, PI, oI)Dn(j, 1>2, ("\'2) = bn(j, 1'1, (''1 )bll (j,]l2, 0:2) 








b( ' ) 4 n {-COS}(21l"(. a)) {sin}7r n J P a = - - Ja + n + - -
, , 1l" n2 _ (~) 2 sin pa 2 cos p (B.11) 
for n r;;;;} 
so the j dependent part of bn(j,Pl, C'<1)bn(j,P2, 0'2) is 
{ cos} . {cos} . (AU + BI) . (Ad + B2 ) = sm sm ~ « _1)n CUS[(AI + Az)j + (BI + B;.l)] 
+ cos[(A1 - A2 )j + (BI - B;.l)]) (H.12) 
where A· = 271" B· = h(QI' + !!) 
I Pi' , pia ' 2 
SO, to perform the sum over j first, it is necessary to evaluate sums of the form 
Ef~2L cos(aj + b). This may be achicv~d using the stalJ(lard result 
n sin(n;t-la) cos(~a + b) E cos( ka + b) = 2. a 2 
k=O 8m 2" 
to show that 
~ (. b) sin (La) cos (b - ~) 
L...J cos aJ + = .' a 
. L SIn -2 J=-
SO 




_ ! (_l)n Sin (2L(;k+;!;)7r)COS(#1+/j,2) + sin(2L(;k-~)1l")('()S(jil+t32») 
2 sin ((J... + J...) 1l") sin ((J... - ..!..) 1l") PI P2 PI P'ol 
(lUG) 






for n {e::} 
where 2L = ]>2, i.e. the wavelength of t.he overlap siIw-wILVO ill units of a. 
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H.2 Phase screens 
Consider the long sine wave 
Pl » 1, Pl is an even integer 
"Alternate" it by multiplying by the periodic antisymmctrk stf'P function !sign{X), whic'h 
has the Fourier series 
4 ~ I . (TIm ) /sign{X) = - L- - sm -x 
, 7r m a 
m~dl 
(H.18) 
Find the Fourier series of this "composite" function i.e. 
I 00 
2Ao + L (An cos(klnx) + nn sin(klnx)) 
n=1 
where 
"Propagate" the Fourier components by multiplying each by exp ( - ~~ (;7:) 2) 
"Unalternate" by re-multiplying by !si,qn(X) , to give the phasl:~ screens propagated function. 
Consider the overlap with another long sine wave i.e. 
where 
(i.e. L = ~P2) 
and P2 » I (P2 is even) 
Using the result 
L 
J sin('\x + (3) 8in(IlX){c~s}(VX) dx 8m 
z=-L 
= ! (Sin{(V +,\ -'I)L) {c~)s}(3 + sin((v -,\ + li)L) { co~ }# 
2 v + ,\ - It 8m v - ,\ + fl - sm 
_ 8in«v+'\+II)L){C~S}{3_ 8iIl«V-'\-Jl)L){ co~ }(3) 






it may be shown that 
2 ~ 1 [. ((P2 P2)). ((P2 P2) ) ;: m cos 1'2 SIne PI n + 1 - 7n"2 7r + SlllC PI n - 1 + 1/1,"2 7r 
mo~dl 
. ((P2 P2)). ((P2 ])2) )] 
-SIne Pln+1+m"27r -SIne Pln-1-m"27r (H.23) 
bn - ~ ~ ~ sin~2 [Sine ((~:n + 1- 1/1,~2) 7r) - sine ((~n - 1 + m~2) 7r) 
m= 1 
- sine ((~n + 1 + m~) 7r) + sine ((~n - 1-1l/~) 7r)] (H.24) 
where fJ. = kG" 
PI Pia I 
(So Ao = 0 and Bo = 0) 
Since n,A/ and Pf are integers, the sine functions in the expressions for An and Bn hayc 
arguments which are an int.eger multiple of 7r and so they may be written as d('lta functiolls. 
The restrictions n ~ 1, AI ~ 1 and Pf > 2 ensure that only two of the four fuuctions pnwicit-
contributions. These contributions are for n = 1nPf ± 1. So 
IOL = ;, A~I cos /31 [a AI "j-I exp (i+l -:Y) -aAl"j+1 exp (i'Y (AI + ~)') 1 
+;, A~I sin/31 [bAl"j_1 exp (h (AI - :J') -bAl"j+1 exp (i'Y (AI + ~)') 1 
(11.27) 
To obtain al\lfl.±1 and bl\lfl.±1 substitute n = AIPf ± 1 in the expressions for an and bn . 
2 2 
Simplification may be achieved by considering the sin x and ~ parts of sine x separately 
and using sin(N7r + 0) = (_l)N sinO for N E integc1"s. The remaining sine factors are 
common to all four terms. Hence they may be factored out and the ~ terms collected ill 
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pairs. Since rn is always odd (-I)mPf = (-I)Pf. 
2 . ( P2) AJE2. E2. 
aME.1.±I = 2" cos th sm ±-7r (-I) 2 (-1) 2 
2 7r PI 
X f: -~ [ 1 2 - 1 2 1 (H.28) 
odd P2 (AI ± .1.- _.1.-) _ rn2 (AI ± .1.. +.1..) - rn2 
m = 1 PI P2 PI P2 
2. . ( P2) ME2. E2. bM E.1.2 ±1 = - sm/32 sm ±-7r (-1) 2 (-1) 2 7r2 PI 
x L -- 2 + 2 (H.2!)} 00 4 [1 1 1 
odd P2 (AI ± .1.- _.1.-) - rn2 (.u ± .1.. +.1..) - 111,2 
m = I PI P2 PI P2 
The standard result 
00 1 7r 1 
Sex) = L 2 _1.;2 = -2 cot(7rx) - 2. 2 
k=l X X .r 
may be used to obtain 
1 (X) Sex) - 4S 2" 
7r 7rX 
- --tan-4x 2 
Also tan(! A/7r + ¢) = - cot ¢ for Al an odd integer. 
Using these results gives 
_1_ cos /32 sin (± P2 7r) 
7rP2 PI 
[
cot ((±..!.. - ..!..) 7r) cot ((±..!.. +..!..) 7r)] 
X(-l)M1'f(-l)Pf ' AI P~ _ P2l - M ±P~ p-~ (H.30) 
"2 ± PI P2 2 PI + P2 
1 . R_ • (±P2 ) 
- - sm fJ'2 sm -7r 
7rP2 PI 
x(-l)M1'f(-l)1'f [cot ll:~ -_ ~ ~) + cot li:~ ++ ~ ~)] (11.31) 
2 PI Ji'l 2 PI Ji'l 
Substituting from (H.30) and (1I.31) into the expression (11.27) for the overlap and llsing 
(_l)M1'f = (-1)1'f for odd integers AI. 
Then collecting together terms in cot ((il + ~) 7r) and in cot ((il - ;J 7r), combining 
those containing /31 and /32 to form double angle cosines and then rewriting the expOllPutial 




t(( 1 + 1)) ,((~ 13:) [cosW--h(it+!2)Sin 1ff] = co - - 11" cos tJl - 2 2 
PI P2 1-~(;\+~) 
( ( 
1 1)) [cos W- - ;1 (;\ - ;!) sin W-] . 
- cot - - - 7r cos(i3I + fJ.2) 2 (H.33) 
PI P2 1 _ I (l _ l) 









Ci = cos{3i 
Sj = sin Pi 
27r Pi = -(l'i 
Pia 
Then removing all factors which modes and pha<;e screen expressions have in common 
leaves a comparison between: 
For n odd 
Modes: 
Phase screens: 
So modes and phase screens agree until terms of order (Pi~j) for n odd (and odd AI) 




o (M odd) 




The type of notation listed here consists of those symbols which may appear without 
introduction because they are used throughout the report. Other quantities are explicitly 
defined when they are used and are not incl uded in this list. 
The notation is given, followed by an explanation or refrrence to its definition. 
• nx , ny, nt functions defining the constraint for a system with 2 space dimensions (iu 
the optical analogy time, t, becomes the coordinate in the "paraxial direction" i.e. 
z). In the simple simple nonholonomic system considered from chapter::> onwards 
nt = O. They are the components of a vector normal to the constraint plallclet ill :lD 
space-time (section 1.4). 
• 11 a vector function of time (or z in the optical analogy) which defines the constraint 
in the simple nonholonomic system considered froUl chapter 5 onwards. It is oftcu 
referred to as the "constraint nOfmal vector" because 71t = 0 and 11 is normal to the 
projection of the constraint planelct in the x-y plane. 
• a the width of a "lane" as introduced in section 6.2. 
• ii the "average" width of a "lane" (used when a distribution of "lane widths" are 
considered) as introduced in section 9.2.2. 
• h takes its conventional definition as Plank's constant divided by 271' 
• c the speed of light in a vacuum (it is used in section 6.3 fOf example). 
• € = duration of a single stage (i.e. its lengt.h on the time axis) 
• bz = c€ length of a single stage in the z-direction. 
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• Ax = Xfinal - Xinitial displacement in the x-direction. 
• m = mass of particle (e.g. section 6.3) 
• J.L is defined in equation (8.12) for mechanics and equation (8.11) for optics 
• v is defined in equation (6.2) for mechanics and equation (6.3) for optics 
• L position vector 
• qi itk component of generalised coordinate vector 
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